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Abstract
This text defines and studies planar Markovian holonomy fields which are
processes indexed by paths on the plane which takes their values in a compact
Lie group. These processes behave well under the concatenation and orientation-
reversing operations on paths. Besides, they satisfy some independence and in-
variance by area-preserving homeomorphisms properties. A symmetry arises in the
study of planar Markovian holonomy fields: the invariance by braids. For finite
and infinite random sequences the notion of invariance by braids is defined and
we prove a new version of the de-Finetti’s theorem. This allows us to construct a
family of planar Markovian holonomy fields called the planar Yang-Mills fields. We
prove that any regular planar Markovian holonomy field is a planar Yang-Mills field.
Planar Yang-Mills fields can be partitioned into three categories according to their
degree of symmetry: we study some equivalent conditions in order to classify them.
Finally, we recall the notion of (non planar) Markovian holonomy fields defined by
Thierry Le´vy. Using the results previously proved, we compute the spherical part
of any regular Markovian holonomy field.
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Introduction
Yang-Mills theory is a theory of random connections on a principal bundle, the
law of which satisfies some local symmetry: the gauge symmetry. It was introduced
in the work of Yang and Mills, in 1954, in [YM54]. Since then, mathematicians
have tried to formulate a proper quantum Yang-Mills theory. The construction on
a four dimensional manifold for any compact Lie group is still a challenge: we will
focus in this article on the 2-dimensional quantum Yang-Mills theory. On a formal
level, a Yang-Mills measure is a measure on the space of connections which looks
like:
e−
1
2SYM(A)DA,
where SYM(A) is the Yang-Mills action of the connection A, which is the L
2 norm
of the curvature, and DA is a translation invariant measure on the space of connec-
tions. Yet, many problems arise with this formulation, the main of which is that
the space of connections can not be endowed with a translation invariant measure.
It took some time to understand which space could be endowed by a well-defined
measure.
One possibility to handle this difficulty in a probabilistic way is to consider
holonomies of the random connections along some finite set of paths: thus, af-
ter the works of Gross [Gro85], [Gro88], Driver [Dri89], [Dri91] and Sengupta
[Sen92], [Sen97] who constructed the Yang-Mills field for a small class of paths
but for any surface, it was well understood that the Yang-Mills measure was a
process indexed by some nice paths. Their construction uses the fact that the holo-
nomy process under the Yang-Mills measure should satisfy a stochastic differential
equation driven by a Brownian white-noise curvature. The Yang-Mills measure has
to be constructed on the multiplicative functions from the set of paths to a Lie
group, that is the set of functions which have a good behavior under concatenation
and orientation-inversion of paths. This idea was already present in the precur-
sory work of Albeverio, Høegh-Krohn and Holden ([AHKH86a], [AHKH88a],
[AHKH88b], [AHKH86b]).
In [Le´v00], [Le´v03] and [Le´v10], Le´vy gave a new construction. This con-
struction allowed him to consider any compact Lie groups, any surfaces and any
rectifiable paths. Besides, it allowed him to generalize the definition of Yang-Mills
measure to the setting where, in some sense, the curvature of the random connec-
tion is a conditioned Le´vy noise. The idea was to establish the rigorous discrete
construction, as proposed by E. Witten in [Wit41] and [Wit92] and to show that
one could take a continuous limit.
The discrete construction was defined by considering a perturbation of a uni-
form measure, the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure, by a density. The continuous
limit was established using the general Theorem 3.3.1 in [Le´v10]. This theorem
vii
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must be understood as a two-dimensional Kolmogorov’s continuity theorem and
one should consider it as one of the most important theorem in the theory of two-
dimensional holonomy fields. In the article [CDG16], G. Ce´bron, A. Dahlqvist
and the author show how to use this theorem in order to construct generalizations
of the master field constructed in [AS12] and [Le´v12].
In the seminal book [Le´v10], Le´vy defined also Markovian holonomy fields.
This is the axiomatic point of view on Yang-Mills measures, seen as families of
measures, indexed by surfaces which have a good behavior under chirurgical oper-
ations on surfaces and are invariant under area-preserving homeomorphisms. The
importance of this notion is that Yang-Mills measures are Markovian holonomy
fields. It is still unknown if any regular Markovian holonomy field is a Yang-Mills
measure but this work is a first step in order to prove so.
The axiomatic formulation of the Markovian holonomy fields allows us to un-
derstand Le´vy processes as one-dimensional planar Markovian holonomy fields.
Le´vy processes and planar Markovian holonomy fields
Let G be a compact Lie group. If dim(G) ≥ 1, we endow the group G with
a bi-invariant Riemannian distance dG. If G is a finite group, we endow it with
the distance dG(x, y) = δx,y. There exist two notions of Le´vy processes depending
on the definitions of the increments: left increments YtY
−1
s or right increments
Y −1s Yt. We will fix the following convention: in this article, a Le´vy process on G is
a ca`dla`g process with independent and stationary right increments which begins at
the neutral element. In fact one can use a weaker definition and forgot about the
ca`dla`g property and define a Le´vy process as a continuous in probability family of
random variables (Yt)t∈R+ such that for any t > s ≥ 0:
• Y −1s Yt has same law as Yt−s,
• Y −1s Yt is independent of σ(Yu, u < s),
• Y0 = e a.s.
Let Y be a Le´vy process on G. Let us denote by D(R) the set of integrable
smooth densities on R. For any vol ∈ D(R), one can define a measure Evol on
GR such that, under Evol, the canonical projection process (Xt)t∈R has the law of(
Yvol(]−∞,t])
)
t∈R
. The family
(
Evol
)
vol∈D
satisfies three properties:
-Area-preserving increasing homeomorphism invariance: Let us con-
sider ψ, an increasing homeomorphism of R. Let vol and vol′ be two
smooth densities in D(R). Let us suppose that ψ sends vol on vol′. The
mapping ψ induces a measurable mapping from GR to itself which we will
denote also by ψ and which is defined by:
ψ((xt)t∈R) =
(
xψ(t)
)
t∈R
.
It is then easy to see that Evol = Evol′ ◦ ψ−1. For example, for any real
t ∈ R and any bounded function f on G:
Evol′
[
f(Xψ(t))
]
= E
[
f(Yvol′(]−∞,ψ(t)]))
]
= E
[
f(Yvol(]−∞,t]))
]
= Evol
[
f(Xt)
]
.
-Independence: Let vol be a smooth density in D(R). Let [s0, t0] and
[s1, t1] be two disjoint intervals. Under Evol, σ
(
(X−1s Xt), s0 ≤ s < t ≤ t0
)
is independent of σ
(
(X−1s Xt), s1 ≤ s < t ≤ t1
)
.
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-Locality property: Let vol and vol′ be two smooth densities in D(R). Let
t0 be a real such that vol|]−∞,t0] = vol
′
|]−∞,t0]
. The law of (Xt)t≤t0 is the
same under Evol as under Evol′ .
Let us consider a family of measures (Evol)vol∈D(R) on G
R; we say that it
is stochastically continuous if, for any vol ∈ D(R), for any sequence (tn)n∈N, if
tn converges to t ∈ R ∪ {−∞}, Evol (dG(Xtn , Xt)) −→n→∞ 0, where we recall that
(Xt)t∈R is the canonical projection process and where, by convention, X−∞ is the
constant function equal to the neutral element e. If (Evol)vol∈D(R) is stochastically
continuous and satisfies the three axioms stated above then there exists a Le´vy
process (Yt)t∈R+ such that, for any smooth density vol in D(R), the canonical
projection process (Xt)t∈R has the law of
(
Yvol(]−∞,t])
)
t∈R
.
With these axioms in mind, looking in Section 3.1 at the definitions of planar
Markovian holonomy fields, the reader can understand why we can consider Le´vy
processes as one-dimensional planar Markovian holonomy fields. The surprising
fact that we will prove in this paper is that the family of regular two-dimensional
planar Markovian holonomy fields is not bigger than the set of one-dimensional
planar Markovian holonomy fields.
Braids
The most innovative idea of this paper is to introduce for the very first time
the braid group in the study of two-dimensional Yang-Mills theory. This is also one
of the main ingredient in the article [CDG16].
The braid group is an object which possesses different facets: a combinatorial, a
geometric and an algebraic one. One can introduce the braid group using geometric
braids: this construction allows us to have a graphical and combinatorial framework
to work with. Since it is the most intuitive construction, we quickly present it so
that the reader will be familiar with these objects.
Proposition 0.1. For any n ≥ 2, let the conguration space Cn(R2) of n in-
distinguishable points in the plane be
(
(R2)n \∆)/Sn where ∆ is the union of the
hyperplanes {x ∈ (R2)n, xi = xj}. The fundamental group of the configuration
space Cn(R2) is the braid group with n strands Bn:
Bn = π1
(
Cn(R
2)
)
.
Every continuous loop γ in Cn(R2) parametrized by [0, 1] and based at the
point
(
(1, 0), ..., (n, 0)
)
can be seen as n continuous functions γj ∈ C
(
[0, 1],R2
)
such
that, if we set σ : j 7→ γj(1) for any j ∈ {1, , n}, the following conditions hold:
1- ∀j ∈ {1, ..., n}, γj(0) = (j, 0),
2- σ ∈ Sn,
3- ∀ t ∈ [0, 1], ∀j 6= j′, γj(t) 6= γj′(t).
The function γj is given by the image of γ by the projection πj :
(
R2
)n→ R2. We
call γ a geometric braid since if we draw the (γj)
n
j=1 in R
3, we obtain a physical
braid. One can look at Figure 1 to have an illustration of this fact.
With this point of view, the composition of two braids is just obtained by gluing
two geometric braids, taking then the equivalence class by isotopy of the new braid
as shown in Figure 2. In this paper, we will take the convention that, in order to
compute β1β2, one has to put the braid β2 above the braid β1.
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Figure 1. A physical braid β.
=
Figure 2. The multiplication of two braids.
Figure 3. A two dimensional diagram representation of β.
As we see in Figure 3, one can represent a braid by a two dimensional diagram
(or, to be correct, classes of equivalence of two-dimensional diagrams) that we call
n-diagrams. This representation can remind the reader the representation of any
permutation by a diagram, yet, in this representation of braids, one remembers
which string is above an other at each crossing. It is a well-known result that any
n-diagram represents a unique braid with n-strands.
Thus, in order to construct a braid, we only have to construct a n-diagram.
Besides, every computation can be done with the n-diagrams.
For any i ∈ {1, , n− 1}, let βi be the equivalence class of (γij)nj=1 defined by:
∀k ∈ {1, , n} \ {i, i+ 1}, ∀t ∈ [0, 1], γik(t) = (k, 0),
∀t ∈ [0, 1], γii(t) =
(
i+
1
2
)
− 1
2
eiπt,
∀t ∈ [0, 1], γii+1(t) =
(
i+
1
2
)
+
1
2
eiπt,
with the usual convention R2 ≃ C. As any braid can be obtained by braiding two
adjacent strands, the family (βi)
n−1
i=1 generates Bn.
Layout of the article
Since the theory of Markovian holonomy fields is a newborn theory which mixes
geometry, representation, probabilities, we recall all the tools we need and try to
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Figure 4. The elementary braid βi.
make this paper accessible to any people from any domain of mathematics. This
paper is in the same time an introduction and a sequel to [Le´v10]. The reader
shouldn’t be surprised that we copy some of the definitions of [Le´v10] as any
reformulation wouldn’t have been as good as Le´vy’s formulation.
In Section 1, we recall the classical notions: paths, multiplicative functions,
Besides, we supply a lack in [Le´v10]: we decided to develop the notion of random
holonomy fields, as it might be possible, in the future, that some general random
holonomy fields of interest would not be Markovian holonomy fields. Thus, any
proposition in [Le´v10] that could be applied to random holonomy fields is stated
in this setting. We study the projection of random holonomy fields on the set
of gauge-invariant random holonomy fields and, in the gauge-invariant setting, we
explain how to restrict and extend the structure group. At last, we develop the
loop paradigm which, in particular, implies the new Proposition 1.40.
The Section 2 is devoted to the theory of planar graphs and the notion of G−G′
piecewise diffeomorphisms. One of the main results is Corollary 2.31 which states
that any generic planar graph can be seen, via such diffeomorphism, as a sub-graph
of the N2-graph.
Using the previous sections, we define in Section 3, four different notions of pla-
nar Markovian holonomy fields. Under some regularity condition, it will be proved
in the paper that the four notions are essentially equivalent. These objects are pro-
cesses, indexed by paths drawn on the plane, which are gauge-invariant, invariant
under area-preserving homeomorphisms, which satisfy a weak independence prop-
erty and a locality property. We consider the questions of restriction and extension
of the structure group for planar Markovian holonomy fields.
The equivalence between the notions of weak discrete and weak continuous
planar Markovian holonomy field is then proved in Section 4, using a theorem of
Moser and Dacorogna.
In Section 5 we define the group of reduced group, as Le´vy did in [Le´v10], and
obtain a generalization of Le´vy’s work in the planar case. This allows us to exhibit
general families of loops which generate the group of reduced loops of any planar
graph.
Two sections are devoted to the link between braids and probabilities: Sec-
tions 6 and 8. In the first one, after explaining an algebraic definition of the braid
group, we show how the Artin’s theorem can be applied on the group of reduced
loops. We define the notion of invariance by braid for finite sequences of random
variables. Section 8 is devoted to the geometric point of view on braids and to a
de-Finetti-Ryll-Nardzewski’s theorem for random infinite sequences which are in-
variant under the action of the braid groups. Under an assumption of independence
of the diagonal-conjugacy classes, one can characterize the invariant by diagonal
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conjugation braidable sequences which are sequences of i.i.d. random variables. In
the end of the section, we apply these results to processes.
In Sections 7, 9 and 10, the reader can find the main results about planar
Markovian holonomy fields. Section 6, on finite braid-invariant sequences of ran-
dom variables, allow us in Section 7 to construct, for any Le´vy process which is
self-invariant by conjugation, a planar Yang-Mills field associated with it. This
construction differs from all the previous constructions since it uses neither the
notion of uniform or Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure nor the notion of stochastic
differential equations. This allows us to consider any self-invariant by conjugation
Le´vy processes, where before, one had to consider Le´vy processes with density with
respect to the Haar measure and which were invariant by conjugation by the struc-
ture group G. In Section 9 and 10, using the results of Section 8, we prove that
any regular planar Markovian holonomy field is a planar Yang-Mills field. Besides,
we show that one can characterize their degree of symmetry according to the law
of the holonomy associated to simple loops.
Since any regular planar Markovian holonomy field is a planar Yang-Mills field,
is it possible to show that any Markovian holonomy field is a Yang-Mills field? In
Section 11, we answer partly to this question. First we recall the notion of Markov-
ian holonomy fields. The free boundary condition expectation is constructed and
allows us to make a bridge between Markovian holonomy fields and planar Mar-
kovian holonomy fields. The results shown previously allows us to prove Theorem
11.23: the spherical part of a regular Markovian holonomy field is equal to the
spherical part of a Yang-Mills field.
In order to get a more accurate idea of the results shown in this article and the
different notions defined in it, one can refer to the diagram Page 118.
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Part 1
Basic Notions

CHAPTER 1
Backgrounds: Paths, Random Multiplicative
Functions on Paths
Let M be either a smooth compact surface (possibly with boundary) or the
plane R2. A measure of area on M is a smooth non-vanishing density on M ,
that is, a Borel measure which has a smooth positive density with respect to the
Lebesgue measure in any coordinate chart. It will often be denoted by vol. We call
(M, vol) a measured surface. We endow M with a Riemannian metric γ and we
will denote by γ0 the standard Riemannian metric on R2.
1.1. Paths
The notion of paths that we will use in this paper is given in the following
definition.
Definition 1.1. A parametrized path on M is a continuous curve c : [0, 1]→
M which is either constant or Lipschitz continuous with speed bounded below by
a positive constant.
Two parametrized paths can give the same drawing on M but with different
speed and we will only consider equivalence classes of paths.
Definition 1.2. Two parametrized paths on M are equivalent if they differ
by an increasing bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism of [0, 1]. An equivalence class of
parametrized paths is called a path and the set of paths onM is denoted by P (M).
Actually, the notion of path does not depend on γ since the distances defined
by two different Riemannian metric are equivalent. Two parametrized paths pp1
and pp2 which represent the same path p share the same endpoints. It is thus
possible to define the endpoints of p as the endpoints of any representative of p. If
p is a path, by p (resp. p) we denote the starting point (resp. the arrival point)
of p. From now on, we will not make any difference between a path p and any
parametrized path pp ∈ p.
Definition 1.3. A path is simple either if it is injective on [0, 1] or if it is
injective on [0, 1[ and p = p.
Later, we will need the following subset of paths.
Definition 1.4. We define Affγ(M) to be the set of paths on M which are
piecewise geodesic paths with respect to γ.
The set of paths Affγ0(R
2) will be simply denoted by Aff(R2). An other set of
paths will be very important for our study: the set of loops.
3
4 1. BACKGROUND
Definition 1.5. A loop l is a path such that l = l. A smooth loop is a loop
whose image is an oriented smooth 1-dimensional submanifold of M . The set of
loops is denoted by L(M). Let m be a point of M . A loop l is based at m if l = m.
The set of loops based at m is denoted by Lm(M).
We can define the inverse and concatenation operations on paths. Let p1 and
p2 be paths, let pp1 and pp2 be representatives of these paths and let us suppose
that p1 = p2. The inverse of p1, denoted by p
−1
1 , is the equivalence class of the
parametrized path t 7→ pp1(1− t). The concatenation of p1 and p2 denoted by p1p2
is the equivalence class of the parametrized path:
pp1.pp2 : t 7→
{
pp1(2t) if t ≤ 1/2,
pp2(2t− 1) if t > 1/2.
Definition 1.6. A set of paths P is connected if any couple of endpoints of
elements of P can be joined by a concatenation of elements of P .
Using concatenation we can introduce a relation on the set of loops.
Definition 1.7. Let P be a set of paths. Two loops l and l′ are elementarily
equivalent in P if there exist three paths, a, b, c ∈ P such that {l, l′} = {ab, acc−1b}.
We say that l and l′ are equivalent in P if there exists a finite sequence l = l0, ..., ln =
l′ such that li is elementarily equivalent to li+1 for any i ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}. We will
write it l ≃P l′.
Definition 1.8. A lasso is a loop l such that one can find a simple loop m,
the meander, and a path s, the spoke, such that l = sms−1.
A loop has a well-defined origin and orientation. A cycle is a loop in which
one forgets about the endpoint. In a non-oriented cycle, the endpoint and the
orientation are forgotten.
Definition 1.9. We say that two loops l1 and l2 are related if and only if
they can be decomposed as: l1 = cd, l2 = dc, with c and d two paths. The set
of equivalence classes for the relation defined on L(M) is the set of cycles. The
operation of inversion is compatible with this equivalence. A non-oriented cycle
is a pair {l, l−1} where l is a cycle. Besides, a cycle is simple if any loop which
represents it is simple and it is said smooth if any loop which represents it is smooth.
We need a notion of convergence of paths in order to define the continuity of
random holonomy fields. The definition makes use of the Riemannian metric γ,
yet the notion of convergence with fixed endpoints will not depend on the choice
of the Riemannian metric. We denote by dγ the distance on M which is associated
with γ.
Definition 1.10. Let p1 and p2 be two paths of M . Let ℓ(p1) (resp. ℓ(p2)) be
the length of the path p1 (resp. p2). We define the distance between p1 and p2 as:
dl(p1, p2) = inf
pp1∈p1,pp2∈p2
sup
t∈[0,1]
[dγ(pp1(t), pp2(t))] + |ℓ(p1)− ℓ(p2)|.
The topology induced by dl does not depend on the choice of γ.
Let (pn)n≥0 be a sequence of paths onM . Let p be a path onM . The sequence
(pn)n≥0 converges to p with fixed endpoints if and only if:
• dl(pn, p)→ 0 as n→ +∞,
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• ∀n ≥ 0, pn = p and pn = p.
We will see that the convergence with fixed endpoints behaves well when one
considers images of paths by bi-Lipschitz homeomorphisms. Let us consider ψ a
locally bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism from R2 to itself.
Lemma 1.11. Let p be a path on the plane, the image of p, ψ(p), is also a path.
Proof. We only have to prove that ψ(p) has a finite length. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that if c : [0, 1]→ R2 is a continuous function, the length of c is
given by sup{t1,...,tn|t1<...<tn}⊂[0,1]
∑n−1
i=1 |c(ti)− c(ti+1)|. 
Lemma 1.12. Let (pn)n∈N be a sequence of paths which converges to a path p
with fixed endpoints. The sequence (ψ(pn))n∈N converges to ψ(p) with fixed end-
points.
Proof. Let us consider (pn)n∈N and p which satisfy the conditions of the
lemma. Le´vy proved in Lemma 1.2.17 of [Le´v10], that pn converges to p uni-
formly when the paths are parametrized at constant speed. Let us denote by
(pn(t))t∈[0,1] and (p(t))t∈[0,1] these parametrized paths. Since ψ is locally Lipschitz,
(ψ(pn(t)))t∈[0,1] converges uniformly to (ψ(p(t)))t∈[0,1] when n goes to infinity and
there exists a real R such that the speed of ψ(pn) for any integer n and the speed
of ψ(p) are bounded by R. An application of Lemma 1.2.18 of [Le´v10] and the
triangular inequality allows us to assert that the length of ψ(pn) converges to the
length of ψ(p). This proves that dl(ψ(pn), ψ(p)) converges to zero when n goes to
infinity. 
Using this notion of convergence, one can define a notion of density. The
following lemma was proved by Le´vy in Proposition 1.2.12 of [Le´v10].
Lemma 1.13. The set of paths Affγ(M) is dense in P (M) for the convergence
with fixed endpoints.
One has to be careful when working with the convergence with fixed endpoints.
For example, the set of paths whose images are concatenation of horizontal and
vertical segments is not dense in P (R2). Indeed, one condition in order to have the
convergence with fixed endpoints is that the length of the paths converges to the
length of the limit path. But, for any path p which can be written as a concatenation
of horizontal and vertical segments, ℓ(p) ≥ ||p − p||1, where ||.||1 is the usual L1
norm on R2, yet this inequality does not hold for a general path p.
1.2. Measures on the set of multiplicative functions
In this section, the presentation differs from the one of [Le´v10]: new definitions
and new results already appear in this section.
From now on, except if specified, G is a compact Lie group, with the usual
convention that a compact Lie group of dimension 0 is a finite group. The neutral
element will be denoted by e. We endow G with a bi-invariant Riemannian distance
dG. If G is a finite group, we endow it with the distance dG(x, y) = δx,y. We denote
by M(G) the space of finite Borel positive measures on G.
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1.2.1. Definitions. Let P be a subset of P (M) and let L be a set of loops
in P .
Definition 1.14. A function h from P to G is multiplicative if and only if:
• h(c−1) = h(c)−1 for any path c in P such that c−1 ∈ P ,
• h(c1c2) = h(c2)h(c1) for any paths c1 and c2 in P which can be concate-
nated and such that c1c2 ∈ P .
We denote by Mult(P,G) the set of multiplicative functions from P to G. A
function from L to G is pre-multiplicative over P if and only if:
• it is multiplicative,
• for any l and l′ in L which are equivalent in P , we have: h(l) = h(l′).
We denote by MultP (L,G) the set of pre-multiplicative functions over P .
We will often make the following slight abuse of notation.
Notation 1.15. Let c be a path in P . If a multiplicative function h is not
specified in a formula, h(c) will stand for the function on Mult(P,G):
h(c) :Mult(P,G)→ G
h 7→ h(c).
The notion of equivalence of loops, as stated in Definition 1.7, is important due
to the following remark.
Remark 1.16. Let h be in Mult(P,G) and let l, l′ be loops in P . A simple
induction and the multiplicative property of h imply that if l ≃P l′ then h(l) = h(l′).
Let P be a set of paths and let Q be a freely generating subset of P in the
sense that:
• any path in P is a finite concatenation of elements of Q,
• no element of Q can be written as a non-trivial finite concatenation of
paths in Q ∪Q−1,
• Q ∩Q−1 = ∅.
Then we have the identification:
Mult(P,G) ≃ GQ.(1.1)
This is the edge paradigm for multiplicative functions. The novelty of the approach
we have in this paper is to put the emphasis on the loop paradigm for gauge-
invariant random holonomy fields. The first paradigm is interesting for general
random holonomy fields on surfaces, yet the second seems to be more appropriate
for gauge-invariant random holonomy fields on the plane.
Remark 1.17. All the following definitions and propositions deal with multi-
plicative functions on a set of paths P . All of them extend to GT , with T ⊂ R.
Indeed, if P = ∪r∈T {cr, c−1r }, with cr being the path on the plane based at 0
and going clockwise once around the circle of center (0, r) and radius r, then
Mult(P,G) ≃ GT .
We will now endow the space of multiplicative functions with a σ-field in order
to be able to speak about measures on Mult(P,G).
Definition 1.18. The Borel σ-field B on Mult(P,G) is the smallest σ-field
such that for any paths c1, ..., cn and any continuous function f : G
n → R, the
mapping h 7→ f (h(c1), ..., h(cn)) is measurable.
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Definition 1.19. A random holonomy field µ on the set P is a measure on
(Mult(P,G),B). If P = P (M), we call it a random holonomy field on M .
Let µ be a random holonomy field on P : the weight of µ is µ(1). One can
define a regularity notion for random holonomy fields.
Definition 1.20. A random holonomy field µ on P is stochastically continuous
if for any sequence (pn)n≥0 of elements of P which converges with fixed endpoints
to p ∈ P , ∫
Mult(P,G)
dG (h(pn), h(p))µ(dh) −→
n→∞
0.(1.2)
The measure µ is locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous if for any compact set
S ⊂ M , for any measure of area vol on M , there exists K > 0 such that for any
simple loop l ∈ P bounding a disk D such that l ⊂ S:∫
Mult(P,G)
dG (e, h(l))µ(dh) ≤ K
√
vol(D),(1.3)
where e is the neutral element of G.
A family of random holonomy fields, (µ)µ∈F , with each µ defined on some set
Pµ, is uniformly locally stochastically
1
2 -Ho¨lder continuous if the constant K in
equation (1.3) is independent of the random holonomy field in F .
1.2.2. Construction of random holonomy fields I. Let us review the two
mains results on which the construction of random holonomy fields is based.
Notation 1.21. Let J and K be two subsets of P (M) such that J ⊂ K. The
restriction function from Mult(K,G) to Mult(J,G) will be denoted by ρJ,K . If
M ⊂M ′ are two surfaces, we denote by ρM,M ′ the restriction function ρP (M),P (M ′).
The notation is set such that for any J ⊂ K ⊂ L ⊂ P (M), ρJ,K ◦ ρK,L = ρJ,L.
The fact that G is a compact group allows us to construct measures on the set
of multiplicative functions by taking projective limits of random holonomy fields on
finite subsets of paths. This behavior is very different from what can be observed
for Gaussian measures on Banach spaces. Indeed, in [Le´v10], Proposition 2.2.3,
Le´vy proved, when F is a collection of finite subsets of P , the next proposition
using an application of Carathe´odory’s extension theorem. We give a proof based
on the Riesz-Markov’s theorem, proof which shows clearly why we only consider
compact groups.
Proposition 1.22. Let F be a collection of subsets of paths on M . We denote
by P their union. Suppose that, when ordered by the inclusion, F is directed: for
any J1 and J2 in F , there exists J3 ∈ F such that J1 ∪J2 ⊂ J3. For any J ∈ F , let
mJ be a probability measure on (Mult(J,G),B). Assume that the probability spaces
(Mult(J,G),B,mJ) endowed with the restriction mappings ρJ,K for J ⊂ K form a
projective system. This means that for any J1 and J2 in F such that J1 ⊂ J2, one
has
mJ1 = mJ2 ◦ ρ−1J1,J2 .
Then there exists a unique probability measure m on (Mult(P,G),B) such that for
any J ∈ F ,
mJ = m ◦ ρ−1J,P .
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Proof. We endow GP with the product topology. As an application of Ty-
chonoff’s theorem it is a compact space. A consequence of this is thatMult(P,G),
endowed with the restricted topology, is also a compact space as it is closed in GP .
Besides, the σ-field B is the Borel σ-field onMult(P,G). Let us consider A the set
of cylinder continuous functions, that is the set of functions f :Mult(P,G)→ R+
of the form:
f : h 7→ f (h(p1), ..., h(pn)) ,
for some n ∈ N, some p1, ..., pn ∈ P and some continuous function f : Gn → R.
The setA is a subalgebra of the algebraC (Mult(P,G),R) of real-valued contin-
uous functions onMult(P,G). This subalgebra separates the points ofMult(P,G)
and contains a non-zero constant function. Due to the Stone-Weierstrass’s theo-
rem, A is dense in C (Mult(P,G),R). Any function f in A depends only on a finite
number of paths, so that there exists some J ∈ F such that f can be seen as a
continuous function on Mult(J, P ). We define:
m(f) = mJ(f),
which does not depend on the chosen J ∈ F thanks to the projectivity and multi-
plicative properties.
We have defined a positive linear functional m on A, the norm of which is
bounded by the total weight of any of the measures (mJ )J∈F . Thus m can be
extended on C (Mult(P,G),R) and an application of the Riesz-Markov’s theorem
allows us to consider m as a measure on (Mult(P,G),B). This is the projective
limit of (mJ )J∈F . 
The notion of locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuity allows us to have an
extension theorem from some subsets of paths to their closure, as shown in the
proof of Corollary 3.3.2 of [Le´v10].
Theorem 1.23. Let µAffγ(M) be a random holonomy field on Affγ(M). If it is
locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous then there exists a unique stochastically
continuous random holonomy field µ on M such that:
µAffγ(M) = µ ◦ ρ−1Affγ(M),P (M).
1.2.3. Gauge-invariance. For any subset P of P (M), a natural group acts
on Mult(P,G), the gauge group, that we are going to describe. Let us fix a subset
P of P (M) which will stay fixed until the end of the chapter.
Definition 1.24. Let V = {x ∈ M, ∃ p ∈ P, x = p or x = p} be the set of
endpoints of P . We define the partial gauge group associated with P by setting
JP = G
V . If P = P (M), this group is called the gauge group of M . The group
JP acts by gauge transformations on the space Mult (P,G): if j ∈ JP , the action
of j on h ∈Mult(P,G) is given by:
∀c ∈ P, (j • h)(c) = j−1c h(c)jc.
LetQ = {c1, ..., cn} be a finite set of paths onM . Looking only at the evaluation
on ci for i ∈ {1, ..., n}, we have the inclusion: Mult(Q,G) ⊂ Gn. The gauge action
of JQ on Mult(Q,G) extends naturally to an action on Gn by (j • g)i = j−1ci gijci
for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}.
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Remark 1.25. If l1, ..., ln are loops based at a point m, the partial gauge group
is nothing but G and the corresponding action on Gn is the diagonal conjugation:
j • (g1, ..., gn) = (j−1g1j, ..., j−1gnj).
We denote by
[
(g1, ..., gn)
]
the equivalence class of (g1, ..., gn) in G
n under the
diagonal conjugation action.
We now define a sub-σ-field of B, the invariant σ-field.
Definition 1.26. On Mult(P,G), the invariant σ-field, denoted by I, is the
smallest σ-field such that for any paths c1, ..., cn in P and any continuous function
f : Gn → R invariant under the action of J{c1,...,cn} on Gn defined after Definition
1.24, the mapping h 7→ f (h(c1), ..., h(cn)) is measurable.
Let us remark that if M is the disjoint union of two smooth compact surfaces,
M = M1 ⊔M2 then Mult (P (M), G) ≃Mult(P (M1), G) ×Mult(P (M2), G). Be-
sides, let I (respectively I1, I2) be the invariant σ-field on Mult (P (M), G) (re-
spectively Mult (P (M1), G), Mult (P (M2), G)). We have I ≃ I1 ⊗ I2.
Locally bi-Lipschitz homeomorphisms between surfaces give rise to some exam-
ples of functions which are measurable with respect to the Borel and the invariant
σ-fields. GivenM andM ′ two smooth compact surfaces, suppose that we are given
a locally bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism ψ from M to M ′, we can construct, for any
h in Mult (P (M ′), G), a natural multiplicative function ψ∗h on M :
(ψ∗h) (p) = h (ψ(p)) , ∀p ∈ P (M).
This defines a function ψ∗ : Mult (P (M ′), G) → Mult (P (M), G) . The function
ψ∗ is measurable for the Borel and the invariant σ-fields. From now on, we denote
also by ψ the application ψ∗.
On the invariant σ-field on Mult(P,G), any measure is of course invariant
by the gauge transformations. Explicitly, for any measure µ on (Mult(P,G), I),
for any measurable continuous function f from (Mult(P,G), I) to R and for any
j ∈ JP : ∫
Mult(P,G)
f(j • h)dµ(h) =
∫
Mult(P,G)
f(h)dµ(h).(1.4)
The following definition is less trivial as the following class of gauge-invariant mea-
sures is not equal to the collection of all measures.
Definition 1.27. Let µ be a random holonomy field on P . We say that µ is
invariant under gauge transformations if and only if the Equality (1.4) holds for
any continuous function f from (Mult(P,G),B) to R and any j ∈ JP .
Remark 1.28. Let µ be a gauge-invariant random holonomy field on P . Let
p a path in P which is not a loop: p 6= p. Then under µµ(1) , h(p) has the law of a
Haar random variable. Indeed, applying the gauge transformation which is equal
to 1 everywhere except at p or p, where its value is set to be an arbitrary element
of G, we see that the law of h(p) is invariant by left- and right-multiplication.
There exists a one-to-one correspondence between measures on (Mult(P,G), I)
and gauge-invariant measures on (Mult(P,G),B). The next proposition is similar
to the results of [Bae94]. For any positive integer n, for any continuous function f
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on Gn and any set of paths {c1, ..., cn} in P , we define the function fˆJc1,...,cn such
that, for any g1, ..., gn in G:
fˆJc1,...,cn (g1, ..., gn) =
∫
Jc1,...,cn
f (j • (g1, ..., gn)) dj,(1.5)
where dj is the Haar measure on Jc1,...,cn.
Notation 1.29. If µ is a finite measure on a measurable space (Ω,A) and if
B ⊂ A is a sub-σ-field, by µ|B, we denote the image of µ by the identity map:
(Ω,A)→ (Ω,B).
Proposition 1.30. For any measure µ on (Mult(P,G), I), there exists a
unique gauge-invariant random holonomy field on P which will be denoted either
by µˆ or µ̂, such that µˆ|I = µ.
Proof. The uniqueness of µˆ follows from the upcoming Proposition 1.37. Let
us prove its existence. We will define µˆ by the fact that for any measurable function
f : Gn → R+ and any n-tuple c1, ..., cn of elements of P :
µˆ (f (h(c1), ..., h(cn))) = µ
(
fˆJc1,...,cn (h(c1), ..., h(cn))
)
.
Let us consider a finite set of paths in P , P1 = {c1, ..., cn}. Let us consider
the natural inclusion ι : Mult (P1, G) ⊂ Gn given by the evaluations on c1, ..., cn.
The equalities µˆP1(f) = µ
(
fˆJc1,...,cn (h(c1), ..., h(cn))
)
for any continuous function
on Gn define a linear positive functional on C(Gn). By compactness of Gn, ap-
plying the theorem of Riesz-Markov, it gives a measure µˆP1 on G
n, the support of
which is easily seen to be a subset of ι (Mult (P1, G)). We can thus look at the
induced measure onMult (P1, G) denoted by µˆ|Mult(P1,G). The family of measures(
µˆ|Mult(P1,G)
)
P1⊂P,#P1<∞
forms a projective family of measures for the inclusion
of sets. Thus, by Proposition 1.22, it defines a measure on (Mult (P,G) ,B). 
Let us introduce a notion which will be important in the definition of planar
markovian holonomy fields. Let µ be a random holonomy field on P .
Definition 1.31. Let P1 and P2 be two families of paths in P . We will say
that (h(p))p∈P1 and (h(p))p∈P2 are I-independent if and only if, for any finite
family (pi1)
n
i=1 in P1, any finite family (p
i
2)
m
i=1 in P2 and any continuous function
f : Gn → R (resp. g : Gm → R) invariant under the action of J{p11,...,pn1 } (resp.
J{p12,...,pm2 }), the following equality holds:
µ
[
f
(
(h(pi1))
n
i=1
)
g
(
(h(pj2))
m
j=1
)]
=µ
[
f
(
(h(pi1))
n
i=1
)]
µ
[
g
(
(h(pj2))
m
j=1
)]
.(1.6)
This is equivalent to say that under µ, the two σ-fields σ (h(p) : p ∈ P1) ∩ I and
σ (h(p) : p ∈ P2) ∩ I are independent.
Let us remark that the invariant σ-field on G2 which we denote by I(2) is, in
general, different from the product I ⊗ I where I is the invariant σ-field of G.
When G = S3, this fact is implied by the following assertion:
11 = #
{
[(σ, σ′)] , (σ, σ′) ∈ S23
} 6= (# {[σ] , σ ∈ S3})2 = 9.
In particular, if (X,Y ) is a random vector such that X is I-independent of Y , the
knowledge of the laws of the random conjugacy classes [X ] and [Y ] does not allow
us to reconstruct the law of the random diagonal conjugacy class [(X,Y )]. In the
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following remark, we will see that in some very special cases, the I-independence
is equivalent to the independence.
Remark 1.32. Let P1 and P2 be two sets of paths such that their sets of end-
points VP1 and VP2 are disjoint. The two families (h(p))p∈P1 and (h(p))p∈P2 , defined
on (Mult(P,G),B, µ), are I-independent if and only if they are independent.
We only have to prove that the I-independence implies the independence. Let
us suppose that they are I-independent. If f and g are real-valued continuous
functions on Gn and Gm respectively, we denote by f⊗g the function from Gn×Gm
to R defined by:
f ⊗ g(x1, ..., xn, xn+1, ..., xn+m) = f(x1, ..., xn)g(xn+1, ..., xn+m).
With this notation and the notation (1.5), since the two families P1 and P2 have
disjoint sets of endpoints,
̂(f ⊗ g)JP1∪P2 = f̂JP1 ⊗ ĝJP2 ,
where the partial gauge group was defined in Definition 1.24. Thus, using the
gauge-invariance of µ,
µ [f ((h(p))p∈P1) g ((h(p))p∈P2 )] = µ [(f ⊗ g) ((h(p))p∈P1 , (h(p))p∈P2)]
= µ
[
̂(f ⊗ g)JP1∪P2 ((h(p))p∈P1 , (h(p))p∈P2)
]
= µ
[
f̂JP1 ⊗ ĝJP2 ((h(p))p∈P1 , (h(p))p∈P2)
]
= µ
[
f̂JP1 ((h(p))p∈P1 )
]
µ
[
ĝJP2 ((h(p))p∈P2 )
]
= µ [f ((h(p))p∈P1 )]µ [g ((h(p))p∈P2)] .
This proves that the two families (h(p))p∈P1 and (h(p))p∈P2 are independent.
Let us introduce the main ingredient in order to construct gauge-invariant
random holonomy fields: the loop paradigm for multiplicative functions. From now
on, P will be connected, stable by concatenation and inversion, m is an endpoint
of P and we recall that Lm is the set of loops in P based at m.
Lemma 1.33. The loop paradigm for the multiplicative functions is:
Mult(P,G)/JP ≃MultP (Lm, G)/JLm .(1.7)
Proof. There exists a natural restriction function:
r :Mult(P,G)/JP →MultP (Lm, G)/JLm .
Let us show that there exists an application
ι :MultP (Lm, G)/JLm →Mult(P,G)/JP ,
such that r ◦ ι = id and ι ◦ r = id.
The proof uses the ideas used in order to prove Lemma 2.1.5 of [Le´v10]. For
any endpoint v of P , let qv be a path in P joining m to v. This is possible since we
supposed that P was connected. We set qm to be the trivial path. Then, for any
path p in P we define l(p) = qppq
−1
p . One can look at the Figure 1 to have a better
understanding of l(p). For any h in MultP (Lm, G), we define for any path p,
ι(h)(p) = h(l(p)).
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Figure 1. Construction of the loop l(p).
This is a multiplicative function. Let us show, for example, that it is compatible
with the concatenation operation. For any h ∈ MultP (Lm, G) and any paths p
and p′ in P such that p = p′, the following sequence of equalities holds:
ι(h)(pp′) = h (l(pp′)) = h(qppp
′q−1
p′
) = h(qppq
−1
p qp′p
′q−1
p′
)
= h(qp′p
′q−1
p′
)h(qppq
−1
p ) = h (l(p
′)) h (l(p)) = ι(h)(p′)ι(h)(p),
where in the third equality we used the fact that h is an element ofMultP (Lm, G)
and not only in Mult(Lm, G).
Thus ι is an application from MultP (Lm, G) to Mult(P,G). This applica-
tion ι defines a function, that we will also call ι from MultP (Lm, G)/JLm to
Mult(P,G)/JP . Indeed, if j ∈ JLm ≃ G, h ∈ MultP (Lm, G) and p ∈ P :
ι(j • h)(p) = j • h(l(p)) = j(m)−1h(l(p))j(m) = j˜ • ι(h)(p),
where j˜ is the constant function which is equal to j. Let us show that ι ◦ r = id:
for any h ∈ Mult(P,G),
(ι(r(h))(p))p∈P = r(h)(l(p)) =
(
h(qppq
−1
p )
)
p∈P
=
(
h(qp)
−1h(p)h(qp)
)
p∈P
,
thus, in Mult(P,G)/JP , we have the equality (ι(r(h))(p))p∈P = (h(p))p∈P . The
equality r ◦ ι = id is even easier. 
From the proof of Lemma 1.33, one also gets the following lemma.
Lemma 1.34. There exists an application:
ι :MultP (Lm, G)→Mult(P,G)
which is measurable for the Borel σ-field and such that, for any loop l ∈ Lm, the
following diagram is commutative:
MultP (Lm, G) ι //
h(l)
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
Mult(P,G)
h(l)
yysss
ss
ss
ss
s
G
An other consequence of Lemma 1.33 is Lemma 2.1.5 in [Le´v10] given below.
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Lemma 1.35. For any paths c1, ..., cn in P and any measurable function f :
Gn → R invariant under the action of Jc1,...,cn on Gn, there exist n loops l1, ..., ln
in P based at m and a measurable function f˜ : Gn → R invariant under the diagonal
action of G such that:
f (h(c1), ..., h(cn)) = f˜ (h(l1), ..., h(ln)) .
Lemma 1.35 allows us to reduce the family of variables that I has to make
measurable: we only have to look at finite collections of loops based at the same
point. This leads us to the Definition 2.1.6 of [Le´v10], which, in our case, is a
result and not a definition.
Proposition 1.36. The invariant σ-field I on Mult(P,G) is the smallest σ-
field such that for any positive integer n, any loops l1, ..., ln based at m and any
continuous function f : Gn → R invariant under the diagonal action of G, the
mapping h 7→ f(h(l1), ..., h(ln)) is measurable.
Another consequence of Lemma 1.35 is the following proposition.
Proposition 1.37. If µ and ν are two stochastically continuous gauge-invariant
random holonomy fields on P , the two following assertions are equivalent:
(1) µ and ν are equal,
(2) there exist an endpoint m of P and Am a dense subset of Lm for the
convergence with fixed endpoints, such that for any integer n, any n-tuple
of loops l1, ..., ln in Am and any continuous function f : G
n → R invariant
under the diagonal action of G,∫
Mult(P,G)
f (h(l1), ..., h(ln)) dµ(h) =
∫
Mult(P,G)
f (h(l1), ..., h(ln)) dν(h).
If the random holonomy fields are not stochastically continuous, the proposition
still holds if one replaces Am by Lm.
Remark 1.38. The first consequence of this proposition is the change of base
point invariance property of gauge-invariant random holonomy fields. For the sake
of simplicity, let us consider µ a gauge-invariant random holonomy field on M . Let
us consider a bijection ψ : M →M and let us consider for any point x of M , px a
path from ψ(x) to x. Then the random holonomy field which has the law of:
(h(px))x∈M • [h(p)]p∈P
under µ, is still gauge-invariant and the last proposition shows that µ and the new
random holonomy field are equal. Thus, for any paths p1, ...pn, we have the equality
in law: ([
(h(px))x∈M • [h(p)]p∈P
]
(pi)
)n
i=1
= (h(pi))
n
i=1
under µ. For example, if l1, ..., ln are n loops based at m and if s is a path from m
′
to m, under a gauge-invariant measure µ,
(
h(sl1s
−1), ..., h(slns
−1)
)
has the same
law as (h(l1), ..., h(ln)).
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1.2.4. Construction of random holonomy fields II: the gauge-invariant
case. In this section, for the sake of simplicity, we will suppose thatM is connected.
However, all results could be easily extended to the non-connected case. Thanks
to Lemma 1.33 and Proposition 1.30, constructing a gauge-invariant random holo-
nomy field µ becomes easier. We recall that P is a connected set of paths, stable
by concatenation and inversion.
Proposition 1.39. Let m be an endpoint of P . Suppose that for any finite
subset L of loops in P based at m, we are given a gauge-invariant measure µL
on MultP (L,G) such that, when endowed with the natural restriction functions,
((MultP (L,G),B), µL) is a projective family. Then there exists a unique gauge-
invariant random holonomy field µ on P such that for any finite subset L of loops
in P based at m, one has:
µL = µ ◦ ρ−1L,P .
Proof. The uniqueness of such a measure comes from a direct application of
Proposition 1.37.
Let us prove the existence of the measure µ. Let Lm be the set of loops in P
based at m. Using a slight modification of Proposition 1.22, we can consider the
projective limit µLm of (µLf )Lf⊂Lm,#Lf<∞, defined on (MultP (Lm, G),B) and
which is gauge-invariant. The set P satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1.34: let
us consider a measurable application ι from MultP (Lm, G) to Mult(P,G) given
by this lemma. We define the measure:
µ =
(
(µLm ◦ ι−1)|I
)̂
,
where we remind the reader that ( )̂ is the notation for the extension of mea-
sures from the invariant σ-field to the Borel σ-field given by Proposition 1.30. By
definition, it is defined on the Borel σ-field onMult(P,G) and it is gauge-invariant.
If L is a finite subset of loops in P based at m, thanks to the definitions of
ι and µLm , (µLm ◦ ι−1) ◦ ρ−1L,P = µL. The gauge-invariance of µL implies that(
(µL)|I
)̂
= µL. This leads us to the conclusion: µL = µ ◦ ρ−1L,P . 
In particular, if we combine this proposition with Theorem 1.23, we get the
following result.
Proposition 1.40. Let γ be a Riemannian metric onM , let m be a point ofM .
Suppose that for any finite subset L of loops in Affγ(M) based at m, we are given a
gauge-invariant measure µL onMultP (L,G) such that ((MultP (L,G),B) , µL) is a
projective family of uniformly locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous random ho-
lonomy fields. Then there exists a unique stochastically continuous gauge-invariant
random holonomy field µ on M such that for any finite subset L of loops in P (M)
based at m, one has:
µL = µ ◦ ρ−1L,P (M).
1.2.5. Restriction and extension of the structure group. Let H be a
closed subgroup of G. There exists a natural injection iP : (Mult(P,H),B) →
(Mult(P,G),B) . Thus, we can always push forward any H-valued random holo-
nomy field by iP in order to define a G-valued random holonomy field. Of course,
if a G-valued random holonomy field on P , say µ, is such that there exists a closed
group H ⊂ G such that for any path p ∈ P , one has h(p) ∈ H µ a.s., then we can
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restrict the group to H : for any finite Pf ⊂ P it defines a measure onMult(Pf , H)
and we can take the projective limit thanks to Proposition 1.22.
In the gauge-invariant setting, what can be done ? First of all, if µ is a H-
valued gauge-invariant random holonomy field, µ ◦ i−1P is not in general a G-valued
gauge-invariant random holonomy field. The simplest counterexample is to consider
P to be reduced to a single loop: a G-valued random variable can be H-invariant
but not G-invariant by conjugation. Thus, in order to extend the structure group
from H to G of a H-gauge-invariant random holonomy field µ, one has to consider:(
(µ ◦ i−1P )|I
)̂
(1.8)
the gauge-invariant extension (see Proposition 1.30) to B of the restriction on the
invariant σ-field I of µ◦i−1P . Thus, the natural injection is replaced by the following
map:
µ 7→ ((µ ◦ i−1P )|I )̂ .
Notation 1.41. In the following, we will denote µ ◦ iˆ−1P :=
(
(µ ◦ i−1P )|I
)̂
.
Now, let us consider the problem of restricting a gauge-invariant random ho-
lonomy field µ. Thanks to Lemma 1.35, we know that the only important objects
are loops based at m. Hence the question: what can be done with a G-valued
random holonomy field such that for any loop or for any simple loop l ∈ Lm, µ a.s.
h(l) ∈ H? An important remark is that it does not imply that for any path p ∈ P ,
µ a.s. h(p) ∈ H . Indeed, as we have seen in Remark 1.28, for any p such that p 6= p,
under µ/µ(1), h(p) has the law of a Haar random variable on G. Nevertheless, the
following result is true.
Proposition 1.42. Let µ be a G-valued gauge-invariant random holonomy
field such that for any loop l ∈ Lm, h(l) ∈ H, µ a.s. Then there exists an H-valued
gauge-invariant random holonomy field µH such that:
µ = µH ◦ iˆ−1P .
Let M be a smooth connected compact surface and let us suppose that P is P (M)
and that µ is stochastically continuous. The result is still true if for any lasso l
based at m, h(l) ∈ H, µ a.s.
Remark 1.43. An important remark is that µH is not unique. Besides, using
the group of reduced loops (Section 2.4 of [Le´v10] and the forthcoming Section
5.3), one can show in the last case that it is enough that h(l) ∈ H , µ a.s., for any
simple loop l based at m. This is due to the fact that for any graph, there exists a
family of generators of the group of reduced loops which can be approximated, for
the convergence with fixed endpoints, by simple loops.
We give below the loop-erasure lemma, taken from Proposition 1.4.9 in [Le´v10],
that we will use in the proof of Proposition 1.42.
Lemma 1.44. Let (M,γ) be a Riemannian compact surface and let c be a loop
in Affγ(M). There exists in Affγ(M) a finite sequence of lassos l1,...,lp and a simple
loop d with the same endpoints as c such that:
c ≃ l1...lpd.
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Proof of Proposition 1.42. Let us prove the second case, when P = P (M)
and µ is stochastically continuous. The first assertion is easier and can be proved
using the second part of the proof.
Let us suppose that for any simple lasso l ∈ Lm(M), h(l) ∈ H , µ a.s. Let
us consider γ a Riemannian metric on M . As a consequence of Lemma 1.44, for
any loop l ∈ Affγ(M) based at m, h(l) ∈ H , µ a.s. Thus, by Lemma 1.13, using
the stochastic continuity of µ and the fact that H is closed, for any l ∈ Lm(M),
h(l) ∈ H , µ a.s.
By restricting the measure µ, one can define, for any finite subset Lf of Lm(M),
a gauge-invariant measure µLf on MultP (M)(Lf , H). As a consequence of Propo-
sition 1.39, there exists a unique H-valued gauge-invariant random holonomy field
µH on M such that for any finite subset Lf of Lm(M), µLf = µH ◦ ρ−1Lf ,P (M).
This H-valued gauge-invariant random holonomy field µH satisfies the equality:
µ = µH ◦ iˆ−1P (M). 
CHAPTER 2
Graphs
2.1. Definitions and simple facts
The construction of special random fields, the planar Markovian holonomy
fields, uses the notion of graphs. The graphs we consider are not only combinatorial
ones: we insist that the faces are homeomorphic to an open disk of R2. Let M be
a either a smooth compact surface with boundary or the plane R2.
Definition 2.1. A pre-graph on M is a triple G = (V,E,F) such that:
• E, the set of edges, is a non-empty finite set of simple paths on M , stable
by inversion, such that two edges which are not each other’s inverse meet,
if at all, only at some of their endpoints,
• V, the set of vertices, is the finite subset of M given by ⋃
e∈E
{e, e},
• F, the set of faces, is the set of the connected components ofM\ ⋃
e∈E
e
(
[0, 1]
)
.
Any pre-graph G = (V,E,F) whose bounded faces F ∈ F are homeomorphic to an
open disk of R2 is called a graph on M .
Remark 2.2. By Proposition 1.3.10 in [Le´v10], if G is a graph onM then ∂M
can be represented by a concatenation of edges in E.
Due to the last definition, any pre-graph G = (V,E,F) is characterized by its
set of edges E. Thus, in order to construct a pre-graph, we will only define its set
of edges. We will often use the following graph.
Example 2.3. Let l be a simple loop on R2. We denote by G(l) the graph on
R2 composed of l and l−1 as unique edges.
WhenM is homeomorphic to a sphere, we will consider that ({m}, ∅,M \ {m})
is a graph for any m ∈M .
Definition 2.4. A graph is connected if and only if any two points of V are the
endpoints of the same path in P (G). A connected graph on R2 will be also called a
finite planar graph; its set of faces is composed of one unbounded face denoted by
F∞ and a set Fb of bounded faces.
Definition 2.5. Let G be a graph on M, P (G) is the set of paths obtained
by concatenating edges of G. The set of loops in P (G) is denoted by L(G) and if
v ∈ V, Lv(G) is the set of loops in L(G) based at v.
For any smooth connected compact surface with boundaryM embedded in R2,
a graph on M can be considered as a finite planar graph. This kind of graphs, of
interest later, will be called embedded graphs on R2.
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Definition 2.6. An embedded graph on R2 is a graph on a smooth connected
compact surface with boundary M embedded in R2.
The two definitions of graphs on R2 seen here are in fact almost equivalent. An
embedded graph is obviously a graph on R2 and a direct consequence of Propositions
1.3.24 and 1.3.26 of [Le´v10] is the following result.
Proposition 2.7. Every finite planar graph on R2 is a subgraph of an embedded
graph.
The intersection of a graph G = (V,E,F) with a subset A of R2 is the pre-graph
(V′,E′,F′), denoted by G ∩ A, such that E′ = {e ∈ E, e ∩ A * {e, e}}. This allows
us to define the notion of a planar graph. For any positive real r, let D(0, r) be the
closed ball of center (0, 0) and radius r in R2.
Definition 2.8. A planar graphG = (V,E,F) is a triple of sets which represent
the vertices, the edges and the faces which are linked by the same relations as
in Definition 2.1 and for which there exists an increasing unbounded sequence of
positive reals (rn)n∈N such that for each integer n, G ∩ D(0, rn) is a finite planar
graph.
Example 2.9. We consider N2 as a planar graph, the edges being the vertical
and horizontal segments between nearest neighbors.
Notation 2.10. Sometimes, one wants to consider connected graphs whose
edges are in a given subset A of P (M). We denote by G(A) the set of connected
graphs G = {V,E,F} such that E ⊂ A.
In the notions of graph exposed above, the edges are non-oriented, which means
that there is no preference between e and e−1 for any edge e.
Definition 2.11. An orientation on a graph G is the data of a subset E+ of
E such that E+ ∩ (E+)−1 = ∅ and E+ ∪ (E+)−1 = E. Given an orientation E+ on
G, for each subset J of E, we denote by J+ the set J ∩ E+.
2.2. Graphs and homeomorphisms
In the following we will need to understand the action of orientation-preserving
homeomorphisms on the set of graphs.
Definition 2.12. Let G and G′ be two finite planar graphs. They are home-
omorphic if there exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism ψ which sends
G on G′. We will denote it by ψ(G) = G′ and by definition, this means that ψ
induces a bijection SψG from the set V of vertices of G to the set V′ of vertices of G′
and a bijection EψG from the set E of edges of G to the set E′ of edges of G′. These
bijections are defined by:
SψG (v) = ψ(v), for any v ∈ V,
EψG (e) = ψ(e), for any e ∈ E.
Definition 2.13. Let ψ and ψ′ be two orientation-preserving homeomorphisms
of R2 which send G on G′. The homeomorphisms ψ and ψ′ are equivalent on G if
and only if SψG = Sψ
′
G and EψG = Eψ
′
G .
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We would like to have an easy way to know if two finite planar graphs are
homeomorphic. For that, an important notion is the cyclic order of the outgoing
edges at a vertex.
Definition 2.14. Let G = (V,E,F) be a finite planar graph. Let v be a vertex
and let Ev be the set of edges e ∈ E such that e = v. For any e ∈ Ev, let ep be a
parametrized path which represents e. We define:
r0 = min
{∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣v − ep
(
1
2
) ∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣, e ∈ Ev
}
.
Let r ∈]0, r0[. For each e ∈ Ev, we define se(r) ∈
[
0, 12
]
as the first time ep hits the
boundary of D(0, r):
se(r) = inf
{
t ∈
[
0,
1
2
]
, ||v − ep (t) || = r
}
.
The cyclic permutation of Ev, corresponding to the cyclic order of the points
{ep(se(r)), e ∈ Ev} on the circle ∂D(0, r) oriented anti-clockwise, does not depend
on the chosen r ∈]0, r0[: it is the cyclic order of the edges at the vertex v denoted
by σv.
A consequence of Jordan-Scho¨nfliess theorem is the Heffter-Edmonds-Ringel
rotation principle, stated in Theorem 3.2.4 of [MT01].
Theorem 2.15. Let G = (V,E,F) and G′ = (V′,E′,F′) be two finite planar
graphs such that the following assertions hold:
(1) there exists a bijection S : V→ V′,
(2) there exists a bijection E : E → E′ such that for any e ∈ E, E (e−1) =
E(e)−1,
(3) for any edge e ∈ E, S(e) = E(e),
(4) for any vertex v ∈ V, σS(v) = E ◦ σv ◦ E−1.
Then there exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism ψ : R2 → R2 such that
ψ(G) = G′ and ψ induces the two bijections S and E.
If one considers only piecewise affine edges, the theorem can be applied to
pre-graph with affine edges.
Later we will need the notion of diffeomorphisms at infinity. The motivation will
appear in Lemma 12.10 where we show that the free boundary condition expectation
on the plane associated with a Markovian holonomy field is a planar Markovian
holonomy field. In the following definition, D(0, R)c is the complement set of the
closed disk centered at 0 and of radius R.
Definition 2.16. A homeomorphism ψ of R2 is a diffeomorphism at infinity
if there exists a real R such that ψ|D(0,R)c is a diffeomorphism.
Each time we consider a homeomorphism from a close domain delimited by a
Jordan curve to an other domain delimited by an other Jordan curve, we can extend
it as a diffeomorphism at infinity. Indeed, using the Carathe´odory’s theorem for
Jordan curves, we can suppose that both domains are the unit disk. In this case,
the result follows from the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.17. Let D be the closed disk of center 0 and radius 1. Let ψ : ∂D→ ∂D
be a homeomorphism. There exists a diffeomorphism Ψ : Dc → Dc such that for
any x ∈ ∂D,
lim
y→x
Ψ(y) = ψ(x).
Besides, if ψ preserves the orientation, Ψ will also preserve the orientation.
Proof. Let η be a smooth even positive function supported on [−1, 1]. Let us
consider for any real r > 1 the function ηr(.) = (r − 1)−1η((r − 1)−1.). The family
(ηr)r>1 is a smooth even approximation to the identity when r goes to 1.
There is a natural bijection Φ between the set of homeomorphisms of ∂D and
the set HomR∂D of strictly increasing or decreasing continuous functions f from R
to R such that f − Id is 1-periodic. Let ψ : ∂D→ ∂D be a homeomorphism of the
circle. We define the smooth function Ψ by:
Ψ : Dc → Dc
re2iπθ 7→ re2iπ(Φ(ψ)∗ηr)(θ).
Since ψ is continuous on the disk, the function Φ(ψ) is uniformly continuous.
Thus Φ(ψ) ∗ ηr converges uniformly to Φ(ψ) as r tends to 1. This implies that for
any x ∈ ∂D, lim
y→x
Ψ(y) = ψ(x). Besides, for any real r > 1, the convolution with ηr
sends HomR∂D on itself: this implies that Ψ is bijective. Since Ψ is differentiable, it
remains to show that the Jacobian of Ψ is strictly positive. Yet, for any x ∈ Dc, only
the module of x is involved in the calculation of the module of Ψ(x): the Jacobian
matrix is triangular. Since ηr is even for any r > 1 and Φ(ψ) is strictly increasing
(or decreasing), the derivative of Φ(ψ) ∗ ηr is strictly positive (or negative). These
two facts imply that the Jacobian matrix of Ψ is invertible, thus the function Ψ is
a diffeomorphism. The last assertion about the orientation-preserving property is
straightforward. 
2.3. Graphs and partial order
The graphs with piecewise affine edges are interesting when one considers a
special partial order on graphs studied in [Le´v10].
Definition 2.18. Let G and G′ be two planar graphs. We say that G′ is finer
than G if P (G) ⊂ P (G′). We denote it by G 4 G′.
In fact, in Lemma 1.4.6 of [Le´v10], Le´vy showed that this partial order is not
directed. Yet, one can, by restricting it to a dense subspace of graphs, make it
directed: for this, the edges of the graphs which we consider must be in a good
subspace as defined below.
Definition 2.19. Let P be a subset of P (M). A good subspace A of P is a
dense subset of P for the convergence with fixed endpoints such that for any finite
subset {c1, ..., cn} of A there exists a graph G such that {c1, ..., cn} ⊂ P (G).
If A is a good subspace, G(A) endowed with 4 is directed. The following lemma
is a reformulation of Proposition 1.4.8 of [Le´v10].
Lemma 2.20. For any Riemannian metric γ on M , the set Affγ(M) is a good
subspace for P (M).
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There are other natural examples of good subspaces of P (M). For example,
Baez in [Bae94] used the good subspace of piecewise real-analytic paths in P (R2) in
order to define the Ashtekar and Lewandowski uniform measure. Another example
of good subspace is used in the articles [Sen92] and [Sen97].
By definition, any path in M can be approximated by a sequence of paths in A
if A is a good subspace. But Affγ(M) satisfies the stronger property which roughly
asserts that G(Affγ(M)) is “dense” for a certain notion in the set of planar graphs.
The next theorem is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.4.10. in [Le´v10]. It has
to be noticed that, in the proof of Proposition 1.4.10. in [Le´v10], the measure of
area does not have to be the measure of area associated with the chosen Riemannian
metric. For the next theorem, let us suppose thatM is an oriented compact surface
with boundary.
Theorem 2.21. Let G = (V,E,F) be a graph on M . Let γ be a Riemannian
metric on M and let vol be a measure of area on M . There exists a sequence of
finite planar graphs
(
Gn = (Vn,En,Fn)
)
n∈N
in G(Affγ (M) ) such that:
(1) for any integer n, there exists ψn an orientation-preserving homeomor-
phism of M such that ψn(G) = Gn.
(2) Vn = V,
(3) for any edge e ∈ E, ψn(e) converges to e for the convergence with fixed
endpoints,
(4) for any face F ∈ F, vol(ψn(F )) −→
n→∞
vol(F ).
Another interesting property of G(Aff(R2)) is the fact that any generic finite
planar graph with piecewise affine edges can be sent by a piecewise smooth appli-
cation on a subgraph of the N2 planar graph. We will prove this in Section 2.5, but
before, we need to gather a few facts about graphs and triangulations.
2.4. Graphs and piecewise diffeomorphisms
Definition 2.22. Let G be a finite planar graph in G(Aff(R2)). It is simple if
the boundary of any face of G is a simple loop. It is a triangulation if any bounded
face is a non degenerate triangle.
Definition 2.23. Let G be a finite planar graph in G(Aff(R2)). A mesh of G
is a simple graph G′ in G(Aff(R2)) such that G 4 G′. A triangulation of G is a
triangulation T such that G 4 T and the unbounded face of T is the unbounded
face of G.
Two triangulations are homeomorphic if they are homeomorphic as finite planar
graphs.
Definition 2.24. Let G and G′ be two finite planar graphs in G(Aff(R2)). A
homeomorphism φ : R2 → R2 is a G − G′ piecewise diffeomorphism if the three
following assertions hold:
(1) φ(G) = G′,
(2) there exists a mesh G0 of G (resp G′0 of G
′) such that φ(G0) = G′0 and
for any bounded face F of G0, φ|F : F → φ(F ) is a diffeomorphism
whose Jacobian determinant is bounded below and above by some strictly
positive real numbers and can also be extended on the boundary of F ,
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(3) let F∞ be the unbounded face of G0. The application φ|F∞ : F∞ → φ(F∞)
is a diffeomorphism.
We will say that G0 is a good mesh for φ.
The piecewise diffeomorphisms we will construct will always be of the following
form: they will be the extension (using Lemma 2.17 and the discussion before) of
a piecewise affine homeomorphism from the interior of a piecewise affine Jordan
curve to itself. Recall the definition of equivalence defined in Definition 2.13.
Proposition 2.25. Let G1 and G2 be two homeomorphic simple finite planar
graphs with piecewise affine edges. Let us choose an orientation-preserving homeo-
morphism φ : R2 → R2 such that φ(G1) = G2. There exist two triangulations, T1
of G1, T2 of G2 and an orientation-preserving G1 − G2 piecewise-diffeomorphism
ψ such that:
(1) T1 is a good mesh for ψ,
(2) ψ and φ are equivalent on G1,
(3) ψ(T1) = T2.
Consequently, the set of orientation-preserving G1 −G2 piecewise diffeomorphisms
is not empty.
In order to prove this proposition, we will need the following result proved in
the paper of Aronov-Seidel-Souvaine ([ASS93]).
Theorem 2.26. Let Q1 and Q2 be two simple n-gons, seen as planar graphs
with n vertices. Let us choose an orientation-preserving homeomorphism ψ which
sends Q1 on Q2. Let T1 (resp. T2) be a triangulation of Q1 (resp. Q2). There
exists Tˆ1 (resp. Tˆ2) a triangulation of Q1 (resp. Q2), finer than T1 (resp. T2) and
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism ψ′ such that ψ and ψ′ are equivalent on
Q1 and ψ
′(Tˆ1) = Tˆ2.
Let G1, respectively G2, be a simple graph in G
(
Aff(R2)
)
with only one face
denoted F1, respectively F2. Let ψ be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism
which sends G1 on G2. Then there exists a positive integer n such that ∂F1 and ∂F2
can be seen as two n-gons such that, when one considers these n-gons as graphs,
ψ sends ∂F1 on ∂F2: in order to do so, it is enough to add some vertices on the
boundaries of F1 and F2. This remark will allow us to apply Theorem 2.26 to the
faces of simple planar graphs with piecewise affine edges. Let us remark also that
the homeomorphism ψ between Tˆ1 and Tˆ2 in Theorem 2.26 can be chosen so that
it is affine on each bounded face of Tˆ1.
Lemma 2.27. Let T1 and T2 be two triangulations in the plane. If they are
homeomorphic, there exists a function ψ defined on the union of the bounded faces
of T1 and affine on each bounded face of T1 such that ψ is an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism which sends T1 on T2.
Proof. Let T1 and T2 be two homeomorphic triangulations and let φ be
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of R2 which sends T1 on T2. For any
bounded face F of T1, we can find an orientation-preserving affine map ψ|F , de-
fined on F , such that ψ|F and φ are equivalent on the border ∂F , seen as a graph
with 3 vertices. This map is actually unique.
Let us remark that for any triangle T , any x ∈ T and any affine map F , F (x)
depends only on the image by F of the edge which contains x. This allows us to
glue the affine maps
(
ψ|F
)
F
and to get the desired ψ. 
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Figure 1. An approximation by a generic graph.
We can now prove Proposition 2.25.
Proof of Proposition 2.25. Let G1 and G2 be two simple homeomorphic
finite planar graphs with piecewise affine edges. Let φ be an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism such that φ(G1) = G2. For any bounded face F of G1, F and
φ(F ) are simple polygons. As any polygon can be triangulated, one consequence of
Theorem 2.26 and Lemma 2.27 is that there exists T1,F (resp. T2,F ) a triangulation
of F (resp. φ(F )) and ψ|F a function defined on F , affine on each bounded face
of T1,F , such that ψ|F is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism between T1,F
and T2,F and such that ψ|F and φ are equivalent on ∂F . We define T1 (resp. T2)
as the triangulation obtained by taking the union of all the triangulations (T1,F )F
((T2,F )F ). As in the proof of Lemma 2.27, we can glue the ψ|F together: this
gives a function ψ|F c∞ defined on the complementary of the unbounded face F∞
of G1. As G1 is simple, the boundary of F∞ is a Jordan curve. Thus, according
to the discussion we had before Lemma 2.17, we can extend ψ|F c∞ on F∞ and the
resulting homeomorphism, denoted by ψ, is such that ψ|F∞ is a diffeomorphism.
By construction, ψ is an orientation-preserving G − G′ piecewise diffeomorphism,
φ and ψ are equivalent on G1 and ψ(T1) = T2. 
2.5. The N2 planar graph
We have seen after Lemma 1.13 that the set of piecewise horizontal or vertical
paths is not dense in P (R2) for the convergence with fixed endpoints. In the follow-
ing, we show that, in some sense, we can always inject any graph in the N2 graph
defined in Exemple 2.9. This property is crucial in the study of planar Markovian
holonomy fields. Let G = (V,E,F) be a finite planar graph in G(Aff (R2)). We
remind the reader that for any v ∈ V, Ev is the set of edges e ∈ E such that e = v.
Definition 2.28. The graph G is generic if for any vertex v ∈ V, #Ev ≤ 4.
It is worth noticing that any finite planar graph can be approximated by a
generic graph. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
Lemma 2.29. Let v0 be a vertex of G. There exists a sequence of generic graphs
Gn = (Vn,En,Fn) in G
(
Aff
(
R2
))
such that for any n ≥ 0:
(1) v0 ∈ Gn,
(2) there exists an injective function Ln : Lv(G)→ Lv(Gn) such that for any
loop l ∈ Lv(G), Ln(l) converges with fixed endpoints to l.
The notion of generic graphs was defined so that one could send any of such
graph in the N2 planar graph. Let us suppose, until the end of the chapter, that G
is a generic finite planar graph in G(Aff (R2)).
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Proposition 2.30. There exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of
R2, denoted by ψ, such that ψ (G) is a subgraph of the N2 planar graph.
Proof. For each v ∈ V, we choose a point v˜ of N2 such that the points (v˜)v∈V
are all distinct. For each of these points, we choose a subset Ev˜ of edges in 13N
2
going out of v˜ such that #Ev˜ = #Ev. We consider the two pre-graphs:
(1) Gp with set of edges Ep, such that Ep = {ep([0, 13 ]), ep represents e ∈ E},
(2) G′p such that the set of edges E
′
p is equal to ∪v∈VEv˜.
Let us define the application S : v 7→ v˜. Because #Ev˜ = #Ev and thanks to the
shape of the graphs, we can choose a bijection E : Ep → E′p such that the conditions
of Theorem 2.15 hold. Using this theorem, there exists an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism ψ such that ψ(Gp) = G′p and ψ induces the two bijections S and
E . Let us define G′ = ψ(G): we approximate G′ in a 1
3k
N2. For k big enough
this approximation defines a graph G˜ without new vertices. By construction, the
assumptions 1. to 4. of Theorem 2.15 hold for G and G˜. Using a dilatation we can
suppose that k = 1. Using Theorem 2.15, there exists an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism ψ which sends G to the subgraph G˜ of the N2 planar graph. 
Corollary 2.31. There exists a subgraph G′ of the N2 graph such that the set
of orientation-preserving G−G′ piecewise diffeomorphisms is not empty.
Proof. Due to Proposition 2.30 there exists a subgraph G′ of the N2 planar
graph such that G and G′ are homeomorphic: the graph G′ is also simple. By
Proposition 2.25 the set of orientation-preserving G−G′ piecewise diffeomorphisms
is not empty. 
CHAPTER 3
Planar Markovian Holonomy Fields
In this chapter, we define the continuous and discrete planar Markovian holo-
nomy fields: these are families of random holonomy fields on subsets of P (R2) satis-
fying an area-preserving homeomorphism invariance and an independence property.
3.1. Definitions
First, we define the strong and weak notions of (continuous) planar Markovian
holonomy fields. We will use the following notation: if l is a simple loop in R2,
Int(l) will stand for the bounded connected component of R2 \ l.
Definition 3.1. A G-valued strong (continuous) planar Markovian holonomy
field is the data, for each measure of area vol on R2 of a gauge-invariant random
holonomy field Evol on R2 of weight Evol(1) = 1, such that the three following
axioms hold:
P1 : Let vol and vol
′ be two measures of area on R2. Let ψ : R2 → R2
be a locally bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism which preserves the orientation
and which sends vol on vol′ (i.e. vol′ = vol ◦ ψ−1). The mapping from
Mult(P (R2), G) to itself induced by ψ, denoted also by ψ, satisfies:
Evol′ ◦ ψ−1 = Evol.
Moreover, let G and G′ be two finite planar graphs, let φ : R2 → R2 be
a homeomorphism which preserves the orientation, which sends vol on
vol′ and which sends G on G′. The mapping from Mult(P (G′), G) to
Mult(P (G), G) induced by φ, denoted also by φ, satisfies:
(Evol′)|Mult(P (G′),G) ◦ φ−1 = (Evol)|Mult(P (G),G) .
P2 : For any measure of area vol on R2, for any simple loops l1 and l2 such
that Int(l1) and Int(l2) are disjoint, under Evol, the two families:{
h(p), p ∈ P (Int(l1))} and {h(p), p ∈ P (Int(l2))}
are I-independent.
P3 : For any measures of area on R2, vol and vol′, if l is a simple loop
such that vol and vol′ are equal when restricted to the interior of l, the
following equality holds:(
Evol
)
|Mult(P (Int(l)),G)
=
(
Evol′
)
|Mult(P (Int(l)),G)
.
In the study of Markovian holonomy fields, it will be convenient to have the
notion of weak (continuous) planar Markovian holonomy fields.
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Definition 3.2. A G-valued weak (continuous) planar Markovian holonomy
field is the data, for each measure of area vol on R2 of a gauge-invariant random
holonomy field Evol on Aff
(
R2
)
of weight Evol(1) = 1, such that the three following
axioms hold:
wP1: Let vol and vol
′ be two measures of area on R2. Let ψ : R2 → R2
be a diffeomorphism at infinity which preserves the orientation and which
sends vol on vol′ (i.e. vol′ = vol ◦ψ−1). Let p1, ..., pn be paths in Aff
(
R2
)
such that for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, p′i = ψ(pi) is in Aff
(
R2
)
. Then for any
continuous function f : Gn → R,
Evol
[
f
(
h(p1), ..., h(pn)
)]
= Evol′
[
f
(
h(p′1), ..., h(p
′
n)
)]
.
wP2 : For any measure of area vol on R2, for any simple loops l1 and l2
in Aff
(
R2
)
such that Int(l1) and Int(l2) are disjoint, under Evol, the two
families:{
h(p), p ∈ Aff (R2) ∩ P (Int(l1))} and {h(p), p ∈ Aff (R2) ∩ P (Int(l2))}
are independent.
wP3 : For any measures of area on R2, vol and vol′, if l is a simple loop
such that vol and vol′ are equal when restricted to the interior of l, the
following equality holds:(
Evol
)
|Mult(Aff(Int(l)),G)
=
(
Evol′
)
|Mult(Aff(Int(l)),G)
.
It can seem strange that we replaced the I-independence by the usual indepen-
dence in wP2, but this was precisely the point of Remark 1.32. As a consequence,
any strong planar Markovian holonomy field defines, by restriction, a weak planar
Markovian holonomy field. We will see later that the two notions are equivalent
when we restrict them to stochastically continuous objects. By G-valued (contin-
uous) planar Markovian holonomy fields, we will denote the family of G-valued
strong or weak (continuous) planar Markovian holonomy fields.
Definition 3.3. A G-valued planar Markovian holonomy field
(
Evol
)
vol
is
stochastically continuous if, for any measure of area vol on R2, Evol is stochas-
tically continuous.
A discrete counterpart exists for strong planar Markovian holonomy fields.
Definition 3.4. A G-valued strong discrete planar Markovian holonomy field
is the data, for each measure of area vol, for each finite planar graph G, of a gauge-
invariant random holonomy field EGvol on P (G) of weight E
G
vol(1) = 1, such that the
four following axioms hold:
DP1 : Let vol and vol
′ be two measures of area on R2, let G and G′ be
two finite planar graphs. Let ψ be a homeomorphism which preserves the
orientation, satisfies ψ(G) = G′ and such that for any F ∈ Fb, vol(F ) =
vol′(ψ(F )). The mapping from Mult(P (G′), G) to Mult(P (G), G) in-
duced by ψ, denoted also by ψ, satisfies:
EG
′
vol′ ◦ ψ−1 = EGvol.
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DP2 : For any measure of area vol on R2, for any finite planar graph G, for
any simple loops l1 and l2 in P (G), such that Int(l1) ∩ Int(l2) = ∅, under
EGvol, the two families:{
h(p), p ∈ P (G) ∩ P (Int(l1))} and {h(p), p ∈ P (G) ∩ P (Int(l2))}
are I-independent.
DP3 : For any measures of area on R2, vol and vol′, if l is a simple loop
such that vol and vol′ are equal when restricted to the interior of l, if G
is included in Int(l), then the following equality holds:
EGvol = E
G
vol′ .
DP4: For any measure of area vol on R2, for any finite planar graphs G1
and G2, such that G1 4 G2:
EG2vol ◦ ρ−1P (G1),P (G2) = E
G1
vol,
where we remind the reader that
ρP (G1),P (G2) :Mult
(
P (G2), G
)→Mult(P (G1), G)
is the restriction map.
We will use also the following weak version of discrete planar Markovian holo-
nomy fields.
Definition 3.5. A G-valued weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy field
is the data, for each measure of area vol, for each finite graph G in G(Aff (R2)), of
a gauge-invariant random holonomy field EGvol on P (G) of weight E
G
vol(1) = 1, such
that the four following axioms hold:
wDP1: Let vol and vol
′ be two measures of area on R2, let G and G′ be two
simple finite planar graphs in G(Aff (R2)). Let ψ be a G − G′ piecewise
diffeomorphism which preserves the orientation. Suppose that for any
bounded face F of G, vol(F ) = vol′(ψ(F )). Then the mapping from
Mult(P (G′), G) to Mult(P (G), G) induced by ψ satisfies:
EG
′
vol′ ◦ ψ−1 = EGvol.
wDP2 : For any measure of area vol on R2, for any finite graph G in
G(Aff (R2)), for any simple loops l1 and l2 in P (G), such that Int(l1) and
Int(l2) are disjoint, under EGvol, the two families:{
h(p), p ∈ P (G) ∩ P (Int(l1))} and {h(p), p ∈ P (G) ∩ P (Int(l2))}
are independent.
wDP3 : For any measures of area on R2, vol and vol′, if l is a simple loop
such that vol and vol′ are equal when restricted to the interior of l, if G
is included in Int(l), then the following equality holds:
EGvol = E
G
vol′ .
wDP4: For any measure of area vol on R2, for any finite planar graphs G1
and G2 in G
(
Aff
(
R2
))
, such that G1 4 G2:
EG2vol ◦ ρ−1P (G1),P (G2) = E
G1
vol,
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where again ρP (G1),P (G2) : Mult
(
P (G2), G
) → Mult(P (G1), G) is the
restriction map.
Let us remark that the Axioms DP3 and wDP3 can be directly deduced re-
spectively from DP1 and wDP1 by considering the identity function of the plane.
Yet, in order to have a similar formulation for continuous and discrete objects we
preferred to keep them in the definitions.
As for the continuous objects, any G-valued strong discrete planar Markovian
holonomy field defines, by restriction, a weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy
field. By G-valued discrete planar Markovian holonomy fields, we will denote the
family of G-valued strong or weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy fields. In
any assertion about G-valued discrete planar Markovian holonomy fields, the reader
will have to understand that, in the case we are working with a weak discrete planar
Markovian holonomy field, all the graphs must be in G (Aff (R2)). From now on, if
not specified, all the planar Markovian holonomy fields will be G-valued, thus we
will omit to specify it.
Remark 3.6. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a discrete planar Markovian holonomy field.
Using Proposition 1.22, the Axiom DP4 or wDP4 allows us to define for any
measure of area vol and any possibly infinite planar graph G, a unique gauge-
invariant random holonomy field EGvol on P (G) whose weight E
G
vol(1) is equal to 1,
such that, for any finite planar graph Gf 4 G, EGvol ◦ ρ−1P (Gf ),P (G) = E
Gf
vol.
Besides, the family{(
Mult(P (G) , G),B,EGvol)
G∈G(Aff(R2))
,
(
ρP (G),P (G′)
)
G,G′∈G(Aff(R2)),G4G′
}
is a projective family. There exists a unique gauge-invariant random holonomy field
on Aff
(
R2
)
, whose weight is equal to 1, which we denote by EAffvol, such that for any
finite planar graph Gf ∈ G
(
Aff(R2)
)
, EAffvol ◦ ρ−1P (Gf ),Aff(R2) = E
Gf
vol.
The notions of area-dependent continuity and locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder
continuity that we are going to define are similar to the notions explained in Defi-
nition 3.2.8 of [Le´v10] that Le´vy used for discrete Markovian holonomy fields. Let(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a family of random holonomy fields such that for any measure of area
vol and any finite planar graph G, EGvol is a random holonomy field on P (G).
Definition 3.7. The family
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder con-
tinuous if for any measure of area vol on R2,
(
EGvol
)
G
is a uniformly locally 12 -Ho¨lder
continuous family of random holonomy fields.
It is continuously area-dependent if, for any sequence of finite planar graphs
Gn which are the images of a common graph G by a sequence of area-preserving
homeomorphisms ψn (ψn(G) = Gn) and such that vol(ψn(F )) tends to vol(F ) as
n tends to infinity for any bounded face F of G, the following convergence holds:
EGnvol ◦ ψ−1n −→n→∞ E
G
vol,
where we denote by ψn the induced map fromMult
(
P (Gn), G
)
toMult(P (G), G).
It is regular if it is locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous and continuously
area-dependent.
The new notion of stochastic continuity in law is defined as follow.
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Definition 3.8. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a family of random holonomy fields such
that for any measure of area vol and any finite planar graph G, EGvol is a random
holonomy field on P (G). The family
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is stochastically continuous in law
if for any measure of area vol, for any integer m, any finite planar graph G, any
sequence of finite planar graphs (Gn)n≥0 and any sequence of m-tuples of loops
in Gn, ((lnk )
m
k=1)n∈N, if there exists a m-tuple of loops in G, (lk)
m
k=1 such that for
any i ∈ {1, .., k}, lni converges with fixed endpoints to li when n goes to infinity,
then the law of
(
h(lnk )
)m
k=1
under EGnvol converges to the law of
(
h(lk)
)m
k=1
under EGvol
when n goes to infinity.
Let us also remark that the Axioms DP1 and wDP1 are not discrete versions
of P1 and wP1 since in DP1 and wDP1 we do not require that vol
′ is the image of
vol by ψ. Thus, it is not obvious that any planar Markovian holonomy field, when
restricted to graphs, defines a discrete planar Markovian holonomy field. For now,
we define the notion of constructibility but later we will show that, under some
regularity conditions, any planar Markovian holonomy field is constructible.
Definition 3.9. Let
(
Evol
)
vol
be a weak (resp. strong) planar Markovian ho-
lonomy field. It is constructible if the family of measures
(
(Evol)|Mult(P (G),G)
)
G,vol
is a weak (resp. strong) discrete planar Markovian holonomy field.
Remark 3.10. If (Evol)vol is a constructible stochastically continuous planar
Markovian holonomy field, its restriction to graphs defines a stochastically contin-
uous in law discrete planar Markovian holonomy field.
We have seen, in Remark 3.6, that given a strong discrete planar Markov-
ian holonomy field
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
, we could define a family of probability measures(
EAffvol
)
vol
. If
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous, so is E
Aff
vol for
any measure of area vol. By Theorem 1.23, one can extend EAffvol as a stochastically
continuous random holonomy field on R2, denoted by Evol. We have thus defined(
Evol
)
vol
a family of stochastically continuous random holonomy fields on R2.
Using a slight modification of Theorem 3.2.9 in [Le´v10], if
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is con-
tinuously area-dependent then the family
(
Evol
)
vol
is a stochastically continuous
strong planar Markovian holonomy field. Let us explain the only difficult part of
this assertion which is to prove that the axiom P1 is valid for
(
Evol
)
vol
.
Using the same arguments as Le´vy used in Proposition 3.4.1 of [Le´v10], if(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is continuously area-dependent then for any finite planar graph G, for
any measure of area vol, EGvol = (Evol)|Mult(P (G),G) . Let us remark that it is im-
portant, in order to prove this assertion, that we consider all the homeomorphisms
in the Axiom DP1. As a consequence,
(
Evol
)
vol
satisfies the second assertion in
Axiom P1.
It remains to prove the first assertion in Axiom P1. Let vol, vol
′ and ψ which
satisfy the conditions of this first assertion. Let p1, ..., pn be paths on the plane
and let f be a continuous function on Gn. We need to prove that:
Evol [f(h(p1), ..., h(pn))] = Evol′ [f(h(ψ(p1)), ..., h(ψ(pn)))] .(3.1)
Let us consider, for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, a sequence of piecewise affine paths (pji )j∈N
which converges with fixed endpoints to pi when j goes to infinity. Using Lemmas
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1.11 and 1.12, for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, ψ(pji ) converges with fixed endpoints to ψ(pi)
when j goes to infinity. Since Evol is stochastically continuous, it is enough to prove
Equation (3.1) when p1, ..., pn are piecewise affine paths. But in this case, there
exists a graph G such that {p1, ..., pn} ⊂ P (G) and ψ(G) is also a planar graph:
Equality (3.1) is a consequence of the already proven second assertion in Axiom
P1.
In a nutshell, we just proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3.11. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a strong discrete planar Markovian holo-
nomy field. If it is regular then there exists a unique stochastically continuous strong
planar Markovian holonomy field
(
Evol
)
vol
such that, for any finite planar graph
G and any measure of area vol,
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is the restriction to Mult(P (G), G) of
Evol: Evol ◦ ρ−1P (G),P (M) = EGvol.
The unicity is a consequence of Proposition 1.37 and Lemma 1.13.
Remark 3.12. The proof of Le´vy of the axiom A4 page 123 of [Le´v10] in
the proof of Theorem 3.2.9 is based on a wrong statement, namely that γ′ is well
defined and is a Riemannian metric. In this article, we corrected this proof by
considering the modified Axiom P1 in Definition 3.1 and Axiom A4 in Definition
11.6.
The next assertion is a consequence of Theorem 3.11 and Remark 3.10 when
one considers strong discrete planar Markovian holonomy fields. It is a direct
consequence of Theorem 1.23 and Remark 3.10 for weak discrete planar Markovian
holonomy fields.
Corollary 3.13. Any strong discrete planar Markovian holonomy field which
is regular is stochastically continuous in law.
Any weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy field which is locally stochasti-
cally 12 -Ho¨lder continuous is stochastically continuous in law.
In the rest of the paper, we will mostly work with stochastically continuous in
law discrete planar Markovian holonomy fields.
3.1.1. Example: the index field. For any parametrized loop l, for any x in
R2 \ l([0, 1]), the index of l with respect to x is defined as the integer:
nl(x) =
1
2iπ
∮
l
dz
z − x .
Actually, one needs to approximate uniformly l by piecewise smooth loops and take
the limit. An other way to define the index field is by first constructing the L2-
functions valued non-random holonomy field on Aff(R2) which sends l on nl: this
can be defined as a combinatorial object. Using the L2 norm on the set of N-valued
functions on the plane and considering the Lebesgue measure on the plane, it is
easy to see that this holonomy field is locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous.
Using Theorem 1.23, we can extend it in order to get a stochastically continuous
non-random planar holonomy field on the plane. This construction shows that nl
is square-integrable for any rectifiable loop. This can be obtained also by using the
Banchoff-Pohl’s inequality proved in [Vog81]. Since nl takes values in N and since
any loop is bounded, nl is integrable against any measure of area vol. Besides if l1
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Figure 1. The index of a curve.
and l2 are based at the same point, using the additivity of the curve integral, we
get:
nl1l2 = nl1 + nl2 .(3.2)
Let D be an element of the Lie algebra g of G. We can now define the index field
driven by D.
Definition 3.14. The index field driven by D is the only planar Markovian
holonomy field
(
Evol
)
vol
such that for any measure of area vol, any loops l1, ..., ln
based at the same point and any continuous function f from Gn to R invariant by
diagonal conjugation, we have:
Evol
[
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)]
= f
(
eD
∫
R2
nl1
(x)vol(dx), ..., eD
∫
R2
nln (x)vol(dx)
)
.
The existence of such a planar Markovian holonomy field is due to the fact
that one can consider for any finite family of loops (l1, ..., ln) based at 0, the
random holonomy field on (l1, ..., ln) such that (h(l1), ..., h(ln)) has the law of(
UeD
∫
R2
nl1
(x)vol(dx)U−1, ..., UeD
∫
R2
nln (x)vol(dx)U−1
)
, where U is a Haar random
variable on G. It is a gauge-invariant random holonomy field due to the Equation
(3.2) and it is actually a measure on MultP (R2)({l1, ..., ln}, G). An application of
Proposition 1.39 allows us to conclude. An interesting fact with this planar Mar-
kovian holonomy field is that it is stochastically continuous and constructible. It
can also be used in order to add a drift to any holonomy field on the plane. Indeed,
if µ is a random holonomy field on the plane, vol be a measure of area and D an
element of the center of g, there exists a planar holonomy field µD,vol such that for
any loops l1, ..., ln based at the same point and any continuous function f from G
n
to R invariant by diagonal conjugation, we have:
µD,vol [f (h(l1), ..., h(ln))]=µ
[
f
(
eD
∫
R2
nl1
(x)vol(dx)h(l1), ..., e
D
∫
R2
nln (x)vol(dx)h(ln)
)]
.
Any regularity which holds for µ holds for µD,vol. Besides, if (Evol)vol is a planar
Markovian holonomy field, so is (ED,volvol )vol.
3.2. Restriction and extension of the structure group
We have seen in Section 1.2.5 how to restrict and extend the structure group
of a gauge-invariant random holonomy field: we would like to do the same for
planar Markovian holonomy fields. We will work in the setting of discrete planar
Markovian holonomy fields, but the upcoming Propositions 3.15 and 3.16 can also
be applied to (continuous) planar Markovian holonomy fields. Let H be a closed
subgroup of G.
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3.2.1. Extension. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a H-valued discrete planar Markovian
holonomy field. Recall the notation µ ◦ iˆ−1P defined in Notation 1.41. Following
Section 1.2.5, for any finite planar graph G and any measure of area vol, we can see
EGvol as a G-valued gauge-invariant random holonomy field on P (G) by considering
EGvol ◦ iˆ−1P (G). It is not difficult to verify next proposition.
Proposition 3.15. The family
(
EGvol ◦ iˆ−1P (G)
)
G,vol
is a G-valued discrete planar
Markovian holonomy field. The regularities are the same for the H-valued and the
G-valued random holonomy fields.
3.2.2. Restriction.
Proposition 3.16. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a G-valued stochastically continuous in
law discrete planar Markovian holonomy field. Let us suppose that for any finite
planar graph G, any vertex v of G, any measure of area vol and any simple loop
l ∈ Lv(G),
h(l) ∈ H, EGvol a.s.,
then there exists a H-valued stochastically continuous in law discrete planar Mar-
kovian holonomy field
(
E˜Gvol
)
G,vol
such that:
EGvol = E˜
G
vol ◦ iˆ−1P (G),
for any finite planar graph G and any measure of area vol.
The proof of Proposition 3.16 relies heavily on a theorem which will be proved
later, namely Theorem 9.1, thus it will be given page 92. It is more difficult than
one might think to prove this proposition because of the non-unicity of the random
holonomy field µH in Proposition 1.42. In fact, one can show in general that the
natural choice we made in Proposition 1.42 does not allow one to define a H-
valued discrete Markovian holonomy field: we will give an exemple page 92 which
illustrates this fact. Let us explain the problem which appears when one wants to
restrict the structure group of a discrete Markovian holonomy field. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a G-valued stochastically continuous in law discrete planar Markovian holonomy
field which satisfies the condition of Proposition 3.16. Let G be a finite planar graph
and let vol be a measure of area on the plane. It is natural to set:
E˜Gvol =
̂((
(EGvol)|Lv(G) ◦ ι−1
)
|IH
)
,(3.3)
where v is any vertex of G, ι : Mult(Lv(G), H) → Mult(P (G), H) is any map
given by Lemma 1.34, IH is the H-invariant σ-field and ̂ is the gauge-invariant
extension (where the gauge group is now built on H) given by Proposition 1.30.
Let l and l′ be two simple loops in P (G), with l = v, such that Int(l)∩Int(l′) = ∅
as shown in the Figure 2. If the family of measures
(
E˜Gvol
)
G,vol
just defined above
was a discrete planar Markovian holonomy field, then h(l) and h(l′) would be
independent under E˜Gvol. But if p is the path from v to l
′ used to define ι and if
f1, f2 are two continuous functions on H invariant by conjugation by H , we have:
E˜Gvol
(
f1
(
h (l)
)
f2
(
h (l′)
))
= EGvol
(
f1
(
h(l)
)
f2
(
h(pl′p−1)
))
.(3.4)
In the r.h.s. appear the two loops l and pl′p−1 which are not of null intersection
(as they share at least v) and only appear functions invariant by conjugation by H
and not by G. This does not allow us to split the expectation into a product.
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Figure 2. Two simple loops l, l′ with a path p joining l to l′.

CHAPTER 4
Weak Constructibility
In this section, any weak continuous planar Markovian holonomy field is shown
to be constructible. Let us state a proposition which is a direct consequence of an
important theorem of Moser and Dacorogna in [DM90]. Let Leb be the Lesbegue
measure on R2.
Proposition 4.1. Let Q be an open simple n-gon in R2. Let f and g be two
strictly positive functions on Q which are in C1(Q) ∩ C0(Q). Suppose that:∫
Q
fdLeb =
∫
Q
gdLeb.
Then there exists φ ∈ Diff1(Q) ∩ Diff0(Q), a homeomorphism of Q which restricts
to a diffeomorphism of Q, such that:
g.Leb|Q =
(
f.Leb|Q
) ◦ φ−1.
and φ(x) = x for any x ∈ ∂Q.
Proof. In [DM90], page 15 the authors define for any positive integer k, a
property (Hk) for open subsets of Rn. They show in Theorem 7 of the same paper,
that for any positive integer k, any open domain Ω which satisfies (Hk), any positive
functions f and g in Ck(Ω) with f + 1f and g +
1
g bounded and which satisfy:∫
Ω
fdLeb =
∫
Ω
gdLeb,
there exists φ ∈ Diff1(Ω) ∩ Diff0(Ω) with φ(x) = x on ∂Ω such that:
g.dLeb|Ω =
(
f.dLeb|Ω
) ◦ φ−1.
Besides, Proposition A.2 of the same paper asserts that any domain with Lips-
chitz boundary satisfies (Hk) for every k ≥ 1. The proposition follows from this
discussion. 
Theorem 4.2. Any weak planar Markovian holonomy field is constructible.
Proof. Let (Evol)vol be a weak planar Markovian holonomy field. Let us
consider
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
, the family of random holonomy fields that we get by restricting
(Evol)vol on Mult(P (G), G) for any finite planar graph G in G
(
Aff
(
R2
))
. As
explained before Definition 3.9, we only have to check that the Axiom wDP1 is
satisfied by
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
.
Let vol and vol′ be two measures of area on R2. Consider G and G′ two
simple finite planar graphs in G (Aff(R2)). Let ψ be an orientation-preserving
G − G′ piecewise diffeomorphism. Let us suppose that for any bounded face F of
G, vol(F ) = vol′(ψ(F )).
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Let F ′∞ be the unbounded face of G
′. Let us suppose that we managed to
construct an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism at infinity Φ on R2 such that:
vol′|(F ′∞)c =
(
vol ◦ (Φ ◦ ψ)−1)
|(F ′∞)
c ,(4.1)
Φ|G′ = Id|G′ .(4.2)
As G′ is a simple graph, the boundary of F ′∞ is a simple loop. Applying the Axiom
wP3 and using the condition (4.1):
EG
′
vol′ = E
G′
vol◦(Φ◦ψ)−1 .
Yet by condition (4.2), G′ = Φ(G′) = Φ ◦ ψ(G). Thus, as an application of Axiom
wP1, we get:
EG
′
vol′ = E
G′
vol◦(Φ◦ψ)−1 = E
Φ◦ψ(G)
vol◦(Φ◦ψ)−1 = E
G
vol,
which is the desired equality.
It remains to construct an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism at infinity Φ
on R2 satisfying the two conditions (4.1) and (4.2). This will be done by applying
twice the Proposition 4.1. Let G0 be a good mesh for ψ. First we regularize
the measure vol ◦ ψ−1, which does not have a smooth density, by applying the
proposition for each face of the mesh G0. Then we transport the resulting measure
of area on vol′ by applying again Proposition 4.1 for each bounded face of G′.
Let us fix a measure of area vol′′ such that, for any bounded face F of G0,
vol′′(ψ(F )) = vol(F ). Let us consider any bounded face F0 of G0 which is in-
cluded in a bounded face of G. By definition of a G−G′ piecewise diffeomorphism
and the definition of a good mesh for ψ, ψ|F0 is a diffeomorphism from F0 to
ψ(F0) which are two simple n-gons. Thus, v˜ol|ψ(F0) = vol|F0 ◦ (ψ|F0)−1 defines a
measure with strictly positive smooth density on ψ(F0). Using the condition on
the Jacobian determinant of ψ, this smooth density can be extended as a strictly
positive continuous function on ψ(F0). Using Proposition 4.1, we can consider
φ|ψ(F0) ∈ Diff1(ψ(F0))∩Diff0
(
ψ(F0)
)
with φ|ψ(F0)(x) = x for any x ∈ ∂ψ(F0) such
that:
vol′′|ψ(F0) = v˜ol|ψ(F0) ◦ (φ|ψ(F0))−1.
Let us finally set φ|ψ(F∞) = Id|ψ(F∞), where F∞ is the unbounded face of
G. Thanks to the boundary condition on φ|ψ(F ) for any face F of G0, we can
glue together all the homeomorphisms φ|ψ(F ) constructed for each face F of G0.
It defines an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism at infinity φ1 on R2 such that
vol′′|ψ(F∞)c = (vol ◦ (φ1 ◦ ψ)−1)|ψ(F∞)c and (φ1)|G′ = Id|G′ .
For any bounded face F of G′, we have:
vol′′(F ) = vol(ψ−1(F )) = vol′(F ).
Besides, G′ is a simple graph: we can apply Proposition 4.1 for any bounded face F
of G′ in order to transport vol′′|F on vol
′
|F . Applying the same arguments (gluing the
homeomorphisms as we just did) allows us to construct an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism φ2 such that:
(vol′)|(F ′∞)c = (vol
′′ ◦ φ−12 )|(F ′∞)c
(φ2)|G′ = Id|G′ ,
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where we recall that F ′∞ = ψ(F∞) is the unbounded face of G
′. The orientation-
preserving diffeomorphism at infinity Φ = φ2 ◦ φ1 satisfies the two conditions (4.1)
and (4.2). 

CHAPTER 5
Group of Reduced Loops
In order to construct planar Markovian holonomy fields, we need to study the
group of reduced loops. In order to construct a gauge-invariant random holonomy
field on P , it is enough to construct a measure on MultP (L,G) for any set L of
loops of P : this was the loop paradigm explained in Lemma 1.33. Let G be a finite
planar graph, let v be a vertex of G, let L be the set of loops Lv(G) and let P be
equal to P (G), then:
MultP (L,G) = Hom(π1(G, v), G∨),
where G∨ is the group based on the same set at G, endowed with the multiplication
.∨ such that x.∨y = yx for any x, y ∈ G and π1(G, v) is the fundamental group of
G based at v. In this chapter we study the group π1(G, v).
5.1. Definition and facts
Let us fix, until the end on the section, a finite planar graph G = (V,E,F) and
a vertex v of G. The group of based reduced loops RLv(G) is the fundamental
group of G based at v: RLv(G) = π1(G, v). For convenience we define it using a
combinatorial point of view, as Le´vy does in Section 1.3.4 of [Le´v10].
Let l be a loop in P (G). Recall the definition of equivalence of paths explained
in Definition 1.7. The equivalence class of l in P (G), denoted by [l]≃, contains
a unique element of shortest combinatorial length, which is said to be reduced.
Besides, if l1 and l2 are two loops in P (G) based at v, [l1l2]≃ depends only on
[l1]≃ and [l2]≃. Thus, it is equivalent to speak about equivalence classes or about
reduced paths and the set of reduced paths is endowed with an internal operation.
Definition 5.1. The set of reduced loops in P (G) based at v will be denoted
by RLv(G). Let l1 and l2 be two loops in RLv(G), we define l1 × l2 = [l1l2]≃.
Endowed with this operation, RLv(G) is a group. The existence of the inverse
of a loop l based at v is due to the fact that [ll−1]≃ = [1v]≃, where 1v is the trivial
path constant to v. In the following, we will denote the reduced product of l1 with
l2 by l1l2 rather than l1 × l2. In the following we will study RLv(G) using families
of lassos. Let us state a simple, yet crucial lemma about lassos.
Lemma 5.2. Two lassos in Lv(G) whose meanders represent the same cycle are
conjugated in RLv(G).
Proof. Let l and l′ be two lassos based at v. They can be written as l = sms−1
and l′ = s′m′s′−1, where s and s′ are respectively the spoke of l and l′. As the
loops m and m′ are related, there exist c and d two paths such that m = cd and
m′ = dc. Let us denote by p the loop s′c−1s−1, then l′ = plp−1. 
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Definition 5.3. A loop in G is called a facial lasso if it is a lasso and its
meander represents a non-oriented facial cycle of G.
The exact definition of facial cycle, an oriented or non-oriented cycle which
represents the boundary of a face, is given in [Le´v10], in Definition 1.3.13. For
any face F of G, we will denote by ∂F both the non-oriented and oriented facial
cycles associated with F . If we specify that ∂F is oriented, we will consider the
anti-clockwise orientation.
In the following, we address the problem of creating families of lassos which
generate the whole group RLv(G). The well-known Lemma 5.6 provides a solution
of this problem which is not adapted to our context, but will nevertheless be the
departure point of our discussion. In order to state it, we need the definition of a
spanning tree.
Definition 5.4. A spanning tree T of G is a subset of E such that:
• if an edge e is in T , e−1 is also in T ,
• the set of non degenerate loops in T is empty,
• V = {e, e ∈ E}.
If G is composed of a unique edge e which is a loop, the set {e} is considered as a
spanning tree of G. A rooted spanning tree is the data of a spanning tree T and a
vertex v of G.
Let T be a spanning tree of G rooted at v. The restriction of T to a subgraph
G′ = (V′,E′,F′) of G is defined as following: if E = {l, l−1} with l a loop, then
T ′ = {l} and in the other cases we consider T ′ = T ∩ E′.
Definition 5.5. Let u and w be two vertices of G. The path [u,w]T is the
unique injective path in T joining u to w. For any edge e ∈ E, we set le,T =
[v, e]T e[e, v]T .
Lemma 5.6. Let E+ be an orientation of G. The group RLv(G) is freely gen-
erated by the loops
{
le,T : e ∈ (E \ T )+
}
.
Proof. We only have to prove that
({
le,T : e ∈ (E \ T )+
}
, RLv(G)
)
satisfies
the universal property of free groups: given any function f from
{
le,T : e ∈ (E\T )+
}
to a group G there exists a homomorphism φ : RLv(G) → G such that φ(le,T ) =
f(le,T ), for any e ∈ (E \ T )+.
Let G be any group and let 1 be its neutral element. We recall the Equa-
tion (1.1), in Subsection 1.2, which shows that one can construct a multiplicative
function from P (G) to G by specifying the value on E+. In the definition of multi-
plicative functions, we asked that the function reverses the order of multiplication.
Only for this proof, we will suppose that it preserves the order. This means that if
g ∈ Mult(P (G), G), then for any path p1 and p2 in P which can be concatenated,
g(p1p2) = g(p1)g(p2). Let f be a function from
{
le,T : e ∈ (E \ T )+
}
to G. We
define the element φ in GE
+
by:
φ(e) =
{
f(le,T ), if e ∈ (E \ T )+,
1, otherwise.
This defines an element ofMult(P (G), G), called also φ, which restriction on Lv(G)
induces a homeomorphism fromRLv(G) toG. Beside, for any path p in T , φ(p) = 1.
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( i , j )
Figure 1. The lasso Li,j .
Let e be any element of (E \ T )+:
φ(le,T ) = φ([v, e]T e[e, v]T ) = φ([v, e]T )φ(e)φ([e, v]T )) = f(le,T ).
The universal property of free groups holds: RLv(G) is the free group generated
by
{
le,T : e ∈ (E \ T )+
}
. 
Remark 5.7. The loops le,T defined above are lassos and since G is a finite
planar graph, #(E \ T )+ = #E+ −#T = #E+ −#V+ 1 = #Fb.
5.2. The example of RL0(N2)
We define in this section a family of facial lassos in N2 which will be important
in Section 9. Even if this family can be studied with the help of the upcoming
Proposition 5.12, we give an elementary proof that it generates RL0(N2).
Notation 5.8. Let (i, j) and (k, l) be couples of reals such that i = k or j = l.
We denote by (i, j)→ (k, l) the straight line from (i, j) to (k, l) in R2. If j = l and
k = i+1 it will also be denoted by eri,j ; if i = k and l = j+1 it will also be denoted
by eui,j .
Definition 5.9. Let i, j be two non negative integers. Let ∂ci,j be the loop
in L(N2) defined by:
∂ci,j = (i, j)→ (i+ 1, j)→ (i + 1, j + 1)→ (i, j + 1)→ (i, j)
= eri,je
u
i+1,j(e
r
i,j+1)
−1(eui,j)
−1.
Let pi,j be the path in P (N2) defined by:
pi,j = (0, 0)→ (i, 0)→ (i, j) = er0,0...eri−1,0eui,0...eui,j−1.
Let Li,j be the reduced loop based at 0:
Li,j =
[
pi,j∂ci,jp
−1
i,j
]
≃
.
One can refer to Figure 1 to have a clear representation of the lasso Li,j .
Lemma 5.10. The family
(
Li,j
)
(i,j)∈N2
is a freely generating subset of RL0(N2).
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Figure 2. The spanning tree T .
Proof. We only have to work with the finite planar graph:
G = N2 ∩ {(x, y), x ≤ k, y ≤ k′},
where k and k′ are any positive integers. We remind the reader that the intersection
of a graph with a set was defined before Definition 2.8. Lemma 5.6 implies that
RL0(G) is a free group of rank k × k′. Let l be a loop in RL0(G). We endow the
graph G with the following orientation: from bottom to top, from left to right. Let
T be the tree defined by:
T =
{(
eui,j
)±1
, i ∈ {0, ..., k}, j ∈ {0, ..., k′ − 1}
}
∪
{(
eri,0
)±1
, i ∈ {0, ..., k − 1}
}
.
The root of T will be chosen to be (0, 0). One can look at Figure 2 to have a better
idea of the graph and the tree we have just constructed. Applying Lemma 5.6 to
this situation, l can be written as the reduced concatenation of some elements of{
l±1e,T
}
e∈(E\T )+
, where E is the set of edges of G. Moreover (E \ T )+ is equal to{
eri,j , i ∈ {0, ..., k − 1}, j ∈ {1, ..., k′}
}
. Since
(ler
i,j
,T )
−1 = Li,0Li,1...Li,j−1,
the family
(
Li,j
)
(i,j)∈N2
is a generating subset of RL0(G) whose cardinal is k × k′:
it is a freely generating subset of RL0(G). 
5.3. Family of generators of RLv(G)
In the setting of planar graphs, this section is a generalization of Section 2.9 in
[Le´v10] about tame generators. The proofs explained here do not use the ideas in
[Le´v10] but rather uses a recursive decomposition of graphs. Let G = (V,E,F) be
a finite planar graph, let v ∈ V and let T be a spanning tree of G rooted at v. Next
definition follows Definition 2.4.6. of [Le´v10]. Let (le,T )e∈E be the loops defined in
Definition 5.5.
Definition 5.11. Let F be a bounded face of G and let cF be a simple loop
representing the facial non-oriented cycle associated with F : it can be written as
cF = e1...en. We define the reduced path lcF ,T = le1,T ...len,T in RLv(G).
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cF
cF_
c  ,T
F
[l      ]
Figure 3. A graph, a spanning tree, a facial cycle: the associated
reduced facial lasso.
Let (cF )F∈Fb be such that cF is a representative of the non-oriented facial cycle
associated with F : it is called a family of facial loops of G. We have defined a new
family of loops
(
lcF ,T
)
F∈Fb
. The difference with Definition 2.4.7 in [Le´v10] is that
the choice of cF is not given by the choice of T , there is freedom to choose the base
point of cF .
A remark that we will often use is that, when one changes the root of T from
v to an other vertex v′, this has the effect to conjugate the family
(
lcF ,T
)
F∈Fb
by
[v′, v]T . This comes from the fact that, for any spanning tree T , any vertices v, v
′
and v′′, we have the equality in the set of reduced paths, [v, v′′]T = [v, v
′]T [v
′, v′′]T .
Proposition 5.12 and Lemma 5.13 give the two most important properties of these
families of reduced loops.
Proposition 5.12. For any bounded face F , lcF ,T is a facial lasso based at v
whose meander represents the non-oriented facial cycle ∂F . Besides, (lcF ,T )F∈Fb
freely generates RLv(G).
Proof. The equality lcF ,T = [v, cF ]T cF [v, cF ]
−1
T allows us to see that lcF ,T is
a lasso of meander cF and spoke [v, cF ]T .
As seen in Lemma 5.6 and Remark 5.7, RLv(G) is a free group of rank #Fb.
Thus, it remains to show that (lcF ,T )F∈Fb generates RLv(G). Using Lemma 5.6,
it is enough to show that for every e ∈ E \ T , le,T is a product of elements of the
form l±1cF ,T . Let e be an edge which is not in T . As T is a tree, there exist c, p and
p′ three simple paths in T which do not intersect, except at the point c = p = p′,
such that:
• [v, e]T = c p,
• [v, e]T = c p′,
• the meander m of le,T is pep′−1.
Let v′ be any point of G inside the meander of le,T . Since T is a tree, [v, v′]T must
begin with the path c. If not, it would create a non degenerate loop in T . Define G′
(resp. T ′) the restriction of G (resp. T ) to the closure of the inside of the meander
m of le,T . An example is given in Figure 4. Let c be the root of T
′. For every
bounded face F of G inside m, lcF ,T = c lcF ,T ′c
−1 where lcF ,T ′ is the facial lasso
based at c defined in G′ thanks to T ′.
Applying the upcoming Lemma 5.13 to G′ endowed with T ′, m can be written
as a product of lassos of the form l±1cF ,T ′ , thus le,T can be written as a product of
lassos of the form l±1cF ,T . 
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v v
Figure 4. The restriction of G used in Proposition 5.12.
Lemma 5.13. Let us suppose that v is actually a vertex on the boundary of the
unbounded face. Let (Fi)
#Fb
i=1 be an enumeration of the bounded faces. Let l∞ be the
only loop in P (G) based at v with anti-clockwise orientation which represents the
non-oriented facial cycle of the unbounded face F∞. There exists a permutation σ
of {1, ...,#Fb} and an application ǫ : {1, ..., n} → {−1, 1} such that the equality
l
ǫ(n)
cFσ(n) ,T
l
ǫ(n−1)
cFσ(n−1) ,T
...l
ǫ(1)
cFσ(1) ,T
= l∞
holds in RLv(G). Besides, for any integer k ∈ {1, ..., n}, ǫ(k) is equal to 1 if and
only if cFσ(k) is oriented anti-clockwise.
Proof. In this proof, all the equalities will hold in RLv(G): from now on
we will omit to specify this. The last assertion comes from a topological index
argument. Let us suppose that there exists a permutation σ of {1, ...,#Fb} and
an application ǫ : {1, ..., n} → {−1, 1} such that lǫ(n)cFσ(n) ,T l
ǫ(n−1)
cFσ(n−1) ,T
...l
ǫ(1)
cFσ(1) ,T
= l∞.
We can compute the index of l∞: nl∞ = nlcFσ(n) ,T
ǫ(n) + ...+ nlcFσ(1) ,T
ǫ(1). For any
bounded face of G, namely F , we can evaluate the last equality for any x ∈ F . This
implies that for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, 1 = nlcFσ(i) ,T ǫ(i), hence the second assertion.
Let us show the first part of Lemma 5.13. The proof goes by induction on
the number #Fb of bounded faces. For a graph with only one bounded face F the
result is true since l∞ = l
ǫ
cF , with ǫ being −1 of 1, depending on the orientation
of cF . Let us suppose that #Fb > 1. There exists a unique way to write l∞ as
p1e1p2e2...enpn with pi a path in T (which can be constant) and ei an edge in E\T
bounding F∞ for any i in {1, ..., n}. Let us decompose the graph G in n subgraphs.
The i-th subgraph Gi is the part of G which is inside the meander mi of lei,T . The
vertex vi = mi will be the chosen point on the boundary of Gi, then:
• the restriction Ti of T to Gi is still a spanning tree of Gi,
• for any bounded face F in Gi, lcF ,T = [v, vi]T lcF ,Ti [v, vi]−1T , where lcF ,Ti
is the facial lasso based at vi defined in the graph Gi.
If n > 1, each of the graphs Gi has strictly less than #Fb bounded faces. An
example is drawn in Figure 5. By induction the result holds for Gi, based at vi and
endowed with Ti. It follows that lei,T , which is equal to [v, vi]Tmi[v, vi]
−1
T , is an
ordered product of all the facial lasso (or their inverse) associated with the faces F
in Gi. But the family (Gi)i induces a partition of the set of bounded faces of G.
As l∞ = le1,T ...len,T it is now clear that the result holds.
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e
1
e
2
Figure 5. Decomposition when n > 1.
v v
e
F
v
l
Figure 6. Decomposition when Gl has as many faces as G.
It remains the case where n = 1. In this case, l∞ = pep
′, with p and p′ two
simple paths in T and e an edge in E\T bounding F∞. We have to find a new way
of decomposing G in order to apply the induction hypothesis. Let F be the only
bounded face which is surrounded by e. We can suppose cF turning clockwise thus
it can be decomposed as cF = ae
−1b. Consider the loop: l = [v, cF ]Tae
−1[e, v]T .
This is a lasso and as before we consider Gl, which is the graph G restricted to the
closure of the interior of the meander ml of l. We base this graph at vl = ml.
First of all, if Gl has the same number of faces than G, as in Figure 6, then the
equality l = l−1∞ must hold and thus one has l∞ = ([v, e]T b[cF , v]T )l
−1
cF . The path
l˜ = [v, e]T b[cF , v]T is a loop based at v which represents the non-oriented facial
cycle of the unbounded face of the graph obtained when one removes e to G. On
this graph, T is still a spanning tree and this graph has one less bounded face. The
induction hypothesis allows us to conclude.
In the case where Gl has less faces than G, as in Figure 7, the restriction of T in
ml is not a spanning tree. We will define Tl to be the restriction of T in Int(ml) to
which one adds all the edges in the path a and we set its root equal to vl. With these
modifications, Tl is a spanning tree of Gl and for any bounded face F of Gl, we have
lcF ,T = sllcF ,Tls
−1
l , where lcF ,Tl is the facial lasso based at vl defined in Gl thanks
to Tl and sl is the spoke of l. We define also l
′ = [v, cF ]T a[e, v]T and Gl′ the part of
G inside Int(ml′ ) of l′. The restriction of T to Gl′ is denoted Tl′ . In this case Tl′ is a
spanning tree of Gl′ . Besides, for any bounded face F in Gl′ , lcF ,T = sl′ lcF ,Tl′ s
−1
l′ ,
where lcF ,Tl′ is the facial lasso based at vl′ = ml′ defined in Gl′ thanks to Tl′ and sl′
is the spoke of l′. In the case we are studying, Gl and Gl′ have strictly less bounded
faces than G, thus we can apply the induction hypothesis. Using the link between
facial lassos in Gl (resp. in Gl′) and in G, there exists an ordering on the bounded
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Figure 7. Decomposition when Gl has less faces than G.
faces of Gl (resp. Gl′) such that l (resp. l′) is the ordered product of the facial
lassos (l±1cF ,T )F∈Fbl (resp. (l
±1
cF ,T
)F∈Fb
l′
), where Fbl (resp. F
b′
l ) is the set of bounded
faces of Gl (resp. Gl′). Since l∞ = [v, e]T e[e, v]T = l−1l′ and as any bounded face
F of G is either a bounded face of Gl or Gl′ , we can conclude that there exists a
permutation σ of {1, ...,#Fb} and an application ǫ : {1, ..., n} → {−1, 1} such that:
l
ǫ(n)
cFσ(n) ,T
l
ǫ(n−1)
cFσ(n−1) ,T
...l
ǫ(1)
cFσ(1) ,T
= l∞.
This allows us to conclude. 
Let us finish with a proposition which will be needed in order to prove Propo-
sition 7.5.
Proposition 5.14. Let l1 and l2 be two simple loops in G such that Int(l1) and
Int(l2) are disjoint. There exists a spanning tree T , rooted at v, such that for any
family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb the following assertions hold:
(1) for every loop l in P (G) included in Int(l1),
[
[v, l]T l[v, l]
−1
T
]
≃
is a product
in RLv(G) of elements of
{
l±1cF ,T ;F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(l1)
}
,
(2) for every loop l in P (G) included in Int(l2),
[
[v, l]T l[v, l]
−1
T
]
≃
is a product
in RLv(G) of elements of
{
l±1cF ,T ;F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(l2)
}
.
Proof. We can decompose l1 and l2 as a concatenation of edges of G: l1 =
e11...e
n
1 and l2 = e
1
2...e
m
2 . The set
{
e11, ..., e
n−1
1 , e
1
2, ..., e
m−1
2
}
can be extended as a
spanning tree T of the graph G, rooted at v. Thanks to the construction, the
restriction T1 of T to Int(l1) is a spanning tree of the restriction G1 of G to
Int(l1). We set v1 to be equal to e
1
1: this is the root of T1. Applying Proposi-
tion 5.12, for any loop l inside l1,
[
[v1, l]T1 l[v1, l]
−1
T1
]
≃
is a product of elements of{
l±1cF ,T1 ;F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(l1)
}
. For any vertex w in G1, [v, w]T = [v, v1]T [v1, w]T1
in RLv(G). Thus for any face F ∈ Fb such that F is included in Int(l1), lcF ,T =
[v, v1]T lcF ,T1 [v, v1]
−1
T in RLv(G) and for any loop l in P (G) included in Int(l1),
[v, l]T l[v1, l]
−1
T is equal in RLv(G) to [v, v1]T [v1, l]T1 l[v1, l]
−1
T1
[v, v1]
−1
T . Thus the loop
[v, l]T l[v1, l]
−1
T is a product of elements of
{
l±1cF ,T ;F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(l1)
}
. The same
holds for the loop l2. 
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5.4. Random holonomy fields and the group of reduced loops
Let us explain two applications of the group of reduced loops which concern
the uniqueness and construction of random holonomy fields on the plane.
Proposition 5.15. Let µ and ν be two stochastically continuous measures on(Mult(P (R2), G),B) which are invariant by gauge transformations. The two as-
sertions are equivalent:
(1) µ and ν are equal,
(2) there exist v ∈ R2 and Av a good subspace of Lv(R2), such that for any
finite planar graph G in G(Av) which has v as a vertex, there exist a rooted
spanning tree T and a family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb of G such that the
law of (h(lcF ,T ))F∈Fb is the same under µ and under ν.
Proof. It is an easy application of the multiplicative property of random ho-
lonomy fields, Proposition 1.37 and Proposition 5.12. 
Proposition 5.16. Suppose that for any finite planar graph G in G(Aff(R2)),
we are given a diagonal conjugation-invariant measure µG on G
#Fb, a rooted span-
ning tree T and a family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb . For any finite planar graph
G, there is only one possibility to extend µG as a gauge-invariant random field on
P (G), which will be also denoted by µG, such that the law of (h(lcF ,T ))F∈Fb under
µG is the same as the law of the canonical projections under the measure µG on
G#F
b
. If (µG)G∈G(Aff(R2)) is uniformly locally stochastically
1
2 -Ho¨lder continuous, if
for any finite planar graphs G and G′ in G(Aff(R2)) such that G 4 G′ and for any
family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb of G, (h(lcF ,T ))F∈Fb has the same law under µG as
under µG′ , then there exists a unique stochastically continuous random holonomy
field µ on the plane such that for any finite planar graph G in G(Aff(R2)), for any
rooted spanning tree T and for any family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb of G, the law of
(h(lcF ,T ))F∈Fb is the same under µ as under µG.
Proof. For any finite planar graph G in G(Aff(R2)) and any vertex v of G,
there exists a natural measurable function from Hom
(
RLv(G), G∨
)
to the multi-
plicative functions MultP (G)(Lv(G), G): we can transport any measure from the
first space to the second. Using the freeness of the generating families lcF ,T , the
multiplicity property of random holonomy fields and Proposition 1.39, we can ex-
tend µG as a gauge-invariant random field on P (G). This gauge-invariant random
field does not depend on the choice of v. An application of Proposition 1.40 and
Lemma 2.20 allows us to construct the desired µ. The uniqueness of µ is a conse-
quence of Proposition 5.15. 

Part 2
Construction of Planar Markovian
Holonomy Fields

CHAPTER 6
Braids and Probabilities I: an Algebraic Point of
View and Ginite Random Sequences
For any finite planar graph G, we have constructed in the last section a set of
generating family of facial lassos of G: what is the transformation which sends one
generating family to an other? It has to be noticed that, as soon as the root of
the spanning tree is chosen, for any generating family of lassos constructed in the
last section, their product, up to some suitable permutation, is always equal to the
same loop. This remark and Artin’s theorem, Theorem 6.6, motivate the study of
the group of braids.
6.1. Generators, relations, actions
A geometric definition of the braid group was given in the introduction. One
can also define the braid group using a generator-relation presentation. Let n be
an integer greater than 2.
Definition 6.1. The braid group with n strands Bn is the group with the
following presentation:〈(
βi
)n−1
i=1
| ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n− 1}, |i− j| = 1 =⇒ βiβjβi = βjβiβj|i− j| > 1 =⇒ βiβj = βjβi
〉
.
The elements (βi)
n−1
i=1 we defined in the introduction satisfy the braid group
relations. An example of the first relation between βi and βj when |i − j| = 1 is
given in Figure 1.
This presentation of the braid group is not intuitive, yet it allows us to recall
some natural actions of the braid group Bn: one on the free group of rank n and
one on Gn. Let Fn be the free group of rank n generated by e1, ..., en and let G be
any group.
=
Figure 1. The braid relation
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Definition 6.2. The natural action of Bn on Fn is given by:
βiei = ei+1,
βiei+1 = ei+1eie
−1
i+1,
βiej = ej , for any j /∈ {i, i+ 1}.
There exists a diagrammatic way to compute the action: one puts e1, ..., en
at the bottom of a diagram representing β, then propagates these e1, ..., en in the
diagram from the bottom to the top with the rule that, at each crossing, the value
on the string which is behind does not change and the value on the upper string is
conjugated by the value of the other so that the product from right to left remains
unchanged. At the end one gets a n-uple (f1, ..., fn) at the top of the diagram: the
braid sends ei on fi.
Definition 6.3. The natural action of Bn on Gn is given by:
βi • (x1, ..., xi−1, xi, xi+1, ..., xn) = (x1, ..., xi−1, xixi+1x−1i , xi, ..., xn),(6.1)
for any integer i ∈ {1, ..., n− 1} and n-tuple (xi)ni=1 in Gn.
There exists also a diagrammatic way to compute the action: one puts x1, ...,
xn at the upper part of a diagram representing β, then propagates these x1, ..., xn
in the diagram from the top to the bottom with the rule that, at each crossing, the
value on the string which is behind does not change and the value on the upper
string is conjugated by the value of the other so that the product from left to right
remains unchanged. At the end one gets a n-uple (y1, ..., yn) at the top of the
diagram: the braid sends (x1, ..., xn) on (y1, ..., yn).
Let h be a G-valued multiplicative function on the free group. This means
that h
(
x−1
)
= h(x)−1 and h(xy) = h(y)h(x) for any x and y in Fn. For any
n-uple (f1, ..., fn) of elements of Fn, we define h(f1, ..., fn) = (h(f1), ..., h(fn)). The
following lemma shows how both actions are linked: it is a consequence of the
diagrammatic formulation of both actions.
Lemma 6.4. For any braid β ∈ Bn, h (β • (e1, ..., en)) = β−1 • h(e1, ..., en).
With the n-diagrams picture in mind, it is obvious that the application, which
sends a braid on the permutation obtained by erasing the information at each
crossing, is a homomorphism: it is the one which sends βi on the transposition
(i, i+ 1) for any integer i ∈ {1, ..., n− 1}.
Lemma 6.5. The operation of erasing the information at each crossing induces
a natural homomorphism from Bn to Sn. We will denote the image of β by σβ .
6.2. Artin theorem and the group of reduced loops
For any braid β with n strands, the action aβ of β on Fn is an automorphism
of Fn: there exists a morphism from Bn in Aut(Fn) which is moreover injective.
In [Art47] and [Art25], Artin gave a sufficient and necessary condition for an
automorphism of Fn to be the induced action of a braid in Bn.
Theorem 6.6. An automorphism a of Fn is the induced action of a braid in
Bn if and only if the two following conditions hold:
Conjugacy property: for any i in {1, ..., n}, a(ei) is in the same conjugacy
class as one of the elements of (ej)
n
j=1.
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Product invariance: a(en ... e1) = en ... e1.
Remark 6.7. Let β be a braid in Bn and aβ the induced action on Fn. For
each i in {1, ..., n}, aβ(ei) is conjugated to eσβ(i) and this property characterizes σβ .
Let G = (V,E,F) be a finite planar graph, v be a vertex of G, T and T ′ be two
spanning trees of G rooted at v, (cF )F∈Fb and (c
′
F )F∈Fb be two families of oriented
facial loops oriented anti-clockwise. There exist two freely generating families of
the group of reduced loops of G associated with (cF )F∈Fb and (c
′
F )F∈Fb . Using
Artin theorem, we can characterize the transformation which sends one family on
the other.
Proposition 6.8. There exists an enumeration of the bounded faces (Fi)
#Fb
i=1
and a braid β in B#Fb such that:
β • (lcFi ,T )#Fbi=1 = (lc′Fσ(i) ,T ′)#Fbi=1 ,
where σ = σβ and where β is seen as acting on the free group generated by(
lcFi ,T
)#Fb
i=1
.
Proof. For any bounded face F of G, the first part of Proposition 5.12 asserts
that lcF ,T and lc′F ,T ′ are facial lassos based at v whose meanders represent the
facial cycle ∂F oriented anti-clockwise. By Lemma 5.2, we deduce that lc′
F
,T ′ is
conjugated to lcF ,T in RLv(G). Besides, thanks to Lemma 5.13, we can find an
enumeration of the bounded faces (Fi)
#Fb
i=1 and a permutation σ of {1, ...,#Fb} such
that:
(1) lcFn ,T lcFn−1 ,T ... lcF1 ,T = l∞,
(2) lc′
Fσ(n)
,T ′ lc′
Fσ(n−1)
,T ′ ... lc′
Fσ(1)
,T ′ = l∞,
in RLv(G), where l∞ is the facial loop based at v, turning anti-clockwise, represent-
ing the non-oriented facial cycle ∂F∞. Besides, Proposition 5.12 tells us that both
(lcF )F∈Fb and (lc′F )F∈Fb are free families of generators of the free group RLv(G).
A natural automorphism of RLv(G) is defined by:
∀i ∈ {1, ...,#Fb}, a(lcFi ,T ) = lc′Fσ(i) ,T ′ .
This automorphism of free group satisfies the conditions of Artin’s theorem given in
Theorem 6.6. There exists a braid β such that a is equal to aβ , the action induced
by β on the free group RLv(G) with free generators (lcF ,T )F∈Fb . Using Remark
6.7, it is straightforward to see that σ is equal to σβ . 
6.3. Braids and finite sequence of random variables
In the last section, the transformations between families of loops of the form
(lcF ,T )F∈Fb have been characterized. In the context of random holonomy fields, a
random variable is associated with any loop: it is natural to study the action of the
braid groups on finite sequence of random variables. When one has to deal with
non-commutative random variables (i.e. random variables in a non-commutative
group), this action is in some sense more appropriate than the symmetrical group
action which is often studied in the mathematical literature. This leads to a theory
of braidability which is more efficient than the exchangeability concept for sequences
of random variables in a non-commutative group. Let n be an integer strictly greater
than 1 and G be an arbitrary topological group.
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Definition 6.9. The braid group Bn acts on the set of n-tuple of G-valued
random variables according to the formula:
βi •(X1, ..., Xi−1, Xi, Xi+1, ..., Xn)=(X1, ..., Xi−1, XiXi+1X−1i , Xi, ..., Xn)(6.2)
for any i ∈ {1, ..., n− 1}.
Recall the notation σβ which was defined in Lemma 6.5.
Definition 6.10. Let (X1, ..., Xn) be a finite sequence of G-valued random
variables. It is purely invariant by braids if for any braid β ∈ Bn one has the
equality in law:
β • (X1, ..., Xn) = σβ • (X1, ..., Xn),
where σ • (X1, ..., Xn) =
(
Xσ−1(1), ..., Xσ−1(n)
)
for any permutation σ ∈ Sn.
It is invariant by braids if for any braid β ∈ Bn, one has the equality in law:
β • (X1, ..., Xn) = (X1, ..., Xn).
Let us recall that if m is a probability measure on G, the support ofm, denoted
by Supp(m), is the smallest closed subset of G of measure 1 for m. The closure of
the subgroup generated by the support of m is denoted by Hm. If X is a G-valued
random variable and m its law, we define Supp(X) = Supp(m) and HX = Hm. Let
T be a finite index set such that #T ≥ 2.
Definition 6.11. Let (Xt)t∈T be a sequence of G-valued random variables.
We say that (Xt)t∈T is auto-invariant by conjugation if for any different elements i
and j in T and for any g ∈ Supp(Xj), we have the equality in law:
gXig
−1 = Xi.(6.3)
This definition can be extended to collections of measures on G.
The first result on random sequences which are purely invariant by braids is
the following proposition.
Proposition 6.12. A finite sequence of independent G-valued random variables
is auto-invariant by conjugation if and only if it is purely invariant by braids.
Proof. Let (X1, ..., Xn) be a finite sequence of G-valued random variables
which are independent. Let us suppose that (X1, ..., Xn) is auto-invariant by con-
jugation. Since β 7→ σβ is a morphism and using the independence of the variables,
we just have to show that (X2, X
−1
2 X1X2) and (X2, X1) have the same law. This
result follows from the independence of the variables X1 and X2 and from the
invariance by conjugation of the law of X1 by any element g in the support of X2.
Now, let us suppose instead that (X1, ..., Xn) is purely invariant by braids. Let
i < j be two integers in {1, ..., n}. Let β(i,j) be the braid defined by:
β(i,j) = β
−1
i ...β
−1
j−2βj−1...βi.
An example of such a braid is shown in Figure 2. By considering only the ith and
jth positions in the equality in law β(i,j) • (X1, ..., Xn) = σβi,j • (X1, ..., Xn), we get
the following equality in law:
(Xi, Xj) = (Xi, XiXjX
−1
i ).
By disintegration and using the independence of the variables, one gets the desired
result. 
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i                               
Figure 2. The braid β(i,j).
The proof of Proposition 6.12 is straightforward, but looking at the following
equality in law: (X−12 X1X2, X
−1
2 X
−1
1 X2X1X2) = (X1, X2), where (X1, X2) is an
auto-invariant by conjugation couple of random variables, one can see that it gives
identities which, at first glance, do not seem trivial. A last remark to be made about
Proposition 6.12 is that there exist finite sequences of non-independent G-valued
random variables which are purely invariant by braids.

CHAPTER 7
Planar Yang-Mills Fields
In this chapter, we construct a family of planar Markovian holonomy fields:
the planar Yang-Mills fields. First, we construct the pure planar Yang-Mills fields.
Then, in Section 7.2, we generalize the construction in order to construct all planar
Yang-Mills fields.
7.1. Construction of pure planar Yang-Mills fields
In order to construct pure planar Yang Mills fields, given any Le´vy process
Y which is invariant by conjugation by G, we define, in Proposition 7.2, for any
finite planar graph G, an random holonomy field on P (G) associated to Y . In
Propositions 7.3 and 7.5, we show that these random holonomy fields allow us to
define a family of random holonomy fields on R2 which is a strong planar Markovian
holonomy field. In Section 7.2, we weaken the condition on the Lvy process by using
our results about the extension of the structure group. First of all, let us recall the
definition of Le´vy processes.
Definition 7.1. A Le´vy process (Zt)t≥0 is a random ca`dla`g process from R+
to G, with independent and stationary right increments. This means:
(1) ∀ 0 ≤ t0 < ... < tn,
(
Z−1ti−1Zti
)n
i=1
are independent,
(2) ∀ 0 ≤ s < t, Z−1s Zt has the same law as Zt−s.
We say that (Zt)t≥0 is invariant by conjugation by G, or conjugation-invariant, if
and only if for any g ∈ G, the process (g−1Ztg)t≥0 has the same law as (Zt)t≥0.
There is a correspondence between continuous semi-groups of convolution of
probability measures starting from the Dirac measure on the neutral element of
G and Le´vy processes. Let us consider Y = (Yt)t≥0 a conjugation-invariant Le´vy
process on G which is fixed until the end of Section 7.1.
Proposition 7.2. Let G be a finite planar graph, let vol be a measure of area.
There exists a unique random holonomy field EY,Gvol on P (G), whose weight is equal
to 1, such that for any rooted spanning tree T of G, any family (cF )F∈Fb of facial
loops of G, each oriented anti-clockwise, under EY,Gvol :
(1) the random variables
(
h (lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
are independent,
(2) for any F ∈ Fb, h(lcF ,T ) has the same law as Yvol(F ).
The family
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
is the discrete planar Yang-Mills field associated with Y .
Proof. Let G be a finite planar graph, let vol be a measure of area. For
any positive real t, let us denote by mt the law of Yt. For any rooted spanning
tree T and any family (cF )F∈Fb of facial loops oriented anti-clockwise, we define
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the measure EY,Gvol,T,(cF )F∈Fb
on
(Mult(P (G), G),B) as the unique gauge-invariant
probability measure such that, under EY,Gvol,T,(cF )F∈Fb
:
(1) the random variables
(
h (lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
are independent,
(2) for any F ∈ Fb, h(lcF ,T ) has the same law as Yvol(F ),
where we remind the reader that the loops lcF ,T where defined in Definition 5.11.
Since ⊗F∈Fbmvol(F ) is invariant by diagonal conjugation, by applying the first part
of Proposition 5.16 we see that the definition makes sense. We will show that the
probability measure EY,Gvol,T,(cF )F∈Fb
neither depends on the choice of T , nor on the
choice of (cF )F∈Fb . Thanks to the uniqueness property in this last definition, we
have to prove that given another rooted spanning tree T ′ and another family of
facial loops (c′F )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise, under E
Y,G
vol,T,(cF )F∈Fb
,
(
h(lc′
F
,T ′)
)
F∈Fb
has the same law as
(
h (lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
.
First of all, let us prove that one can suppose that T and T ′ are rooted
at the same vertex v of G. Let v be the root of T , let v′ be a vertex of G
and let us define the rooted spanning tree T˜ as the tree T rooted at v′. When
we change the root of T from v to v′ we conjugate every of the lcF ,T by the
same path [v′, v]T . By Remark 1.38, since E
Y,G
vol,T,(cF )F∈Fb
is gauge-invariant, un-
der EY,Gvol,T,(cF )F∈Fb
,
(
h(lcF ,T˜ )
)
F∈Fb
has the same law as
(
h(lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
, namely
⊗F∈Fbmvol(F ): EY,Gvol,T,(cF )F∈Fb = E
Y,G
vol,T˜ ,(cF )F∈Fb
.
Now let us assume that T and T ′ are rooted at the same vertex. By Proposition
6.8, there exists an enumeration (Fi)
#Fb
i=1 of the bounded faces of G, a braid β in
B#Fb such that:
β • (lcFi ,T )#Fbi=1 =
(
lc′
Fσβ(i)
,T ′
)#Fb
i=1
.
Using Lemma 6.4, h
(
β • (lcFi ,T )#Fbi=1
)
= β−1 • (h(lcFi ,T ))#Fbi=1 , and thus:
β−1 • (h(lcFi ,T ))#Fbi=1 = σβ−1 •
(
h(lc′
Fi
,T ′)
)#Fb
i=1
.
Applying the Proposition 6.12, under EY,Gvol,T,(cF )F∈Fb
, the following equality in law
holds:
β−1 • (h(lcFi ,T ))#Fbi=1 = σβ−1 • (h(lcFi ,T ))#Fbi=1 .
From this, we get the equality in law under EY,Gvol,T,(cF )F∈Fb
:
(
h(lc′
Fi
,T ′)
)#Fb
i=1
=(
h(lcFi ,T )
)#Fb
i=1
. 
This proposition allows us not to have to choose a special rooted tree for each
graph in order to construct planar Yang-Mills fields. More importantly, it will allow
us to show the independence property and the area-preserving homeomorphism
invariance of the family of random holonomy fields which we will construct thanks
to Proposition 5.16.
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Proposition 7.3. There exists a unique family of gauge-invariant stochasti-
cally continuous random holonomy fields
(
EYvol
)
vol
, whose weight is equal to 1, such
that for any measure of area vol, for any finite planar graph G, for any rooted span-
ning tree T of G and any family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise,
under EYvol:
(1) the random variables (h (lcF ,T ))F∈Fb are independent,
(2) for any F ∈ Fb, h(lcF ,T ) has the same law as Yvol(F ).
The family
(
EYvol
)
vol
is the planar Yang-Mills field associated with (Yt)t≥0.
In order to prove this result, we will need the following statement, from [Le´v10],
which allows us to bound the distance of a Le´vy process to the neutral element.
Proposition 7.4. There exists K > 0 such that E
[
dG (1, Yt)
] ≤ K√t for any
t ≥ 0.
Proof of Proposition 7.3. Let vol be a measure of area on the plane. We
will apply Proposition 5.16 to the family of measures
(
EY,Gvol
)
G∈G(Aff(R2))
. Then we
will study the restriction to general finite planar graphs of the random holonomy
field that we will have defined. In order to do all this, we have to prove a compat-
ibility condition and a uniform locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuity property
for the family
(
EY,Gvol
)
G∈G(Aff(R2))
.
Compatibility condition: Let G1 and G2 be two graphs in G
(
Aff(R2)
)
such
that G1 4 G2. Let us consider m a vertex of G1 and G2. Using Proposition 7.2, it
is enough to show that G1 satisfies the following property:
(H)


there exists a family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb1
oriented anti-clockwise and
a spanning tree T1 of G1 rooted at m, such that under E
Y,G2
vol :
1. the random variables
(
h (lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb1
are independent,
2. for any F ∈ Fb1, h (lcF ,T ) has the same law as Yvol(F ).
We show this by an induction argument on the finite set
[
G1,G2
]
which is
equal to
{
G,G1 4 G 4 G2
}
, endowed with the partial order 4. It is clearly
true that (H) holds for G = G2. Consider a finite planar graph G in
[
G1,G2
]
satisfying (H), we will show that there exists G′ ∈ [G1,G[ for which (H) is still
valid. Thanks to Proposition 7.2, property (H) holds for G for any family of facial
loops (cF )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise and any choice of spanning tree T rooted at
m. Since G1 4 G, at least one of the following assertions is true:
(1) there exist an edge of G1, e, and a vertex v of G of degree two such that
v ∈ e((0, 1)),
(2) there exists a face F1 of G1, bounded or not, such that the restriction of
G to F1 has a unique face F0 and ∂F0, oriented anti-clockwise, contains a
sequence of the form ee−1 with the interior of e included in F1,
(3) there exists a face F1 of G1 which contains more than one face of G.
Let us consider the three possibilities.
(1) Let us consider a family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb for G, oriented anti-
clockwise, none of which is based at v, and a choice of spanning tree T of G rooted
at m. Let e1 and e2 be the two edges of G such that e = e1e2 and e1 = v. We
consider G′, the graph defined by:
(V′,E′,F′) =
(
V \ {v},E \ {e±11 , e±12 } ∪ {(e1e2)±1} ,F).
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By construction G′ ∈ [G1,G[. Besides, (cF )F∈F′b is still a family of facial loops for
G′ oriented anti-clockwise and T ′ =
(
T \ {e±11 , e±12 } ) ∪ {(e1e2)±1} is a spanning
tree of G′ rooted at m. It is now obvious that G′ satisfies property (H) with the
choices of (cF )F∈F′b and T
′.
(2) We will consider that F1 is bounded, the unbounded case is similar. In
this case, let v be the vertex of e of degree 1 and define F ′0 = F0 ∪ e
(
(0, 1)
) ∪ {v}.
Consider any family of facial loops for G oriented anti-clockwise, (cF )F∈Fb , such
that cF0 6= v. Let us choose any spanning tree of G rooted at m, T . We consider
G′, the graph defined by:(
V′,E′,F′
)
=
(
V \ v,E \ {e, e−1}, (F \ F0) ∪ F ′0
)
.
The spanning tree T of G must include the unoriented edge
{
e, e−1
}
in order to
cover v, thus we can define T ′ = T \ {e, e−1}. The facial loop cF0 contains the
sequence ee−1. We define c′F ′0 from cF0 by removing this sequence. For any other
face F ∈ F′, we set c′F = cF . For any face F ∈ F′b, using the identification between
F0 and F
′
0, lcF ,T = lc′F ,T ′ in RLm(G), and by Remark 1.16, h(lcF ,T ) = h(lc′F ,T ′).
The graph G′ satisfies property (H) with the choices of (c′F ′)F ′∈F′b and T ′.
(3) We will study this case under the hypothesis that F1 is bounded, the un-
bounded case being easier. The key point will be the semigroup property satisfied
by the marginal distributions of the Le´vy process Y . Let Fr and Fl be two faces
of G contained in F1 and adjacent, sharing an edge e on their boundaries. We can
find a facial loop oriented anti-clockwise representing the boundary of Fr (resp. Fl)
of the form cFr = e1...ene (resp. cFl = e
−1e′1...e
′
m). Let Fr,l = Fr ∪ Fl ∪ e
(
(0, 1)
)
.
We complete the family (cFr , cFl) in order to have a family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb
oriented anti-clockwise for G. Let us consider G′, the graph defined by:
(V′,E′,F′) =
(
V,E \ {e, e−1} , (F \ {Fr , Fl}) ∪ Fr,l).
It is still a finite planar graph. Let us consider T any spanning tree of G′ rooted at
m: it is also a spanning tree of G rooted at m. Let c′Fr,l = e1...ene
′
1...e
′
m. For any
other face F ′ of G′ different from Fr,l, F ′ is a face of G and we set c′F ′ = cF ′ . Once
these choices made, it needs only a simple verification to check that the following
equalities hold in RLm(G):
lc′
Fr,l
,T = lcFr ,T lcFl ,T ,
lc′
F ′
,T = lcF ′ ,T , ∀F ′ ∈ F′b, F ′ 6= Fr,l.
Using the multiplicativity of h:
h(lc′
Fr,l
,T ) = h(lcFl ,T )h(lcFr ,T ),
h(lc′
F ′
,T ) = h(lcF ′ ,T ), ∀F ′ ∈ F′b, F ′ 6= Fr,l.
Let us recall that under EY,G2vol ,
(1) the random variables (h (lcF ,T ))F∈Fb are independent,
(2) for any F ∈ Fb, h(lcF ,T ) has the same law as Yvol(F ).
Using the semigroup property of the marginal distributions of the process Y , we
can conclude that G′ satisfies (H) with the choices of (c′F ′)F ′∈F′b and T .
By descending induction, it follows that G1 satisfies property (H). Let us prove
the uniform 12 -Ho¨lder continuity.
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Uniform 12 -Ho¨lder continuity: Let G be a finite planar graph with piecewise
affine edges. Let l be a simple loop in G bounding a disk D. A consequence of what
we have just seen is that the law of h(l) under EY,Gvol is the same as under E
Y,G(l)
vol ,
where G(l) is the graph containing only the edge l (see Example 2.3). Thus:∫
Mult(P (G),G)
dG
(
1, h(l)
)
EY,Gvol (dh) =
∫
Mult(P (G(l)),G)
dG
(
1, h(l)
)
EY,G(l)vol (dh)
= E
[
dG
(
1, Yvol(D)
)] ≤ K√vol(D),
where the last inequality comes from Proposition 7.4 and where K depends only
on G. The family (EY,Gvol )G∈G(Aff(R2)) is uniformly locally stochastically
1
2 -Ho¨lder
continuous.
Thus, Proposition 5.16 can be applied in order to construct a stochastically
continuous random holonomy field EYvol such that for any finite planar graph G ∈
G(Aff (R2)), for any rooted spanning tree T of G and any family of facial loops
(cF )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise, under E
Y
vol:
(1) the random variables
(
h (lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
are independent,
(2) for any F ∈ Fb, h (lcF ,T ) has the same law as Yvol(F ).
It remains to prove that this property is true for any finite planar graph, not
necessarily with piecewise affine edges. Let (mt)t∈R+ be the continuous semi-
group of convolution associated with (Yt)t≥0. Let G = (V,E,F) be a finite pla-
nar graph, let T be a rooted spanning tree and let
(
cF
)
F∈Fb
be a family of facial
loops oriented anti-clockwise. Let us consider a sequence of finite planar graphs(
Gn = (Vn,En,Fn)
)
n∈N
in G(Aff(R2)) and (ψn)n∈N a sequence of orientation-
preserving homeomorphisms which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.21. For
any integer n, (ψn(cF ))F∈Fb is a family of facial loops for Gn which is oriented
anti-clockwise and ψn(T ) is a spanning tree of Gn. Using the discussion we had
before, the law of
(
h(lψn(cF ),ψn(T ))
)
F∈Fb
under EYvol is
⊗
F∈Fb
mvol(ψn(F )). As for any
edge e ∈ E, (ψn(e))n≥0 converges to e for the convergence with fixed endpoints, for
any face F ∈ Fb, one has lψn(cF ),ψn(T ) −→n→∞ lcF ,T for the fixed endpoints conver-
gence. Besides, using condition 4 of Theorem 2.21 and the continuity of (mt)t∈R+ ,⊗
F∈Fb
mvol(ψn(F )) −→n→∞
⊗
F∈Fb
mvol(F ). Since EYvol is stochastically continuous, under
EYvol, the law of
(
h(lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
is
⊗
F∈Fb
mvol(F ). 
Let us remark that, in the latest argument, we actually proved that the family(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
is continuously area-dependent. For any Le´vy process which is invari-
ant by conjugation, we have constructed a family of gauge-invariant stochastically
continuous random holonomy fields. In the following, we will show that this family
is a strong planar Markovian holonomy field.
Proposition 7.5. The family of random holonomy fields
(
EYvol
)
vol
is a con-
structible stochastically continuous strong planar Markovian holonomy field.
Proof. We have already shown that the family
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
satisfies the Axiom
DP4, is continuously area-dependent and locally stochastically
1
2 -Ho¨lder continu-
ous. By Theorem 3.11, it remains to check that
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
satisfies the three
Axioms DP1, DP2 and DP3 in Definition 3.4.
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Besides,
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
is stochastically continuous in law: using a continuity ar-
gument, it is enough to show that wDP2 holds instead of DP2. Let us give briefly
the arguments which allow us to do so: first of all, using Theorem 2.21, we see
that it is enough to consider graphs with piecewise affine edges. Let us suppose
that the Axiom wDP2 holds, let us consider G a finite planar graph with piece-
wise affine edges and two loops l1 and l2 in P (G) such that Int(l1) ∩ Int(l2) = ∅.
The only interesting case is when Int(l1) ∩ Int(l2) 6= ∅: let us consider a point v
in this intersection. Using Remark 1.38, it is enough to prove that for any family
of loops (l1i )
n
i=1 (resp. (l
2
i )
m
i=1) in Int(l1) (resp. in Int(l2)) based at v,
(
h(l1i )
)n
i=1
is
I-independent of (h(l2i ))mi=1 under the measure EY,Gvol . Let us consider such families
of loops (l1i )
n
i=1 and (l
2
i )
m
i=1. One can always approximate G by a finite planar graph
G′ with piecewise affine edges such that there exist l′1 and l
′
2 two loops in G
′ and p
a path in G′ such that:
(1) Int(l′1) ∩ Int(l′2) = ∅,
(2) for any loop l in Int(l1) based at v, there exists a loop in Int(l′1) which
approximates l for the convergence with fixed endpoints,
(3) for any loop l in Int(l2) based at v, there exist a loop in Int(l′2), denoted by l
′
such that pl′p−1 approximates l for the convergence with fixed endpoints.
Let us consider the graph G′, the two loops l′1 and l
′
2 and the path p given by
the last assertion. We can approximate (l1i )
n
i=1 and (l
2
i )
m
i=1 by two families (l
′1
i )
n
i=1
and (pl′2i p
−1)mi=1 such that the first one is in Int(l
′
1) and (l
′2
i )
m
i=1 is in Int(l
′
2). The I-
independence of (l1i )
n
i=1 and (l
2
i )
m
i=1 under the measure E
Y,G
vol would be a consequence
of the I-independence of (l′1i )ni=1 and (pl′2i p−1)mi=1 under EY,G
′
vol , which is equivalent
to the the I-independence of (l′1i )ni=1 and (l′2i )mi=1 under EY,G
′
vol . Using Remark 1.32,
this is equivalent to the independence of (l′1i )
n
i=1 and (l
′2
i )
m
i=1 under E
Y,G′
vol which is
granted since we supposed that the Axiom wDP2 holds.
Let us prove that
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
satisfies the three AxiomsDP1, wDP2 andDP3.
DP1: Consider vol and vol
′ two measures of area on R2, G and G′ two finite
planar graphs and ψ a homeomorphism which preserves the orientation. Let us
suppose that ψ(G) = G′ and for any F ∈ Fb, vol(F ) = vol′(ψ(F )). Let (c′F )F∈F′b
be a family of facial loops oriented anti-clockwise for G′ and let T ′ be a rooted
spanning tree of G′. We consider
(
cF = ψ
−1
(
c′ψ(F )
))
F∈Fb
and T = ψ−1(T ′). The
family (cF )F∈Fb is a family of facial loops for G which are oriented anti-clockwise
and T is a rooted spanning tree of G. Recall the notations used in the proof of
Proposition 7.2. By construction, we have the equality:
EY,G
′
vol′,T ′,(c′F )F∈F′b
◦ ψ−1 = EY,Gvol,T,(cF )F∈Fb ,
where we denoted also by ψ the induced application from Mult(P (G′), G) to
Mult(P (G), G) induced by the homeomorphism ψ. Using the Proposition 7.2,
we get EY,G
′
vol′ ◦ ψ−1 = EY,Gvol .
wDP2: Let vol be a measure of area on R2, G = (V,E,F) be a finite planar
graph in G(Aff (R2)), m be a vertex of G and L1 and L2 be two simple loops in
P (G) whose closure of the interiors are disjoint. As an application of Proposition
5.14, we can consider T a spanning tree rooted at m, such that for any family of
facial loops (cF )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise:
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(1) for every loop l in P (G) inside Int(L1),
[
[m, l]T l[m, l]
−1
T
]
≃
is a product in
RLm(G) of elements of
{
l±1cF ,T ;F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(L1)
}
,
(2) for every loop l in P (G) inside Int(L2),
[
[m, l]T l[m, l]
−1
T
]
≃
is a product in
RLm(G) of elements of
{
l±1cF ,T ;F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(L2)
}
.
Let us consider (pi)
n
i=1 (resp. (p
′
j)
n′
j=1), some paths in P (G) which are inside
Int(L1) (resp. Int(L2)). Recall the definition given by Equality (1.5). For any
continuous function f1 (resp. f2) defined on G
n (resp. on Gn
′
), using the gauge-
invariance, EY,Gvol
[
f1 ((h(pi))
n
i=1) f2
((
h(p′j)
)n′
j=1
)]
is equal to:
EY,Gvol
[
fˆ1Jp1,...,pn (h(p1), ..., h(pn)) fˆ2Jp′1,...,p′n′
(h(p′1), ..., h(p
′
n′))
]
.
Thus, it is also equal to:
EY,Gvol
[
fˆ1Jp1,...,pn
((
h(l˜i)
)n
i=1
)
fˆ2Jp′1,...,p′n′
((
h(l˜′i)
)n′
i=1
)]
.
where, for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, l˜i = [m, pi]T pi[m, pi]−1T and for any i ∈ {1, ..., n′},
l˜′i = [m, p
′
i]T p
′
i[m, p
′
i]
−1
T . Recall the form of T given in the proof of Proposition
5.14: this implies that there exist (li)
n
i=1 some loops in Int(L1) and (l
′
i)
n′
i=1 some
loops in Int(L2) such that for any i ∈ {1, ..., n} and any j ∈ {1, ..., n′},
l˜i = [m, li]T li[m, li]
−1
T ,
l˜′j = [m, l
′
j ]T l
′
j [m, l
′
j ]
−1
T ,
in RLm(G). Using the properties satisfied by T :
σ
((
h(l˜i)
)n
i=1
)
⊂ σ
({
h(lcF ,T );F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(L1)
})
,
σ
((
h(l˜′i)
)n′
i=1
)
⊂ σ
({
h(lcF ,T );F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(L2)
})
.
We recall that Int(L1) ∩ Int(L2) = ∅, thus the two σ-fields:
σ
({
h(lcF ,T );F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(L1)
})
,
σ
({
h(lcF ,T );F ∈ Fb, F ⊂ Int(L2)
})
are independent under EY,Gvol . Thus E
Y,G
vol
[
f1 ((h(pi))
n
i=1) f2
((
h(p′j)
)n′
j=1
)]
is equal
to:
EY,Gvol
[
fˆ1Jp1,...,pn
((
h(l˜i)
)n
i=1
)]
EY,Gvol
[
fˆ2Jp′1,...,p′n′
((
h(l˜′i)
)n′
i=1
)]
,
which is equal to EY,Gvol [f1 ((h(pi))
n
i=1)]E
Y,G
vol
[
f2
(
(h(p′j))
n′
j=1
)]
: the axiom wDP2 is
satisfied.
DP3: Let l be a simple loop, let vol and vol
′ be two measures of area on R2
which are equal in the interior of l. Let G be a finite planar graph included in
Int(l). The bounded faces of G are in the interior of l thus for any bounded face
F of G, vol(F ) = vol′(F ). By definition, it is clear that EY,Gvol = E
Y,G
vol′ .
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We have proved all the conditions on
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
we needed in order to apply
Theorem 3.11. The family of holonomy fields
(
EYvol
)
vol
is a constructible stochasti-
cally continuous strong planar Markovian holonomy field. 
For this new construction, we used the loop paradigm which links the mul-
tiplicative functions on a set P and the pre-multiplicative functions on its set of
loops. The edge paradigm given by the Equation (1.1) can be used to give an
explicit formula for discrete planar Yang-Mills fields associated with a conjugation
invariant Le´vy process with density.
Proposition 7.6. Let us suppose that for any positive real t, Yt has a density
Qt with respect to the Haar measure. Let
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
be the discrete planar Yang-
Mills field associated with Y . For any finite planar graph G and for any measure
of area vol:
EY,Gvol (dh) =
∏
F∈Fb
Qvol(F )
(
h(∂F )
) ⊗
e∈E+
dh(e),(7.1)
where ∂F is the anti-clockwise oriented facial cycle associated with F , the notation
Qvol(F )
(
h(∂F )
)
means that we consider Qvol(F )
(
h(c)
)
where c represents ∂F (this
does not depend on the choice of c since Qvol(F ) is invariant by conjugation) and⊗
e∈E+ dh(e) is the push-forward of
⊗
e∈E+ dge onMult(P,G) by the edge paradigm
identification. It is independent of the choice of orientation E+.
Recall the definition of Li,j in Definition 5.9. In order to make the proof simple,
we will use the upcoming Theorem 9.6 which roughly asserts that a stochastically
continuous planar Markovian holonomy field is characterized by the law of the
random sequence (h(Ln,0))n∈N.
Proof. A slight modification of Section 4.3 in [Le´v10] shows that:( ∏
F∈Fb
Qvol(F )(h(∂F ))
⊗
e∈E+
dh(e)
)
G,vol
(7.2)
is a stochastically continuous in law discrete planar Markovian holonomy field.
Let G = (V,E,F) be the planar graph N2 ∩ (R+ × [0, 1]). Let us consider E+
an orientation of E. As an application of Theorem 9.6, we only have to check
that for any positive real α,
(
h(Ln,0)
)
n∈N
has the same law under EY,Gαdx as under∏
F∈Fb
Qα
(
h(∂F )
) ⊗
e∈E+
dh(e). Since the value of α will not matter we suppose that
α equals to 1.
By Proposition 7.2, under EY,Gdx ,
(
h(Ln,0)
)
n∈N
are i.i.d. random variables which
have the same law as Y1. It remains to prove that this property is true under∏
F∈Fb
Q1
(
h(∂F )
) ⊗
e∈E+
dh(e).
Under the probability law
⊗
e∈E+ dh(e),
(
h(e)
)
e∈E+
are i.i.d. and Haar dis-
tributed. Using the multiplicativity property of random holonomy fields, for any
integer n, h(Ln,0) is a product of elements of (h(e))e∈E = (h(e))e∈E+∪(h(e)−1)e∈E+ .
An important remark is that for any integer n, the edge ern,0, defined in the Nota-
tion 5.8, appears only once in the reduced decomposition of Ln,0 and in no other
reduced decomposition of Lm,0 with m 6= n. Applying Lemma 7.7, one has that un-
der
⊗
e∈E+ dh(e),
(
h(Ln,0)
)
n∈N
are independent and each of them is a Haar random
variable. Recall the notation ∂ci,j defined in Definition 5.9. Since Y1 is invariant
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by conjugation, for any bounded face F in F, there exists an integer n ∈ N such
that Q1 (∂F ) = Q1
(
h(∂cn,0)
)
= Q1
(
h(Ln,0)
)
. Let f : GN → R be a measurable
function, the following sequence of equality holds:∫
Mult(P (G),G)
f
(
(h(Ln,0))n∈N
) ∏
F∈Fb
Q1 (h(∂F ))
⊗
e∈E+
dh(e)
=
∫
Mult(P (G),G)
f
(
(h(Ln,0))n∈N
) ∏
n∈N
Q1 (h(∂cn,0))
⊗
e∈E+
dh(e)
=
∫
Mult(P (G),G)
f
(
(h(Ln,0))n∈N
) ∏
n∈N
Q1 (h(Ln,0))
⊗
e∈E+
dh(e)
=
∫
GN
f
(
(gn)n∈N
)⊗
n∈N
(Q1(gn)dgn) ,
which is the assertion we had to prove. 
Lemma 7.7. Let (αi)
∞
i=1 be a sequence of independent G-valued random vari-
ables which are Haar distributed. Let (βj)
∞
j=1 be a sequence of G-valued random
variables such that for every j ∈ N∗, βj is a product of elements of {αi, α−1i , i ∈ N∗}:
βj = wj
(
(αi, α
−1
i )i∈N∗
)
, with wj being a finite word.
Suppose that for any j ∈ N∗, there exists an index ij such that αij appears
exactly once in wj and in no other word (wj′ )j′ 6=j. Then (βj)
∞
j=1 is a family of
independent Haar distributed random variables.
Proof. Let k be any positive integer and let (j, j1, ..., jk) be a k + 1-tuple of
positive integers. Let ij ∈ N∗ such that αij appears exactly once in wj and in no
other word (wj′ )j′ 6=j . Let F : G
k → R and f : G→ R be two continuous functions.
There exist w1 and w2 two words in (αi, α
−1
i )i6=ij , J a subset of N \ {ij} and F˜ a
continuous function from G#J to R such that a.s.:
f(βj)F (βj1 ...βjk) = f(w1αijw2)F˜ ((αi)i∈J ) .
Using the translation invariance of the Haar measure:
E [f(βj)F (βj1 ...βjk)] = E
[
f(w1αijw2)F˜ ((αi)i∈J )
]
=
∫
G
E
[
f(w1xw2)F˜ ((αi)i∈J)
]
dx
=
∫
G
E
[
f(x)F˜ ((αi)i∈J )
]
dx
=
(∫
G
f(x)dx
)
E
[
F˜ ((αi)i∈J )
]
.
Thus for any j ∈ N∗, βj is a Haar random variable which is independent of
(βj , j 6= i). 
7.2. Construction of general planar Yang-Mills fields
In the last subsection, we considered only Le´vy processes which were invariant
by conjugation by G. Actually for any G-valued self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy
process Y , one can construct a planar Markovian holonomy field associated to Y .
Let us recall the notion of support of a process.
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Definition 7.8. Let Y =
(
Yt
)
t∈R+
be a random process. The support of Y is
HY =
〈 ⋃
t∈R+
HYt
〉
.
An other formulation is to say that the support of a process, say Y , is the
smallest closed group such that for any t ∈ R+, P(Yt ∈ HY ) = 1. If Y is a Le´vy
process, we can consider Y as a process living in HY .
Remark 7.9. Let Y be a Le´vy process and let us suppose that for any t ≥ 0,
e is in Supp(Yt). Then for any t > 0, HY = HYt . Indeed, using the property that
Y is a Le´vy process, for any 0 ≤ t < s, Supp(Ys) = Supp(Yt)Supp(Ys−t). Thus,
using the condition on the support of Yt, HYt is increasing in t. Yet, using the
same argument, we see that HY2t = HYt , thus HYt does not depend on t > 0. This
remark explains why we impose that for any t ≥ 0, e ∈ Supp(Yt) in the upcoming
Proposition 8.26.
The notion of invariance by conjugation for a random process can be weakened.
Definition 7.10. A G-valued process (Yt)t≥0 is self-invariant by conjugation
if it is invariant by conjugation by HY .
Let η be a finite Borel measure on Gn. For any g in G, the measure ηg on Gn
is the unique measure such that for any continuous function f : Gn → R:
ηg(f) =
∫
G
f(g−1g1g, ..., g
−1gng)η(dg1, ..., dgn).(7.3)
We can now construct a planar Yang-Mills field associated with any self-invariant
by conjugation Le´vy process.
Theorem 7.11. For every G-valued self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy pro-
cess Y , there exists a unique stochastically continuous strong planar Markovian
holonomy field
(
EYvol
)
vol
, called the planar Yang-Mills field associated with Y , such
that for any measure of area vol, for any finite planar graph G, for any rooted span-
ning tree T of G and any family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise,
under EYvol, the law of
(
h(lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
is:∫
G
(⊗F∈Fb mvol(F ))gdg,
where (mt)t≥0 is the semi-group of convolution of measures associated with Y .
Let us notice that on
(
EYvol,B
)
,
(
h(lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
is not, in general, a sequence of
independent variables.
Proof. The unicity part uses the same arguments as usual. Let us prove the
existence of the stochastically continuous strong planar Markovian holonomy field(
EYvol
)
vol
. Let Y =
(
Yt
)
t≥0
be a G-valued self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy pro-
cess and HY be the support of Y . Using the discussion after Definition 7.8, we
can see the process Y as a HY -valued Le´vy process which is invariant by conjuga-
tion (by HY ). Thus, applying Propositions 7.3 and 7.5, there exists a HY -valued
stochastically continuous strong planar Markovian holonomy field such that for any
measure of area vol, any finite planar graph G, for any rooted spanning tree T of
G and any family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise, under E
Y
vol:
(1) the random variables (h (lcF ,T ))F∈Fb are independent,
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(2) for any F ∈ Fb, h(lcF ,T ) has the same law as Yvol(F ).
Recall that Proposition 3.15 can also be applied to planar (continuous) Markov-
ian holonomy fields. Thus we can extend the group on which EYvol is defined, from
HY to G: we will denote it EYvol. It is a G-valued stochastically continuous strong
planar Markovian holonomy field and by definition, for any measure of area vol, for
any finite planar graph G, for any rooted spanning tree T of G and any family of
facial loops (cF )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise, under E
Y
vol, the law of
(
h(lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
is: ∫
G
(⊗F∈Fbmvol(F ))g dg.
This ends the proof of the theorem. 
Definition 7.12. By construction, the planar Yang-Mills field associated with
a self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy process Y is constructible. Its restriction to
multiplicative functions on finite planar graphs is called the discrete planar Yang-
Mills field associated with Y , we will denote it
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
.
We are led to classify the planar Yang-Mills fields according to their degree of
symmetry. In Section 10, we will prove equivalent conditions in order to classify
planar Yang-Mills fields.
Definition 7.13. Let
(
EYvol
)
vol
be a planar Yang-Mills field associated with
a G-valued self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy process Y =
(
Yt
)
t∈R+
. The planar
Yang-Mills field
(
EYvol
)
vol
and the Le´vy process Y are pure if
(
Yt
)
t≥0
is invariant by
conjugation by G and mixed if not pure. They are also non-degenerate if HY = G
and degenerate if HY 6= G. The same definition holds for the discrete planar Yang-
Mills field associated with Y .
According to this definition, any planar Yang-Mills field is either pure non-
degenerate, pure degenerate or mixed degenerate.

Part 3
Characterization of Planar
Markovian Holonomy Fields

CHAPTER 8
Braids and probabilities II: a geometric point of
view, infinite random sequences and random
processes
In order to characterize planar Markovian holonomy fields, we will use inten-
sively the invariance by area-preserving homeomorphisms. The braid group will
appear again, as the diffeotopy group of the n-punctured disk which is studied in
the following section.
8.1. Braids as the diffeotopy group of the n-punctured disk
Let D be the disk of center 0 and radius 1 and Qn = {qk = 2k−1−nn , 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.
Let Diff(D, Qn, ∂D) be the group of diffeomorphisms of D which fix the set Qn and
fix pointwise a neighborhood of ∂D. The class of isotopy of the identity mapping
in Diff(D, Qn, ∂D) is a normal subgroup called Diff0(D, Qn, ∂D). The diffeotopy
group of the disk with n points is Mn(D) = Diff(D, Qn, ∂D)
/
Diff0(D, Qn, ∂D). An
important theorem is that:
Mn(D) ≃ Bn.(8.1)
This isomorphism is constructed by sending some special elements, the half-
twists or Dehn-twists, on the canonical family of generators of the braid groups
denoted by (βi)
n−1
i=1 . A half-twist permutes the points qk and qk+1 for some k and
does not move the other points (qi)i/∈{k,k+1}. For a precise definition, one considers
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, tk the isotopy class of the diffeomorphism t˜k equals to identity
outside the disk of radius 2n centered at
qk+qk+1
2 and defined by t˜k(x) = ψ ◦ t ◦ψ−1,
where:
ψ : x 7→ n
2
(
x− qk + qk+1
2
)
,
t(reiθ) = rei2π
(
θ+α(r)
)
,
and α is a smooth bijection from [0, 1] to itself, which is equal to 0 on a neighborhood
of 1 and to 12 at
1
2 .
This geometric construction of the braid group allows us to recover the action
of the braid group which was given by Definition 6.2. Indeed, the group Mn(D)
acts on the fundamental group of D\Qn which is isomorphic to Fn the free group of
rank n. We will take − i2 as the base point for the fundamental group of D\Qn. Let
xk be the homotopy class of the loop based at − i2 which goes only around qk anti-
clockwise. One can verify that the action of Mn(D) on Fn, with the identification
given in (8.1), is the action given by Definition 6.2.
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Figure 1. The braid βk, k = (2, 3, 6).
Given a finite planar graph G, the fundamental group of G is isomorphic to
the fundamental group of the disk without one point in each of the bounded faces:
π1(G) ≃ π1
((
D \Q|Fb|
))
. Thus, we get a natural action of a braid group on the
group π1(G) which is isomorphic to the reduced group of loops on G defined in Sec-
tion 5.1. A consequence of the existence of such action is the upcoming Proposition
9.10.
8.2. A de-Finetti theorem for the braid group
Proposition 6.12 implies that every finite sequence of i.i.d. random variables
which is auto-invariant by conjugation is invariant by braids. It is natural to wonder
if one can characterize finite sequence of random variables which are invariant by
braids. As for exchangeable sequences of random variables, it is easier to work with
infinite sequence of random variables.
Definition 8.1. An infinite random sequence ξ =
(
ξi
)
i∈N∗
in G is braidable
(or braid-invariant or invariant by braids) if for any integer n greater that 1 and
any braid β ∈ Bn, the following equality in law holds:
β • (ξi)1≤i≤n = (ξi)1≤i≤n.
Let us recall that ξ is spreadable if for any increasing sequence of positive
integers (ki)i≥1, we have the equality in law:(
ξki
)
1≤i
=
(
ξi
)
1≤i
.
These properties seem to be quite different, yet we are going to prove that one
condition is weaker than the other.
Lemma 8.2. Any braidable infinite family of random variables is spreadable.
Proof. Let k = (k1 < k2 < ... < kn) be a finite strictly increasing sequence
of integers. Let βk be the braid:
βk = β
−1
n ...β
−1
kn−1
β−12 ...β
−1
k2−1
β−11 ...β
−1
k1−1
We have drawn in Figure 1 the braid βk with k = (2, 3, 6). Since for i = 1, ..., n, the
lines linking (i, 1) to (ki, 0) are behind in the diagram, this braid verifies that for any
element (g1, ..., gkn) of G
kn , for any integer i between 1 and n,
(
βk •(g1, ..., gkn)
)
i
=
gki . Let ξ = (ξi)i∈N∗ be a braidable random sequence. The following equality in
law holds βk •
(
ξi
)
1≤i≤kn
=
(
ξi
)
1≤i≤kn
. By restricting it for i between 0 and n− 1,
we get the equality in law (ξk1 , ...ξkn) = (ξ1, ...ξn), from which one can conclude
that ξ is spreadable. 
Let m be a probability measure on G. We denote by m⊗∞ the measure on
GN
∗
such that the unidimensional projections are independent and identically dis-
tributed with law m. Let ξ be an infinite random sequence in G.
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Definition 8.3. Let A be a σ-field. The sequence ξ is i.i.d. conditionally to A
if there exists a random measure η on G, A-measurable, such that the conditional
distribution of ξ given A is η⊗∞: P[ξ ∈ . | A] = η⊗∞. It is conditionally i.i.d. if
there exists a σ-field A such that it is i.i.d. conditionally to A.
If ξ is i.i.d. conditionally to A, its law is of the form:∫
M1(G)
m⊗∞dν(m),
where ν is the law of η. If we just want to keep in mind the form of the law of ξ, we
will say that ξ is a mixture of i.i.d. random sequences. Let us state an extension
of de Finetti-Ryll-Nardzewski’s theorem for the braid group.
Theorem 8.4. The sequence ξ is braidable if and only if it is i.i.d. conditionally
to Tξ = ∩n∈N∗σ (ξk, k ≥ n) and conditionally to Tξ, almost surely the law of ξ1 is
invariant by conjugation by its own support.
Proof. An application of Proposition 6.12 to any subsequence of the form
(ξn)
N
n=1 shows that the second condition implies the fact that ξ is braidable.
Now, let us suppose that ξ is braidable. As a consequence of Lemma 8.2, the
infinite sequence ξ is spreadable. Using the de Finetti-Ryll-Nardzewski’s theorem
(Theorem 1.1 of [Kal05]), ξ is i.i.d. conditionally to Tξ. Besides, conditionally to
Tξ, ξ is still braidable: an application of Proposition 6.12 shows that conditionally
to Tξ, (ξn)n∈N∗ is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables invariant by conjugation
by their own support: the second condition holds. 
If ξ is braidable, the law of ξ is of the form
∫
M1(G)
m⊗∞dν(m), where ν-a.s., m
is almost surely invariant by conjugation by its own support. In the next theorem,
we give a condition under which one can characterize the mixture which appears
in the last theorem. In order to do so, we consider the diagonal conjugation of G
on GN
∗
defined for any g ∈ G and (xn)n∈N∗ ∈ GN∗ by g.(xn)n∈N∗ = (g−1xng)n∈N∗ .
Recall the notion of I-independence defined in Definition 1.31.
Definition 8.5. The sequence ξ satisfies the property (P) if for any integer
n ∈ N∗, (ξk)k≤n and (ξk)k>n are I-independent: for any n,m ≥ 0, any continuous
functions which are invariant by diagonal conjugation f : Gn → R and g : Gm → R,
f(ξ1, ..., ξn) and g(ξn+1, ..., ξn+m) are independent.
Theorem 8.6. Let ξ be an sequence of random variables in G such that:
(1) ξ is braidable,
(2) it is invariant (in law) by diagonal conjugation: for any g ∈ G, g.ξ has
the same law as ξ,
(3) it satisfies the property (P).
There exists m0 a probability measure on G, invariant by conjugation by its own
support, such that the law of ξ is:∫
G
(
m⊗∞0
)g
dg,
where
(
m⊗∞0
)g
is defined using a similar equation as (7.3).
Proof. Let ξ be an infinite braidable sequence of G-valued random variables
which is invariant by diagonal conjugation and satisfies the property (P). As a
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consequence of Theorem 8.4, there exists a random measure η on G, which is
almost surely invariant by conjugation by its own support, such that the condi-
tional distribution of ξ given Tξ is η⊗∞. Let ν be the law of η, the law of ξ is∫
M1(G)
m⊗∞dν(m). Since ξ is invariant by diagonal conjugation by G, we only
have to show that there exists a probability measure m0 such that the law of ξ on
the invariant σ-field I is equal to m⊗∞0 . Let us remark that this would imply also
that m0 is invariant by conjugation by any element of its own support. Let k be
a positive integer and f : Gk → R be a continuous function invariant by diagonal
conjugation: as Gk is compact, f is bounded. As the sequence ξ satisfies the prop-
erty (P), (f (ξik+1, ..., ξik+k))i≥0 is an i.i.d. sequence of bounded random variables.
Thus, by the law of large numbers, there exists a real lk(f) such that:
1
n
∑
0≤i<n
f (ξik+1, ..., ξik+k) →
n→∞
lk(f) a.s..
Yet, by disintegration and the law of large numbers, we get also that:
1
n
∑
0≤i<n
f (ξik+1, ..., ξik+k) →
n→∞
η⊗k(f), a.s..
The random variable η⊗k(f) is thus almost surely constant. Let us define the set
of measures:
Ωf,k =
{
m ∈M1(G),m⊗k(f) = lk(f)
}
.
We just proved that for any positive integer k, for any continuous function f :
Gk → R, invariant by diagonal conjugation,
ν(Ωf,k) = 1.
Let us consider Fk a dense countable set of continuous functions which are invariant
by diagonal conjugation of G on Gk. Our previous discussion allows us to write the
following equality:
ν
( ⋂
k∈N∗
⋂
f∈Fk
Ωf,k
)
= 1.
Let us take a measure m0 ∈
⋂
k∈N∗
⋂
f∈Fk
Ωf,k: for any positive integer k and
any continuous function f on Gk invariant by diagonal conjugation,
m⊗k(f) = m⊗k0 (f), ν(dm) a.s.
We have just managed to prove that on the invariant σ-field, the law of ξ is m⊗∞0 :
the law of ξ is thus
∫
G(m
⊗∞
0 )
gdg and m0 is invariant by conjugation by its own
support. 
We will give conditions which ensure the fact that ξ is actually a sequence of
i.i.d. random variables. Let us remark that it is enough to show that the measure
m0, given by Theorem 8.6, is invariant by conjugation by G.
8.3. Degeneracy of the mixture
Since the measure m0 is invariant by conjugation by its own support, one
way in order to show that m0 is invariant by conjugation by G is to prove that
Supp(m0) = G.
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8.3.1. Non-degeneracy case. Let G be a finite group whose neutral element
is e.
Proposition 8.7. Let ξ be an infinite sequence of G-valued random variables
which is braidable, invariant by diagonal conjugation, satisfies the property (P) and
such that e ∈ Supp(ξ1). The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) ξ is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables which support generates G,
(2) there exists an integer k such that Supp(
∏k
i=1 ξi) = G.
In order to prove this proposition, we will need the two following facts which
hold only when G is finite. The first assertion is that for any measure m on G such
that e ∈ Supp(m), there exists an integer k such that for any k′ ≥ k, Supp(m∗k′) is
equal to Hm, where Hm was defined after Definition 6.10. The second asserts that
no subgroup of G can intersect every conjugacy classes of G: it is Jordan’s theorem
given below.
Theorem 8.8. Let H be a subgroup of G. Let us suppose that:
G =
⋃
g∈G
g−1Hg,
then G = H.
Proof. The proof is taken from Serre’s lesson [SBG79] and can be summa-
rized in a simple calculation:
#G ≤ #
( ⋃
g∈G
g−1Hg
)
= #
( ⋃
g∈G
(
g−1Hg \ e) ∪ {e}) ≤ #G
#H
(#H − 1) + 1,
which can hold if and only if H = G. 
We can now handle the proof of Proposition 8.7.
Proof of Proposition 8.7. It is quite obvious that the assertion 1 implies
the assertion 2. It remains to prove the other implication. As a consequence of
Theorem 8.6, there exists a probability measure m0 invariant by conjugation by its
own support such that the law of ξ is
∫
G
(m⊗∞0 )
gdg. Let m0 be such a probability
measure. As e ∈ Supp(ξ1), e is in the support of m0: the support of m∗k0 is
increasing in k and so is the support of
∏k
i=1 ξi. Let k be an integer such that
Supp
(∏k
i=1 ξi
)
= G: for any k′ ≥ k, Supp(∏k′i=1 ξi) = G. Let N ≥ k such that
Supp(m∗N0 ) = Hm∗N0 . Since N is greater that k, Supp
(∏N
i=1 ξi
)
= G. On the other
side, since the law of
∏N
i=1 ξi is
∫
G
(m∗N0 )
gdg, its support is equal to ∪g∈Gg−1Hm∗N0 g.
Thus, one has the equality:
G =
⋃
g∈G
g−1Hm∗N0 g
which implies, by Jordan’s theorem (Theorem 8.8), that Hm∗N0 = G and then
Hm0 = G: the support of m0 generates the group G. We recall that m0 was invari-
ant by conjugation by its support, hence by Hm0 : m0 is invariant by conjugation
by G and the law of ξ is thus m⊗∞0 . 
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For an arbitrary compact Lie group, it is not true in general that for any
measure m on G such that e ∈ Supp(m), there exists k such that Supp(m∗k) = Hm.
Thus, in order to deal with any compact Lie group, we will substitute this fact by
the Itoˆ-Kawada’s theorem (Theorem 8.12).
As for Jordan’s theorem, it does not hold when G is infinite, as in every compact
Lie group, any maximal torus intersects all the conjugacy classes. Thus, we have
to impose that the subgroup H intersects every conjugacy class “as much as” G
does, which is the meaning of the condition imposed in the upcoming Proposition
8.13. Doing so, we will be able to prove the following proposition which holds for
any arbitrary compact Lie group. From now on, let G be a compact Lie group.
Proposition 8.9. Let ξ be an infinite sequence of G-valued random variables
which is braidable, invariant by diagonal conjugation and satisfies the property (P).
Let us suppose that e ∈ Supp(ξ1). The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) ξ is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables which support generates G.
(2) the random variables
∏n
k=1 ξk converge in law to a Haar random variable
as n goes to infinity.
In order to prove this proposition, let us introduce Itoˆ-Kawada’s theorem and
a measurable version of the theorem of Jordan which holds for any compact Lie
group.
Definition 8.10. Let m be a probability measure on G. It is:
• aperiodic if its support Supp(m) is not contained in a left or right proper
coset of a proper closed subgroup of G,
• non-degenerate if Hm = G.
Remark 8.11. It is obvious that m is non-degenerate if it is seen as a measure
on Hm. Besides, if e ∈ Supp(m) then m is aperiodic.
Under the condition of aperiodicity and non-degeneracy, Itoˆ-Kawada’s theorem
(Theorem 3.3.5. of [Str60], first proved in [KI40]) explains the behavior of m∗n
when n goes to infinity.
Theorem 8.12 (Itoˆ-Kawada’s theorem). Let µ be a non-degenerate and aperi-
odic probability measure on G. The sequence µ∗n converges in distribution to the
normalized Haar measure on G as n goes to infinity.
Let us state our generalization of Jordan’s theorem, Theorem 8.8, valid for any
compact Lie group. Recall that for any compact Lie group K, we denote by λK
the normalized Haar measure on K.
Proposition 8.13. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. If∫
G
λg−1Hgdg = λG,
then G = H.
Proof. We want to prove that
∫
G
λg−1Hg 6= λG: it is enough to construct a
continuous function φ : G→ R, invariant by conjugation, such that λH(φ) 6= λG(φ).
The space H \G of right cosets of H is a nice topological space: it is a differentiable
manifold and there exists f˜ a non-constant real continuous function on H \G. Let
p : G → H \ G be the canonical projection, the function f = f˜ ◦ p is a real non-
constant square-integrable function f on G invariant by left multiplication by H :
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for any g ∈ G, for any h ∈ H , f(g) = f(hg). One can also assume that f is of zero
mean on G.
Let E =
{
φ ∈ L2(G), ∫
G
φ(g)dλG(g) = 0
}
be the space of square-integrable
zero mean functions on G. The group G acts on E, by left multiplication on the
argument and this representation has no non-zero fixed point. On the other hand,
the restriction of this representation on H has at least one fixed point, namely
f . We can decompose E as a sum of finite dimensional irreducible representations
of G:
E =
∞⊕
i=1
Ei.
None of the Ei is the trivial representation of G as we have restricted the action of
G to zero mean functions. The action of H on E admits a fixed point f . We can
decompose f on
∞⊕
i=1
Ei. As, for any integer i, the space Ei is invariant under the
action of H , there exists at least an integer i0 such that Ei0 seen as a H-module
is not irreducible. We denote by χi0 the character of the G-module Ei0 . By the
classical theory of character,∫
G
χi0dλG = dim(E
G
i0 ) = 0,
whereas: ∫
G
χi0dλH =
∫
H
χi0dλH = dim(E
H
i0 ) ≥ 1,
where EGi0 and E
H
i0 are the vector spaces of fixed points in Ei0 under the actions of
G and H . Thus, we just found a central function χi0 such that:∫
G
χi0dλG 6=
∫
G
χi0dλH .
This ends the proof. 
We have now all the tools in order to prove Proposition 8.9.
Proof of Proposition 8.9. As a consequence of Theorem 8.12, Remark 8.11
and the fact that e ∈ Supp(ξ1), it is easy to see that the condition 1 implies condition
2. Let us prove the other implication.
Let ξ be an infinite sequence of G-valued random variables which is braidable,
invariant by diagonal conjugation and which satisfies the property (P). Let us sup-
pose that e ∈ Supp(ξ1). As a consequence of Theorem 8.6, there exists a probability
measure m0 invariant by conjugation by its own support such that the law of ξ is∫
G
(m⊗∞0 )
gdg. Let m0 be such a probability measure. Using the hypothesis on ξ1,
e ∈ Supp(m0).
Let us suppose that
∏n
k=1 ξk converges in law to a Haar random variable. As
we have seen in Remark 8.11, the measure m0 is aperiodic and non-degenerate if
seen as a measure on Hm0 . Using Itoˆ-Kawada’s theorem, when n goes to infinity,
m∗n0 converges to the Haar probability measure on Hm0 which we denote by λHm0 .
For any integer n, the law of
n∏
i=1
ξi is
∫
G
(m∗n0 )
g dg and thus, using the hypothesis
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on the law of
n∏
i=1
ξi and our previous discussion, one gets the equality:
λG =
∫
G
λg−1Hm0gdg.
By Proposition 8.13, it follows that Hm0 = G. Since the measure m0 is invariant by
conjugation by Hm0 , it is invariant by conjugation by G: the law of ξ is m
⊗∞
0 . 
8.3.2. General case. The following theorem gives weaker conditions on ξ in
order to understand the case when ξ is an infinite sequence of i.i.d. random variables
such that Hξ1 6= G. We recall that G is a compact Lie group.
Theorem 8.14. Let ξ be an infinite sequence of G-valued random variables
which is braidable, invariant by diagonal conjugation and satisfies the property (P).
The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) the sequence ξ is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables invariant by con-
jugation by G,
(2) there exists ν a probability measure on G such that for any positive integer
n, the law of
∏n
k=1 ξk is ν
∗n.
Before proving this theorem, let us recall some basic, yet crucial, results about
representations and integration. First of all, Peter-Weyl’s theorem asserts that the
set of matrix elements of irreducible representations{
g 7→ v(π(g)w), π ∈ Gˆ, v ∈ V ∗π , w ∈ Vπ
}
,
where Gˆ is the set of irreducible representations of G, is dense for the uniform
norm in the set of continuous functions on G. Thus, any measure m on G is fully
characterized by its Fourier coefficients defined as:
∀π ∈ Gˆ, π(m) =
∫
G
π(g)m(dg).
Secondly, let π : G→ Gl(V ) be an irreducible representation of dimension dπ. Let
A be a matrix acting on V . By the Schur’s lemma,∫
G
π(g)Aπ(g)−1dg =
Tr(A)
dπ
Id.
Let m be a probability measure on G.
Definition 8.15. The measurem quasi-invariant by conjugation if there exists
ν a probability measure on G such that for any n ∈ N∫
G
(mg)∗ndg = ν∗n.
The main characterization of quasi-invariant by conjugation probability mea-
sures is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 8.16. The measure m is quasi-invariant by conjugation if and
only if for any irreducible representation π of G, the matrix π(m) has only one
eigenvalue.
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Proof. Let π be an irreducible representation of G and let n be a positive
integer. Let us compute π
(∫
G
(m∗n)gdg
)
and π
((∫
G
mgdg
)∗n)
:
π
(∫
G
(m∗n)gdg
)
=
∫
G2
π(gg′g−1)m∗n(dg′)dg
=
∫
G
π(g)
(∫
G
π(g′)m∗n(dg′)
)
π(g)−1dg
=
1
dπ
Tr (π(m)n) Id,
π
((∫
G
mgdg
)∗n)
= π
((∫
G
mgdg
))n
=
(
1
dπ
Tr(π(m))
)n
Id.
Proposition 8.16 is equivalent to the following assertion: for any positive inte-
ger n, ∫
g
(mg)∗ndg =
(∫
g
mgdg
)∗n
(8.2)
if and only if for any irreducible representation π of G, the matrix π(m) has only
one eigenvalue. Yet, using the remark about Peter-Weyl’s theorem, Equality (8.2)
holds for any positive integer n if and only if for any irreducible representation π,
for any positive integer n:
π
(∫
g
(mg)∗ndg
)
= π
((∫
g
mgdg
)∗n)
,
hence if and only if for any irreducible representation π, for any positive integer n:
Tr (π(m)n) = Tr
((
Tr(π(m))
dπ
Id
)n)
.
The proposition is a consequence of the link between the traces of the positive
powers of a finite matrix and the set of its eigenvalues and the fact that the matrix
Tr(π(ν))
dpi
Id has only one eigenvalue. 
It is natural to wonder if a quasi-invariant by conjugation probability measure is
invariant by conjugation. The answer is no and we will construct a counter-example
in the symmetric group S3.
Lemma 8.17. Let (µt)t≥0 (reps. (ηt)t≥0) be the continuous semi-group of con-
volution of measures starting from δid on the symmetric group S3, associated with
the jump measure m (resp. m0):
m((12)) = 0, m0((12)) = 1,
m((13)) = 1, m0((13)) = 1,
m((23)) = 2, m0((23)) = 1,
m((123)) = 2, m0((123)) = 1,
m((132)) = 0, m0((132)) = 1.
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The measure µ1 is quasi-invariant by conjugation and for any n ∈ N,∫
G
(µg1)
∗ndg = η∗n1 .
Proof. We have to check that the condition of Proposition 8.16 is fulfilled
by µ1. Actually we only have to show that for any π ∈ Ŝ3, π(m) has only one
eigenvalue, which is equal to the one of π(m0). The group S3 has only three
irreducible representations two of which have dimension one. It remains to compute
π(m) where π is the representation of S3 on {(a, b, c) ∈ R3, a+ b+ c = 0}.We leave
this calculation as an exercise. 
The quasi-invariance by conjugation property does not imply the invariance by
conjugation property, yet, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 8.18. Let m be a probability measure on G. Let us suppose that
m is invariant by conjugation by its own support. Then, m is quasi-invariant by
conjugation if and only if m is invariant by conjugation by G.
Proof. Almost by definition, any probability measure which is invariant by
conjugation is quasi-invariant by conjugation. It remains to prove the “only if”
part of the theorem. Let m be a quasi-invariant by conjugation probability mea-
sure. Using Proposition 8.16, for any irreducible representation π of G, π(m) has
only one eigenvalue. Any irreducible representation π ∈ Gˆ defines by restriction
a representation of Hm. Since Hm is a closed subgroup of G, it is a compact Lie
group, thus we can apply Peter-Weyl’s theorem which allows us to decompose any
representation of Hm as a direct sum of irreducible representations:
π =
n⊕
i=1
πi,
with πi ∈ Hˆm. Since m is invariant by conjugation by Hm, thanks to Schur’s
lemma, for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, πi(m) is a scalar matrix, hence π(m) is diagonal. As
it has only one eigenvalue, it is a multiple of the identity. Let π ∈ Gˆ acting on V ,
let w ∈ V , v ∈ V ∗ and let h ∈ G:∫
G
v(π(hgh−1)w)m(dg) = v
(
π(h)
(∫
G
π(g)m(dg)
)
π(h)−1w
)
= v
((∫
G
π(g)m(dg)
)
w
)
=
∫
G
v(π(g)w)m(dg).
Thus, using Peter-Weyl’s theorem, m is invariant by conjugation by G. 
We have now all the tools in order to prove Theorem 8.14.
Proof of Theorem 8.14. Let ξ be an infinite sequence of G-valued random
variables which is braidable, invariant by diagonal conjugation and which satisfies
the property (P). As a consequence of Theorem 8.6, there exists a probability
measure m0 invariant by conjugation by its own support such that the law of ξ is∫
G(m
⊗∞
0 )
gdg.
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Let us suppose that ξ is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, then one can
take as m0 the law of ξ1: the law of ξ is equal to m
⊗∞
0 and thus, for any n, the law
of
∏n
k=1 ξk is m
∗n
0 .
Instead of assuming that ξ is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, let us
suppose that there exists ν a probability measure on G such that for any n, the
law of
∏n
k=1 ξk is ν
∗n. The law of
∏n
k=1 ξk is
∫
G
(m∗k0 )
gdg: it shows that the
probability measure m0 is quasi-invariant by conjugation. Yet, it is also invariant
by conjugation by its own support. By Theorem 8.18,m0 is invariant by conjugation
by G and thus ξ is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. 
8.4. Processes and the braid group
Sections 8.2 and 8.3 can be generalized in order to get similar results for G-
valued processes indexed by R+.
8.4.1. Definitions. We define the rational increments of a process as Kallem-
berg does in [Kal05]. Let (Xt)t∈R+ be a G-valued random process indexed by R
+.
Definition 8.19. We define the (rational) increments of (Xt)t∈R+ for n in
N∗ ∪ (N∗)−1 and j ≥ 1 as:
Xn,j = X
−1
j−1
n
X j
n
.(8.3)
The process (Xt)t∈R+ has spreadable (resp. braidable) increments if for every
n ∈ N∗ ∪ (N∗)−1, the sequence (Xn,i)0<i is spreadable (resp. braidable).
In the following we will need a weak version of the notion of independence
of increments which will replace the property (P) in the study of processes with
braidable increments.
Definition 8.20. The process (Xt)t∈R+ has I-independent increments if for
any increasing sequence of real 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tn < ... the sequence (X
−1
tn−1Xtn)n∈N∗
satisfies the property (P) defined in Definition 8.5.
Let us consider a Le´vy process (Xt)t∈R+ .
Definition 8.21. The process (Xt)t∈R+ has auto-invariant by conjugation
increments if for any 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2... ≤ tk, the sequence of increments
(X−1ti−1Xti)
k
i=1 is auto-invariant by conjugation .
Recall the notion of self-invariance defined in Definition 7.10. In the next
proposition, we link the different notions of invariance by conjugation that can be
applied to a Le´vy process.
Proposition 8.22. The three following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X has auto-invariant by conjugation increments,
(2) for any t ∈ R+, Xt is invariant by conjugation by its own support,
(3) X is invariant by conjugation by HX , thus self-invariant by conjugation.
Proof. We will show that 1 implies 2, 3 implies 1 and at last 2 implies 3.
Let us assume that X has auto-invariant by conjugation increments. Let
t ∈ R+, then (Xt, X−1t X2t) is auto-invariant by conjugation: Xt is invariant by
conjugation by the support of X−1t X2t. As X is a Le´vy process, X
−1
t X2t and Xt
has the same law, thus the same support: Xt is invariant by conjugation by its own
support.
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Now, let us show that 3 implies 1. Let us assume that X is invariant by
conjugation by HX . By definition for any t ∈ R+, Supp(Xt) ⊂ HX . Let t1 < t2 and
t3 < t4 be four non negative reals. As the process X is invariant by conjugation
by HX , X
−1
t1 Xt2 is invariant by Supp(Xt4−t3) and thus by Supp(X
−1
t3 Xt4). This
implies easily that X has auto-invariant by conjugation increments.
It remains to prove that 2 implies 3. Let us assume that for any t ∈ R+, Xt is
invariant by conjugation by its own support. Let us first remark that, if U and V are
two random independent variables in G, Supp(UV ) = Supp(U).Supp(V ). Besides,
if they are both invariant in law by conjugation by a set S, UV is also invariant
by conjugation by S. Moreover, if U is invariant by conjugation by any element of
S, it is invariant by conjugation by any element of the closure of the semi-group
generated by S:
⋃∞
k=1 S
k, which, in the case where G is compact, is a group. Let
n be a positive integer and let t be a positive real. Using the hypothesis on X , X t
n
is invariant by conjugation by Supp(X t
n
). Taking n independent copies of X t
n
and
applying the remarks above, we find that Xt is still invariant by conjugation by
Supp(X t
n
) and thus also for any integer k ≥ 1, by Supp(X t
n
)k = Supp(X k
n
t), or by
the semi-group generated by Supp(X k
n
t), which is nothing but HX k
n
t
. Thus, Xt is
invariant by conjugation by: ⋃
q∈Q+
HXqt .
Since the laws of
(
Xt
)
t≥0
form a continuous semi-group of convolution of mea-
sures, for any s ≥ 0, Xs ∈
⋃
q∈Q+
HXq.t a.s. and thus HXs ⊂
⋃
q∈Q+ HXqt , hence the
equality:
HX =
⋃
q∈Q+
HXqt .
Thus, for any positive real t, Xt is invariant by conjugation by HX . Using the fact
that X has independent and stationary increments, it implies that the Le´vy process
X is self-invariant by conjugation. 
8.4.2. Generalized Bu¨lhmann’s theorem. We can now state the general-
ization of Bu¨hlmann’s theorem (Theorem 1.19 of [Kal05]) for the braid group.
Theorem 8.23. Let X be a G-valued stochastically continuous process indexed
by R+ with X0 = e. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X has braidable increments,
(2) X is a mixture of self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy processes.
The σ-field which makes the rational increments, as defined in Definition 8.19,
conditionally i.i.d. is the σ-field T = ∩t∈Q+σ(X−1t Xs, s > t). Besides, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is invariant by conjugation by G and has braidable and I-independent
increments,
(2) there exists a self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy process Y , such that the
law of X is UY U−1, where U is a Haar variable on G independent of Y .
Proof. Let us consider the first part of the theorem. Let us show that the
condition 2 implies the first one: it is enough to show that any self-invariant by
conjugation Le´vy process has braidable increments. Let Z be a self-invariant by
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conjugation Le´vy process. By Proposition 8.22, for any n ∈ N∗ ∪ (N∗)−1, the
sequence of increments (Zn,j)j , defined in Definition 8.19, is a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables which are invariant by conjugation by their own support. Hence,
by Theorem 8.4, it is braidable: the process Z has braidable increments.
Now, let us consider X a G-valued stochastically continuous process indexed
by R+ with X0 = e. Let us suppose that X has braidable increments. Following
the proof of Theorem 1.19 of [Kal05], we introduce the processes:
Y kn (t) = X
(
k − 1
n
)−1
X
(
t+
k − 1
n
)
, t ∈ Q ∩ [0, n−1], k ∈ N∗, n ∈ N∗
Let n be a positive integer. Using the same arguments used in Lemma 8.2, no-
tice that the sequence (Y kn )k∈N∗ is spreadable. Applying to these sequences the
deFinetti-Ryll-Nardzewski’s theorem (Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.6 in [Kal05])
which is valid for sequences in Polish spaces, we conclude that for any n ∈ N∗,
conditionally to the tail σ-field Tn, the sequence (Y kn )k∈N∗ is a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables. We considered t ∈ Q+ ∩ [0, n−1] in the definition of Y kn as the
product of a countable family of Polish spaces is still a Polish space. The σ-field
Tn we are conditioning on is a.s. independent of n: we call it T . Given T , X has
conditionally stationary independent (rational) increments. For any t ∈ Q+, let mt
be the law of Xt conditionally to T : for any t ∈ Q+ and any s ∈ Q+, almost surely
mt ∗ms = mt+s. Besides, using the stochastic continuity of X and the fact that
X0 = e, one has that almost surely (mt)t∈Q+ is uniformly continuous. We can ex-
tend the semi-group (mt)t∈Q+ in order to get a semi-group (mt)t∈R+ : by stochastic
continuity the process X is then a mixture of Le´vy processes. Let us consider a
positive rational number q. Using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem
8.4, applied to the sequence (Xnq)n∈N, conditionally on T , the random variable Xq
is invariant by conjugation by its own support. Using a continuity argument allows
us to extend the result for any q ∈ R+. The result follows from Proposition 8.22:
X is a mixture of self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy process.
The second part of the theorem is deduced from Theorem 8.6 applied to the
increments of X . 
8.4.3. Degeneracy of the mixture. In this subsection, Sections 8.3.1 and
8.3.2 are generalized in the setting of processes. The proofs will be omitted since
the results follow directly from their counterpart in the setting of sequences and
from Theorem 8.23. Recall Definition 7.13, where the notions of pure/mixed,
degenerate/non-degenerate Le´vy processes were defined. Let us state the conse-
quence of Proposition 8.7.
Proposition 8.24. Let G be a finite group. Let X be a G-valued stochastically
continuous process invariant by conjugation by G such that X0 = e and which has
braidable and I-independent increments. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) X is a pure non-degenerate Le´vy process,
(2) there exists t ∈ R+ such that Supp(Xt) = G.
If one of the two conditions holds then for any t ∈ R+, Supp(Xt) = G.
Let us remark that, in order to prove the last proposition, we have to replace
the property of Supp(m∗k) we used in the proof of Proposition 8.7 by the following
straightforward lemma.
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Lemma 8.25. Let G be a finite group and let
(
Yt
)
t≥0
be a Le´vy process on G.
For any real t ≥ 0, Supp(Yt) = HY .
Let us state the consequence of Proposition 8.9. From now on, let G be a
compact Lie group.
Proposition 8.26. Let X be a G-valued stochastically continuous process in-
variant by conjugation by G such that X0 = e and which has braidable and I-
independent increments. Let us suppose that e is in Supp(Xt) for any t ∈ R+. The
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the process X is a pure non-degenerate Le´vy process,
(2) the random variable Xt converges in law to a Haar random variable on G
when t goes to infinity.
In order to conclude this section, it remains to state the consequence of Theo-
rem 8.14.
Theorem 8.27. Let X be a G-valued stochastically continuous process invariant
by conjugation by G such that X0 = e and which has braidable and I-independent
increments. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) the process X is a pure Le´vy process,
(2) there exists a G-valued Le´vy process Z such that for any t ∈ R+, Xt has
the same law as Zt.
Remark 8.28. If the increments of X are exchangeable then the theorem is no
more valid. Let us consider the Le´vy process Y (respectively Z) associated with
(µt)t≥0 (respectively (ηt)t≥0) defined in Lemma 8.17. Let U be a random Haar
variable which is independent from Y and Z and let X = UY U−1. The process X
is stochastically continuous, invariant by conjugation by G, has exchangeable and
I-independent increments and for any t ≥ 0, Xt has the same law as Zt. Yet, the
process X is not a pure Lvy process since Y is not invariant by conjugation by G.
CHAPTER 9
Characterization of Stochastically Continuous in
Law Weak Discrete Planar Markovian Holonomy
Fields
The characterization of stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar
Markovian holonomy fields is given by the following theorem whose proof will be
the main goal of this section.
Theorem 9.1. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a G-valued stochastically continuous in law
weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy field. There exists a G-valued Le´vy pro-
cess, (Yt)t≥0, self-invariant by conjugation such that
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is the weak discrete
planar Yang-Mills field associated with (Yt)t≥0. This means that for any measure of
area vol and any graph G ∈ G (Aff(R2)), EGvol is equal to EY,Gvol , where (EY,Gvol )
G,vol
is the discrete planar Yang-Mills field associated with (Yt)t≥0.
If G is Abelian, the Le´vy process is unique and is characterized by the fact that
for any simple loop l in Aff(R2), under EG(l)vol (see Example 2.3), h(l) has the same
law as Yvol(Int(l)).
Remark 9.2. If G is a non Abelian group, the Le´vy process (Yt)t≥0 is not
unique: it is unique up to an equivalence. Two Le´vy processes are equivalent if
they have the same law when we restrict their law to the invariant σ-field on GR
+
.
Theorem 9.1 asserts that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set
of equivalence classes of G-valued self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy processes and
the set of G-valued stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar Markovian
holonomy fields.
9.1. Proof of Theorem 9.1
In Section 9.1.1, we show that the two-dimensional time objects which are
the planar Markovian holonomy fields are characterized by a one-dimensional time
process. In Section 9.1.2, it is shown that this one-dimensional time process has
I-independent increments: this allows us to prove Theorem 9.1 when the group G is
abelian. In general, the result follows from the braidability of the one-dimensional
time process which is proved in Section 9.1.3.
9.1.1. First correspondence for stochastically continuous in law weak
discrete planar Markovian holonomy fields. We can go further than Proposi-
tion 5.15 when one considers stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar
Markovian holonomy fields.
Definition 9.3. For any 0 ≤ s ≤ t we define ∂cts = (s, 0) → (t, 0) → (t, 1) →
(s, 1) → (s, 0), and ps = (0, 0) → (s, 0). These paths can be seen as paths on
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the same finite planar graph. Recall the notion of reduced loops defined in the
beginning of Section 5.1. The reduced loop Lts is:
Lts = [ps∂c
t
sp
−1
s ]≃, .
Remark 9.4. These loops satisfy the following equalities:
Ltr = L
t
sL
s
r, ∀ 0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t,
Li+1i = Li,0 , ∀ i ∈ N,
where we considered the reduced product in the first equality and where the family
(Li,j)i,j was defined in Definition 5.9.
The following lemma is a straightforward application of Theorem 7.11.
Lemma 9.5. Let Y be a G-valued self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy process.
Let U be a Haar variable on G which is independent from Y . Let
(
EYvol
)
vol
be the
planar Yang-Mills field associated with Y . Under the measure EYdx, (h(L
t
0))t∈R+ has
the same law as
(
UYtU
−1
)
t∈R+
.
The following theorem asserts that the process (h(Lt0))t∈R+ characterizes any
stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy field.
Theorem 9.6. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
and
(
E˜Gvol
)
G,vol
be two stochastically continu-
ous in law weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy fields. The three following
assertions are equivalent:
(1)
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
and
(
E˜Gvol
)
G,vol
are equal,
(2) (h(Lt0))t∈R+ has the same law under E
Aff
dx as under E˜
Aff
dx ,
(3) for any positive real α, (h(Ln,0))n∈N has the same law under E
N2
αdx as
under E˜N
2
αdx.
We remind the reader that EAffdx and E
N2
dx were defined in Remark 3.6. The
proof will consist in proving the equivalence between the conditions 1 and 2, then
between 2 and 3.
Proof. Since condition 1 clearly implies condition 2, let us show that condition
2 implies condition 1. Let us suppose that (h(Lt0))t∈R+ has the same law under
EAffdx as under E˜
Aff
dx . Let vol be a measure of area and let G be a finite planar
graph in G (Aff (R2)). We have to show that EGvol = E˜Gvol. The proof will consist
in a sequence of simplifications, changing the graph and the measure of area little
by little. By Proposition 1.37, these measures are characterized by the way they
integrate functions of the form: h 7→ f(h(l1), ..., h(lm)), where f is a continuous
function invariant by conjugation and l1, ..., ln are elements of Lv(G), where v is any
given vertex of G. Thus, we have to show that
(
EGvol
)
|Lv(G)
=
(
E˜Gvol
)
|Lv(G)
. Since
these two measures are defined on multiplicative functions on loops, we can suppose
that G is simple. Let us consider a sequence of generic and simple graphs (Gn)n≥0
which approximate the graph G in the sense of Lemma 2.29. Using the stochastic
continuity in law of
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
(
resp.
(
E˜Gvol
)
G,vol
)
, the measure
(
EGvol
)
|Lv(G)
(
resp.
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Figure 1. Graphs G and G˜.
Figure 2. Graphs G1 and G2.
(
E˜Gvol
)
|Lv(G)
)
can be recovered using the sequence of measures
((
EGnvol
)
|Lv(Gn)
)
n∈N(
resp.
((
E˜Gnvol
)
|Lv(Gn)
)
n∈N
)
. This allows us to suppose that G is also generic.
Using Corollary 2.31, there exists G′ a subgraph of the N2 graph such that the
set of G− G′ piecewise diffeomorphisms is not empty: let ψ be such a homeomor-
phism. Let vol′ be a measure of area on R2 such that for any bounded face F of G,
vol′(ψ(F )) = vol(F ). Using the Axiom wDP1, we know that EG
′
vol′ ◦ ψ−1 = EGvol.
By definition of EN
2
vol′ , the measure E
G′
vol′ is equal to
(
EN
2
vol′
)
|Mult(P (G′),G)
. The same
discussion holds for
(
E˜Gvol
)
G,vol
. Thus, if we show that, for any measure of area
vol′, EN
2
vol′ = E˜
N2
vol′ , we will get that
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
and
(
E˜Gvol
)
G,vol
are equal.
Let vol′ be a measure of area on R2. Since {Li,j, i, j ∈ N2} is a family which
generates RL0(N2) and since we are considering gauge-invariant measures, we only
have to prove that (h(Li,j))i,j has the same law under EN
2
vol′ as under E˜
N2
vol′ . Let us
show that it is actually enough to know that (h(Ln,0))n∈N has the same law under
EN
2
vol′ as under E˜
N
2
vol′ .
Let us consider the two finite planar graphs G and G˜ drawn in Figure 1. Let
vol′′ be a measure of area such that vol′′|F∞ = vol
′
|F˜∞
, where F∞ (resp. F˜∞) is the
unbounded face of G (resp. G˜). Besides, we impose that the following condition
holds for vol′′:
∀i ∈ {1, ..., 5}, vol′′(F ′i ) = vol′(Fi).(9.1)
The loops (Li,j)i,j∈{0,1} belong to L(0,0)(G) and the loops (Li,0)i∈[|0,3|] are in
L(0,0)(G˜). Let us approximate the loops (Li,j)i,j∈{0,1} by loops whose intersection
is reduced to the base point. Such loops are drawn in bold in the left part of
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Figure 2. The two graphs G1 and G2 drawn in Figure 2 satisfy the hypothesis of
Theorem 2.15 and are in G (Aff(R2)): they are homeomorphic. Thus, by Proposi-
tion 2.25, there exists an orientation-preserving G1 −G2 piecewise diffeomorphism
which we denote by ψ. We can suppose, up to a modification of G1 and G2 which
will not change the general form of both graphs and thus will not invalidate the
discussion, that vol′(F ) = vol′′(ψ(F )) for any bounded face F of G1. This last
assertion is essentially due to the condition (9.1) on vol′′. Using Axiom wDP1
and using the stochastic continuity in law property, we conclude that under EN
2
vol′
(resp. E˜N
2
vol′), (h(L0,1), h(L0,0), h(L1,1), h(L1,0)) has the same law as (h(Li,0))i∈[|0,3|]
under EN
2
vol′′ (resp. E˜
N2
vol′′ ). A slight generalization of these arguments allows us to
show that for any integer n there exists a measure of area vol′′ such that under EN
2
vol
(resp. E˜N
2
vol), (h(L0,n−1), ..., h(L0,0), ..., h(Ln−1,n−1), ..., h(Ln−1,0)) has the same law
as (h(Li,0))i∈[|0,n2−1|] under EN
2
vol′′ (resp. E˜
N2
vol′′ ).
Thus it is now enough to show that for any measure of area vol′′, (h(Li,0))i∈N
has the same law under EN
2
vol′′ as under E˜
N2
vol′′ . Let n ∈ N, let S be the graph
defined as the intersection of the N2 graph and [0, n + 1] × [0, 1]. Let us consider
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism ψ such that its restriction on R+ ×R is
given by:
ψ : R+ × R→ R2
(x, y) 7→ (vol′′ ([0, x]× [0, 1]) , y) .
The image of S by ψ, ψ(S) is a simple graph in G(Aff(R2)) and for any bounded face
F of S, vol′′(F ) = dx(ψ(F )). Let us define for any i ∈ {0, ..., n+ 1}, ti = vol′′(Li0).
We can apply the Axiom wDP1 to the two graphs S and ψ(S), to the two measures
of area vol′′ and dx and to ψ. It shows that under EN
2
vol′′ (resp. E˜
N2
vol′′), (h(Li,0))
n
i=0
has the same law as (h(L
ti+1
ti ))
n
i=0 under E
Aff
dx (resp. E˜
Aff
dx ). It remains to show that
for any integer n, any sequence of positive reals t0 < ... < tn, (h(L
ti+1
ti ))
n
i=0 has the
same law under EAffdx as under E˜
Aff
dx . Yet, we started with the fact that (h(L
t
0))t∈R+
has the same law under EAffdx as under E˜
Aff
dx . This allows us to conclude.
Let us prove the equivalence between the conditions 2. and 3. Suppose that for
any positive real α, (h(Ln,0))n∈N has the same law under EN
2
αdx as under E˜
N2
αdx. By
the Axiom wDP4, we can change EN
2
αdx (resp. E˜
N2
αdx) by E
Aff
αdx (resp. E˜
Aff
αdx). As an
application of the Axiom wDP1, with ψ given by ψ : (x, y) 7→ (αx, y), the random
vector
(
h(L
α(n+1)
α.n )
)
n∈N
has the same law under EAffdx as under E˜
Aff
dx . Using the fact
that for any positive integers p and q: h
(
L
p
q
0
)
=
p−1∏
i=0
h
(
L
i+1
q
i
q
)
, we can conclude
that (h(Lt))t∈Q+ has the same law under E
Aff
dx as under E˜
Aff
dx and by stochastically
continuity the same assertion holds for (h(Lt))t∈R+ . Thus, condition 3. implies
condition 2. The other implication can be proved using the same arguments. 
9.1.2. Law of the conjugacy classes and the Abelian case. Let
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
be a stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy field
and EAffdx be the usual expectation associated with it.
Definition 9.7. Until the end of this section, we set, for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t,
Zts = h(L
t
s) and Zt = Z
t
0.
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Remark 9.8. Using the multiplicativity property of random holonomy fields
and Remark 9.4, for any 0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t, Ztr = ZsrZts, hence for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t,
Zts = (Zs)
−1Zt.
Since Zts = h
(
ps∂c
t
sp
−1
s
)
, by Remark 1.38, under EAffdx , Z
t
s has the same law as
h(∂cts). Besides the left translation by s sends dx on itself and ∂c
t
s on ∂c
t−s
0 :
applying Axiom wDP1 (Definition 3.4), we get that under EAffdx ,
Zts has the same law as Zt−s.
Moreover, using the stochastic continuity property, under EAffdx , the process (Zt)t≥0
is stochastically continuous and Z0 is equal to the neutral element of G.
A simple but important lemma is the following.
Lemma 9.9. Under EAffdx , for any t0 > 0, for any finite subset T of [0, t0] and
any finite subset T ′ of [t0,∞[, (Zt)t∈T and (Z−1t0 Zt)t∈T ′ are I-independent. This
means that for any continuous functions f : GT → R and f ′ : GT ′ → R invariant
by diagonal conjugation by G,
EAffdx
[
f
(
(Zt)t∈T
)
f ′
((
Z−1t0 Zt
)
t∈T ′
)]
=EAffdx
[
f
(
(Zt)t∈T
)]
EAffdx
[
f ′
((
Z−1t0 Zt
)
t∈T ′
)]
.
Proof. Let t0 > 0, T be a finite subset of [0, t0] and T
′ be a finite subset of
[t0,∞[. Obviously we can suppose that T ′ ⊂]t0,∞[. Let t′0 be any real strictly
greater that t0 such that T
′ ⊂ [t′0,∞[. We remind the reader that for any t ∈ T ′,
Z−1t′0
Zt = h
(
pt′0∂c
t
t′0
p−1t′0
)
,
thus for any continuous functions f : GT → R and f ′ : GT ′ → R invariant by
diagonal conjugation by G:
EAffdx
[
f
(
(Zt)t∈T
)
f ′
((
Z−1t′0
Zt
)
t∈T ′
)]
= EAffdx
[
f
(
(h(Lt0))t∈T
)
f ′
(
(h(∂ctt′0))t∈T
′
)]
.
Let us denote by t1 the maximum of T
′. The loop Lt0 is in Int(L
t0
0 ) for any t ∈ T
and the loop ∂ctt′0
is in Int(∂ct1t′0
) for any t ∈ T ′. Besides Int(Lt00 ) ∩ Int(∂ct1t′0) = ∅.
Using the Axiom wDP2:
EAffdx
[
f
(
(Zt)t∈T
)
f ′
((
Z−1t′0
Zt
)
t∈T ′
)]
=EAffdx
[
f
(
(Zt)t∈T
)]
EAffdx
[
f ′
((
Z−1t′0
Zt
)
t∈T ′
)]
.
The stochastic continuity of EAffdx and taking the limit t
′
0 → t0 allows us to conclude
the proof. 
When G is Abelian, for any n-tuple (g1, ..., gn) of elements of G, the diagonal
conjugacy class of (g1, ..., gn) is reduced to
{
(g1, ..., gn)
}
. Thus, the last lemma
asserts that σ
({Zt, t ≤ t0}) is independent of σ({Z−1t0 Zt, t ≥ t0}). Using Remark
9.8, this implies that (Zt)t∈R+ is a Le´vy process. Applying Theorem 9.6 and Lemma
9.5, we deduce that
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is the planar Yang-Mills field associated with the
Le´vy process (Zt)t≥0. The Abelian part of Theorem 9.1 is thus proved.
When G is not Abelian, we have to get rid of the conjugacy classes in Lemma
9.9: it is what we intend to do in the following subsection.
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Figure 3. The graphs G1 and G2.
9.1.3. Braidability and the non-Abelian case. Recall the notions and
notations set in Definition 8.19.
Proposition 9.10. Under EAffdx , the process (Zt)t∈R+ has braidable increments.
Proof. The proof will be essentially graphical. The braid group with m
strands is generated by the elementary braids (βi)
m−1
i=1 defined in Section 6. This al-
lows us to reduce the braidability condition to the fact that for any n ∈ N∗∪(N∗)−1,
any positive integers m and i such that i < m, the following equality in law holds:
βi •
(
Zn,1, ..., Zn,m
)
=
(
Zn,1, ..., Zn,m
)
.
The proof does not depend on the value of n, we will suppose it is equal to 1. We
remind the reader that Z1,i = h
(
pi−1∂c
i
i−1p
−1
i−1
)
: we have to understand the law
of the random variables associated with m lassos. Using the stochastic continuity
of EAffdx , we can “shrink” the meander of these lassos and we can suppose that their
intersection is reduced to the base point as we did in the proof of Theorem 9.6.
Let i be a positive integer, we will focus only on what happens in the interior of
∂ci+1i−1. Let us consider the graphs G1 and G2 drawn in Figure 3. They represent
what is happening in ∂ci+1i−1: the loops in bold represent the part of the i
th and
i+1th lassos inside ∂ci+1i−1 and we added to it two paths in dots in order to consider
simple graphs. The two graphs satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.15 thus, they
are homeomorphic. Let us consider an orientation-preserving homeomorphism φ
between G1 and G2 which sends Fi on F ′i for any i ∈ {1, ..., 5}. By Proposition 2.25,
there exists an orientation-preserving G1−G2 piecewise diffeomorphism ψ which is
equivalent to φ on G1: it sends Fi on F ′i for any i ∈ {1, ..., 5}. It is possible to take
it such that ψ is the identity on the unbounded face of G1. Besides, one can remark
that G2 is the horizontal flip of G1: for any integer i ∈ {1, ..., 5}, dx(Fi) = dx(F ′i ).
Thus for any bounded face F of G1, dx(ψ(F )) = dx(F ). Using the area-preserving
homeomorphism invariance, namely Axiom wDP1, E
G2
dx ◦ ψ−1 = EG1dx . Letting
the shrinking parameter to zero in this equality allows us to recover the following
equality in law: under EAffdx , βi •
(
Z1,1, ..., Z1,m
)
=
(
Z1,1, ..., Z1,m
)
. 
Recall that we are working under EAffdx . Using the results of Section 9.1.2 and
9.1.3, we already know that the process Z = (Zt)t∈R+ is invariant by conjugation
by G and has braidable and I-independent increments. By Theorem 8.23, there
exists a self-invariant by conjugation Le´vy process Y , such that the law of Z is
UY U−1, where U is a Haar variable on G independent of Y . Lemma 9.5, combined
with Theorem 9.6 allows us to finish the proof of Theorem 9.1.
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9.2. Consequences of Theorem 9.1
Theorem 9.11. For a discrete planar Markovian holonomy field, the following
conditions are equivalent:
• it is stochastically continuous in law,
• it is regular.
If the discrete planar Markovian holonomy field is a weak one, then one can replace
the regularity condition by the locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuity.
Proof. We already saw in Corollary 3.13 that, depending if we are working
with weak or strong discrete planar Markovian holonomy fields, the regularity or
the locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuity implies the stochastically continuity
in law of the discrete planar Markovian holonomy field.
Besides if a discrete planar Markovian holonomy field
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is stochasti-
cally continuous in law, its restriction to the piecewise affine graphs is a stochasti-
cally continuous in law weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy field. By Theo-
rem 9.1, there exists a planar Yang-Mills field
(
EYvol
)
vol
such that(
EGvol
)
G∈G(Aff(R2)),vol
=
(
(EYvol)|Mult(P (G),G)
)
G∈G(Aff(R2)),vol
.
Using the stochastic continuity in law of both of the fields, this equality holds with-
out the restriction on the graphs. Using the proof of Proposition 7.3, up to a slight
modification since Y is only self-invariant by conjugation,
(
(EYvol)|Mult(P (G),G)
)
G,vol
is locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous and continuously area-dependent, thus(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is also locally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous and continuously area-
dependent. 
In Section 3 we have defined four different notions of planar Markovian ho-
lonomy fields. By now, we know that, by restriction, a strong planar Markovian
holonomy field defines a weak continuous one. Using the results of Section 4, a
weak planar Markovian holonomy field defines, when restricted, a weak discrete
planar Markovian holonomy field. Theorem 9.1 now allows us to show that the
four different notions are in some sense equivalent when one considers stochastically
continuous objects. Indeed, a stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar
Markovian holonomy field is the restriction of a planar Yang-Mills field, which by
the results of Section 7 was shown to be a stochastically continuous strong planar
Markovian holonomy field. Besides, by construction, any planar Yang-Mills field is
constructible. This discussion allows us to state the following theorems.
Theorem 9.12. Let (Evol)vol be a family of stochastically continuous random
holonomy fields. We have equivalence between:
(1) (Evol)vol is a strong planar Markovian holonomy field,
(2)
(
(Evol)|Mult(Aff(R2),G)
)
vol
is a weak planar Markovian holonomy field,
(3)
(
(Evol)|Mult(P (G),G)
)
G,vol
is a strong discrete planar Markovian holonomy
field,
(4)
(
(Evol)|Mult(P (G),G)
)
G∈G(Aff(R2)),vol
is a weak discrete planar Markovian
holonomy field,
(5) (Evol)vol is a planar Yang-Mills field associated with a Le´vy process which
is self-invariant by conjugation.
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Thus, any stochastically continuous strong planar Markovian holonomy field is con-
structible.
Theorem 9.13. Any G-valued stochastically continuous in law weak discrete
planar Markovian holonomy field is the restriction of a unique G-valued stochasti-
cally continuous strong planar Markovian holonomy field.
We encourage the reader to have a look at the diagram page 118 where we drawn
the different links between all the notions introduced or used in this paper. The last
consequence of Theorem 9.1 is the Proposition 3.16. Before giving the proof of this
proposition, we will construct an explicit G-valued stochastically continuous in law
discrete planar Markovian holonomy field (EGvol)G,vol which satisfies the hypothesis
of Proposition 3.16 but for which the natural restriction defined by the Equation
(3.3) is not a discrete planar Markovian holonomy field.
For this, we consider the symmetrical group G = S3. Let H be the subgroup
of G isomorphic to Z/3Z which contains the neutral element e and the two 3-cycles
c and c2. Let X be a H-valued Le´vy process which jumps only by multiplication
by c. As H is abelian, X is a self-invariant by conjugation G-valued Le´vy process
and, because of the condition on the jumps, for any positive time t:
P[Xt = c] 6= P
[
Xt = c
2
]
.(9.2)
Let
(
EXvol
)
vol
be the G-valued planar Yang-Mills field associated with X and let us
consider the restriction
(
EX,Gvol
)
G,vol
of
(
EXvol
)
vol
to the finite planar graphs: it is a
G-valued stochastically continuous in law discrete planar Markovian holonomy field.
Since H is normal in G,
(
EX,Gvol
)
G,vol
satisfies the conditions stated in Proposition
3.16. The natural restriction of
(
EX,Gvol
)
G,vol
, as defined by the Equation (3.3), and
denoted by
(
E˜X,Gvol
)
G,vol
, is neither a strong nor a weak H-valued discrete planar
Markovian holonomy field since it does not satisfy the weak independence property.
Indeed, let us consider two loops l, l′ and a path p as drawn in Figure 2 and
let us suppose that they are drawn on a finite planar graph G. Let us suppose
that vol(Int(l)) = vol(Int(l′)) = 1. If
(
E˜X,Gvol
)
G,vol
satisfied the weak independence
property, under E˜X,Gvol , h(l) and h(l
′) would be independent. Recall Equation (3.4),
where f1 and f2 are, in this case, any functions on H since H is abelian. Under
EX,Gvol , the random couple (h(l), h(pl
′p−1)) has the same law as (UAU−1, UBU−1)
where A, B and U are three independent random variables such that U is a Haar
variable on G and the two random variables A and B have the same law as X1. The
two random variables UAU−1 and UBU−1 are not independent since the Equality
(9.2) implies that:
P
[
(UAU−1, UBU−1) = (c, c)
] 6= P[UAU−1 = c]P[UBU−1 = c].
This proves that under E˜X,Gvol , h(l) and h(l
′) are not independent.
Using Theorem 9.1, we can now prove Proposition 3.16.
Proof of Proposition 3.16. As a consequence of Theorem 9.1,
(
EGvol
)
G,vol
is a discrete planar Yang-Mills field associated with a self-invariant by conjugation
Le´vy process (Yt)t≥0. Besides, the law of a simple loop l under E
G(l)
vol is equal
to
∫
Gm
g
vol(Int(l))dg where mvol(Int(l)) is the law of Yvol(Int(l)). Hence, under the
hypothesis of Proposition 3.16, for any positive real t, Yt is almost surely in H :
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we can find a modification of (Yt)t≥0 which is H-valued. Using Theorem 7.11, we
can define a H-valued planar Yang-Mills field, associated with the H-valued Le´vy
process (Yt)t≥0, whose restriction to planar graphs is a H-valued stochastically
continuous in law discrete planar Markovian holonomy field which satisfies the
required conditions. 

CHAPTER 10
Classification of Stochastically Continuous Strong
Planar Markovian Holonomy Fields
Let
(
Evol
)
vol
be a stochastically continuous strong planar Markovian holo-
nomy field: it is a planar Yang-Mills field to which is associated a Le´vy process
Y = (Yt)t≥0. In Definition 7.13, the notions of pure non-degenerate/pure degener-
ate/mixed degenerate planar Yang-Mills field were defined according to the degree
of symmetry and the support of Y . In this section, we will see equivalent conditions
for
(
Evol
)
vol
to be in each of these categories. The theorems explained below are
straightforward applications of Theorem 9.1 and Section 8.4.3. Indeed, by defini-
tion,
(
Evol
)
vol
is a pure non-degenerate (resp. pure) planar Yang-Mills field if and
only if Y is pure non-degenerate (resp. pure). Applying Proposition 8.24 (resp.
Proposition 8.26, resp. Theorem 8.27) to the process Zt defined in Definition 9.7
allows us to prove Theorem 10.1 (resp. Theorem 10.2, resp. Theorem 10.3).
The first theorem gives an equivalent condition, when G is a finite group, for(
Evol
)
vol
to be a pure non-degenerate planar Yang-Mills field.
Theorem 10.1. Let G be a finite group, let
(
Evol
)
vol
be a stochastically contin-
uous strong planar Markovian holonomy field. It is a pure non-degenerate planar
Yang-Mills field if and only if for any simple loop l, for any measure of area vol,
the support of h(l) under Evol is G.
Let G be a compact Lie group and
(
Evol
)
vol
be a G-valued stochastically con-
tinuous strong planar Markovian holonomy field. The second theorem gives an
equivalent condition for
(
Evol
)
vol
to be a pure non-degenerate planar Yang-Mills
field.
Theorem 10.2. Let us suppose that for any loop l and any measure of area
vol, under
(
Evol
)
vol
, e is in the support of h(l). The planar Markovian holonomy
field
(
Evol
)
vol
is a pure non-degenerate planar Yang-Mills field if and only if for
any sequence of simple loops
(
ln
)
n∈N
in R2 satisfying vol
(
Int(ln)
) −→
n→∞
∞, one has:
Evol ◦ h(ln)−1 −→
n→∞
λG,
where λG is the Haar measure on G.
One could remove the condition on the support of h(l) if one could understand
the support of any Le´vy process which is invariant by conjugation. The third
theorem gives an equivalent condition for
(
Evol
)
vol
to be a pure planar Yang-Mills
field.
Theorem 10.3. The planar Markovian holonomy field
(
Evol
)
vol
is a pure pla-
nar Yang-Mills field if and only there exists a Le´vy process (Xt)t≥0 such that for
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any simple loop l, for any measure of area vol, the law of h(l) under
(
Evol
)
vol
is the
law of Xvol(Int(l)). If this condition holds, then (Xt)t≥0 is invariant by conjugation
and it is the unique Le´vy process associated with
(
Evol
)
vol
.
Part 4
Markovian Holonomy Fields

CHAPTER 11
Markovian Holonomy Fields
In this chapter, some definitions and results about Markovian holonomy fields,
taken from [Le´v10], are recalled. In the next chapter, the free boundary expec-
tation on the plane associated with any Markovian holonomy field will be defined.
This is a planar Markovian holonomy field which will allow us to apply the re-
sults obtain previously and to characterize the spherical part of regular Markovian
holonomy fields (Theorem 11.23).
11.1. Measured marked surfaces with G-constraints
Until the end of the paper, M will be an oriented smooth compact surface with
boundary and, from now on, as we only consider such surfaces, we will call them
simply surfaces.
Definition 11.1. To any connected component of the boundary of M one can
associate a non-oriented cycle (Definition 1.9). The union of these non-oriented
cycles is denoted by B(M).
A collection of marks C on M is a finite union of disjoint simple smooth non-
oriented cycles in the interior of M . The couple (M, C) is called a marked surface
and any element of C is called a mark.
The orientation of M induces an orientation on each connected component of
the boundary: we denote by B+(M) the subset of B(M) of positively oriented
representative of each non-oriented cycle. The non-oriented cycles included in C
does not carry a canonical orientation.
Let us recall that a non-oriented cycle is a set {c, c−1} where c and c−1 are
oriented cycle, thus by definition a mark is an oriented cycle. Besides if M has only
one boundary, we will denote by ∂M the positively oriented cycle associated with
the unique boundary of M . Let (M, C) be a marked surface.
Definition 11.2. A graph on (M, C) is a graph on M such that each oriented
cycle in C is represented by a loop in L(G).
The Proposition 1.3.10 in [Le´v10] asserts that for any graph G on M , any
cycle of B(M) is represented by a loop in L(G). Let G be a Lie group fixed once
for all. Let Conj(G) be the set of conjugacy classes of G.
Definition 11.3. A set of G-constraints on (M, C) is a mapping C from C ∪
B(M) to Conj(G) such that C(l−1) = C(l)−1 for any l ∈ C ∪ B(M). The family of
sets of G-constraints on (M, C) is denoted by ConjG (M, C).
Notation 11.4. Let C be a set of G-constraints, let c be an oriented cycle in
C ∪ B(M) and let x be an element of G. We will denote by Cc→x the unique set of
G-constraints such that:
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(1) for any oriented cycle c′ ∈ C ∪ B(M) different of c and c−1, Cl→x(c′) =
C(c′),
(2) Cc→x(c) = [x] and Cc→x(c
−1) =
[
x−1
]
,
where we recall that [x] is the conjugacy class of x. Besides, we will denote by
c → [x] the set of G-constraints defined on {c, c−1} which sends c on [x] and c−1
on [x−1].
Definition 11.5. A measured marked surface with G-constraints is a quadru-
ple (M, vol, C, C) where (M, C) is a marked surface, vol is a measure of area on M
and C is a set of G-constraints on (M, C).
The isomorphism notion on the set of measured marked surfaces with G-
constraints is the following: (M, vol, C, C) and (M ′, vol′, C′, C′) are isomorphic if
and only if there exists a diffeomorphism ψ : M →M ′ such that:
• vol ◦ ψ−1 = vol′,
• ψ sends C on C′,
• ∀ l ∈ C ∪ B(M), C′(ψ(l)) = C(l).
11.2. Splitting of a surface
An important notion for the definition of Markovian holonomy fields is the
operation of splitting. We will not define this notion rigorously in this paper but
instead we refer the reader to Section 1.1.2 in [Le´v10] for a rigorous definition.
Let M be a surface, a splitting of M is the data of a surface M ′ and a gluing:
M ′ → M , which is an application which glues two boundary components of M ′.
The set which consists of the image of the boundary glued and its inverse is the
joint of the gluing: we split according to this non-oriented cycle. Thus, we will
consider a splitting as the inverse of the gluing: a splitting is the action to split
a surface according to a non-oriented cycle drawn on it. We will also say that we
split a surface according to a mark l and by this, we mean that we split according
to the non-oriented cycle {l, l−1}. There is uniqueness (modulo isomorphism) of
the splitting according to a mark on a surface M : the split surface of M according
to l is denoted by Spll(M).
Let (M, C, vol, C) be a measured marked surface with G-constraints. Let l be
a mark in C and fl : Spll(M) → M be the gluing associated with the splitting
Spll(M). Thanks to the empty intersection of the marks on M , we can transport
the marks on Spll(M). We will denote them Spll(C). Since outside a negligible
subset, a gluing is a diffeomorphism, it is possible to transport the measure of area
on Spll(M) by setting Spll(vol) = vol ◦ fl. In order to transport the G-constraints
on Spll(M), we set Spll(C)(l
′) = C(fl(l
′)) for any l′ ∈ Spll(C) ∪ B(Spll(M)).
11.3. Markovian holonomy fields
The definition of a Markovian holonomy field was first stated in Definition 3.1.2
of [Le´v10]. In this paper, we only consider oriented Markovian holonomy fields:
for sake of simplicity, we will call them Markovian holonomy fields. In the following
definition, we add the condition that the measures are non-degenerate, which means
that their weight is strictly positive. Besides, we change Axiom A4: in order to
undestand this change in the definition, one can read Remark 3.12.
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Definition 11.6. A G-valued Markovian holonomy field, HF, is the data, for
each measured marked surface with G-constraints (M, vol, C, C) of a non-degenerate
finite measure HF(M,vol,C,C) on (Mult (P (M), G) , I) such that:
A1 : For any (M, vol, C, C), HF(M,vol,C,C) (∃l ∈ C ∪ B(M), h(l) /∈ C(l)) = 0.
A2 : For any (M, vol, C) and any event Γ in I, the function which sends C
on HF(M,vol,C,C)(Γ) is a measurable function on ConjG (M, C).
A3 : For any (M, vol, C, C) and any l ∈ C,
HF(M,vol,C\{l,l−1},C|B(M)∪C\{l,l−1})
=
∫
G
HF(M,vol,C,Cl→[x])dx,
where Cl→[x] is defined in Notation 11.4.
A4 : Let ψ : (M, vol, C, C)→ (M ′, vol′, C′, C′) be a bi-Lipschitz homeomor-
phism which preserves the orientation such that vol◦ψ−1 = vol′, ψ(C) = C′
and C = C′ ◦ψ. The mapping fromMult(P (M ′), G) toMult (P (M), G)
induced by ψ, also denoted ψ, satisfies:
HF(M ′,vol′,C′,C′) ◦ ψ−1 = HF(M,vol,C,C).
Moreover, let G (resp. G′) be a graph on (M, C) (resp. on (M, C′)),
let φ be a homeomorphism from (M, vol, C, C) to (M ′, vol′, C′, C′) which
sends G on G′, which preserves the orientation and such that vol ◦ φ−1 =
vol′, φ(C) = C′ and C = C′ ◦ φ. The mapping from Mult(P (G′), G) to
Mult (P (G), G) induced by φ, also denoted φ, satisfies:(
HF(M ′,vol′,C′,C′)
)
|Mult(P (G′),G)
◦ φ−1 = (HF(M,vol,C,C))|Mult(P (G),G) .
A5 : For any (M1, vol1, C1, C1) and (M2, vol2, C2, C2), one has the identity:
HF(M1⊔M2,vol1⊔vol2,C1⊔C2,C1⊔C2) = HF(M1,vol1,C1,C1) ⊗ HF(M2,vol2,C2,C2).
A6 : For any (M, vol, C, C), any l ∈ C and any gluing along l, ψ : Spll(M)→
M , one has:
HF(Spll(M),Spll(vol),Spll(C),Spll(C)) = HF(M,vol,C,C) ◦ ψ−1.
A7 : For any (M, vol, ∅, C) and for any l in B(M),∫
G
HF(M,vol,∅,Cl→x)(1)dx = 1.
The Markovian holonomy fields are easier to understand them when they are
exposed in a less formal way. A Markovian holonomy field is a family of mea-
sures. For each surface M with marks, set of G-constraints and measure of area,
we are given a gauge-invariant random holonomy field on M which satisfies the
set of G-constraints (A1). Moreover, the family of measures given by a Markovian
holonomy field is invariant under a class of area-preserving homeomorphisms, A4,
and satisfies a kind of Markov property, A5 and A6. The measures associated with
(M, vol, C, C), seen as a function of the G-constraints, provide a regular disinte-
gration of HF(M,vol,∅,C|B(M)) (Axioms A1, A2 and A3). The last assumption is a
normalization axiom.
As for the planar Markovian holonomy fields, if not specified, all the Markovian
holonomy fields will be G-valued, thus we will omit to specify it. In the definition
of a Markovian holonomy field, we didn’t specify any regularity condition on the
field. In what follows, we will focus only on regular Markovian holonomy field in
the following sense.
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Definition 11.7. Let HF be a Markovian holonomy field.
(1) HF is stochastically continuous if, for any (M, vol, C, C), HF(M,vol,C,C) is
stochastically continuous (Definition 1.20).
(2) HF is Fellerian if, for any (M, vol, C), the function
(t, C) 7→ HF(M,vol,C,C)(1),
defined on R∗+ × ConjG (M, C) is continuous.
(3) HF is regular if it is both stochastically continuous and Fellerian.
11.4. Partition functions for oriented surfaces
Given an even positive integer g and p a positive integer, let Σ+p,g be the con-
nected sum of g2 tori with p holes. For g = 0 we define Σ
+
p,0 to be the sphere with
p holes. The classification of surfaces asserts that any connected oriented compact
surface is diffeomorphic to one and exactly one of
{
Σ+p,g, p ∈ N, g ∈ 2N
}
. Besides,
as a consequence of a theorem of Moser and as explained in Proposition 4.1.1 of
[Le´v10], if M and M ′ are oriented, if (M, vol, ∅, C) and (M ′, vol′, ∅, C′) are two
measured marked surfaces with G-constraints, then they are isomorphic if and only
if:
(1) M and M ′ are diffeomorphic,
(2) vol(M) = vol′(M ′),
(3) there exists a bijection ψ = B+(M) → B+(M ′) such that C = C′ ◦ ψ on
B+(M).
Let HF be a Markovian holonomy field, we define the partition functions of HF.
Definition 11.8. Let g be an even positive integer, p be a positive integer
and t be a positive real. Let vol be a measure of area on Σ+p,g of total mass t. Let
{b1, b2, ..., bp} be an enumeration of B+(Σ+p,g). We define the mapping:
Z+p,g,t(x1, ..., xp) : G
p −→ R∗+
(x1, ..., xp) 7→ Z+p,g,t(x1, ..., xp) = HF(Σ+p,g ,vol,∅,(bi 7→[xi])pi=1)(1),
It is called the partition function of the surface of genus g with p holes. Using
the diffeomorphism invariance given by Axiom A4 and using Moser’s theorem, it
depends neither on the choice of vol nor on the choice of the enumeration: Z+p,g,t is
a symmetric function.
Remark 11.9. If p = 0, we define Z+0,g,t as the positive number which is equal
to the mass of HF(Σ+0,g ,vol,∅,∅)
.
The discussion on the notion of isomorphism between measured marked surfaces
with G-constraints implies that if (M, vol, ∅, C) is a measured marked surface with
G-constraints then there exist p and g such that M is diffeomorphic to Σ+p,g:
HF(M,vol,∅,C)(1) = Z
+
p,g,vol(M)(x1, ..., xp),
where x1, ...,xp are representatives of the p constraints put on B+(M).
The Fellerian condition satisfied by regular Markovian holonomy fields implies
that their partition functions are continuous in (t, x1, ..., xp). Besides we can re-
formulate the axiom of normalization A7 (Definition 11.6) in terms of partition
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functions. If HF is a Markovian holonomy field, for any t > 0,∫
G
Z+1,0,t(g)dg = 1,
that is to say: Z+1,0,tdg is a probability measure on G. In one of the main theo-
rems proved in Chapter 4 of [Le´v10], Le´vy characterized the family of probability
measures
(
Z+1,0,tdg
)
t>0
.
Theorem 11.10. Let HF be a regular Markovian holonomy field. The probabil-
ity measures
(
Z+1,0,tdg
)
t>0
on G are the one dimensional distributions of a unique
conjugation-invariant Le´vy process (Yt)t≥0. Moreover, this Le´vy process character-
izes completely the partition functions of HF.
We say that Y = (Yt)t≥0 (resp. HF) is the Le´vy process (resp. a regular Mar-
kovian holonomy field) associated with HF (resp. to Y ). Given this theorem, it
is natural to wonder if every Le´vy process which is conjugation-invariant is asso-
ciated with a regular Markovian holonomy field. Of course, some other conditions
must hold such as the existence of a conjugation-invariant square-integrable den-
sity. Indeed, as the constraints on the boundary are given by specifying a conjugacy
class, Z+1,0,t(x) is a function of [x]. Besides, by definition of regularity, it must be
continuous in x thus square-integrable. To finish, let us remark that Z+1,0,t(x) is
strictly positive since we supposed that the measures
(
H(M,vol,C,C)
)
(M,vol,C,C)
are
non-degenerate. Hence the natural following definition:
Definition 11.11. Let (Yt)t≥0 be a Le´vy process on G. It is admissible if:
• it is invariant by conjugation by G,
• the distribution of Yt admits a strictly positive square-integrable density
Qt with respect to the Haar measure on G for any t > 0.
The discussion we just had allows us to write the following proposition.
Proposition 11.12. Let HF be a regular Markovian holonomy field, the Le´vy
process (Yt)t≥0 associated with HF is an admissible Le´vy process.
In fact, we get all the admissible Le´vy processes by studying the Le´vy processes
which are associated with regular Markovian holonomy fields: this is given by
Theorem 4.3.1 in [Le´v10].
Theorem 11.13. Every admissible Le´vy process Y is associated with a regular
Markovian holonomy field.
The proof of this assertion consists in constructing, just as we did for planar
Markovian holonomy fields, for every admissible Le´vy, a special Markovian holo-
nomy field YM which will be called a Yang-Mills field. For this, Le´vy used the edge
paradigm for random holonomy fields. A Yang-Mills field is a kind of deformation
of a uniform measure.
11.5. Uniform measure and Yang-Mills fields
Let (M, vol, C, C) be a measured marked surface with G-constraints, endowed
with a graph G = (V,E,F). The uniform measure on Mult (P (G), G) is almost a
product of Haar measures as for any orientation E+ of G, Mult (P (G), G) ≃ GE+ .
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But one has to be careful: since (M, C, C) is an oriented marked surface with G-
constraints, the elements in Mult (P (G), G) that we have to consider have to obey
the constraints.
Notation 11.14. For any conjugacy class O ⊂ G and any integer n ≥ 1, we
denote by δO(n) the natural extension to G
n of the unique Gn-invariant probability
measure on
O(n) = {(x1, ..., xn) ∈ Gn : x1...xn ∈ O}
under the Gn action (g1, ..., gn) • (x1, ..., xn) = (g1x1g−12 , ..., gnxng−11 ).
Let l1, ..., lq be q disjoint simple loops in L(G) such that C ∪ B(M) is equal
to {l1, l−11 , ..., lq, l−1q }. For any i ∈ {1, ..., q}, we can decompose li = ei,1...ei,ni
with ei,j ∈ E for any i and j. Let E+ be an orientation of G, such that for any
i ∈ {1, ..., q} and j ∈ {1, ..., ni}, ei,j ∈ E+. We label e1, ...,em the other edges
of E+. Recall that any measure constructed on GE
+
defines canonically a unique
measure on Mult (P (G), G).
Definition 11.15. The uniform measure UGM,C,C is the measure provided by
the following measure on GE
+
:
dg1 ⊗ ...⊗ dgm ⊗ δC(l1)(n1)(dg1,n1 ...dg1,1)⊗ ...⊗ δC(lq)(nq)(dgq,nq ...dgq,1).
This probability measure onMult (P (G), G) does not depend on any of the choices
we made.
Notation 11.16. We define also a similar measure without constraints for any
surface M (resp. R2) endowed with a graph (resp. a planar graph) G. Let E+ be
an orientation of G. The measure on Mult (P (G), G) seen on GE+ as ⊗e∈E+ dge
is denoted by UG.
Yang-Mills fields can now be defined.
Definition 11.17. Let (Yt)t≥0 be an admissible Le´vy process on G. For any
positive real t, let Qt be the density of Yt. A regular Markovian holonomy field YM
is called a Yang-Mills field (or sometimes a Yang-Mills measure) associated with
(Yt)t≥0 if for any measured marked surface with G-constraints (M, vol, C, C) and
any graph G on (M, C),(
YM(M,vol,C,C)
)
|Mult(P (G),G)
=
∏
F∈F
Qvol(F ) (h(∂F ))U
G
M,C,C(dh),
where ∂F is the oriented facial cycle associated with F , defined in Definition 1.3.13
of [Le´v10] and the notation Qvol(F ) (h(∂F )) means that we consider Qvol(F ) (h(c))
where c represents ∂F : this does not depend on the choice of c since Qvol(F ) is
invariant by conjugation.
A Yang-Mills field associated with (Yt)t≥0 is a regular Markovian holonomy
field associated with (Yt)t≥0: Theorem 11.13 is a consequence of the following
proposition.
Proposition 11.18. For any G-valued admissible Le´vy process (Yt)t≥0 there
exists a unique Yang-Mills field YM associated with (Yt)t≥0.
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For this proposition one has to introduce, as we did for planar Markovian holo-
nomy fields, a discrete analog of Markovian holonomy fields: the discrete Markovian
holonomy fields. The definition of discrete Markovian holonomy fields can be found
in Section 3.2 of [Le´v10]. Then one can show that the family of measures:((
YM(M,vol,C,C)
)
|Mult(P (G),G)
)
(M,vol,C,C,G)
is a Fellerian continuously area-dependent (Proposition 4.3.11 in [Le´v10]) and lo-
cally stochastically 12 -Ho¨lder continuous (Proposition 4.3.15 in [Le´v10]) discrete
Markovian holonomy field (Proposition 4.3.10 in [Le´v10]) associated with Y . Then
it is shown, in Theorem 3.2.9 of [Le´v10], that under these regularity conditions,
every discrete Markovian holonomy field can be extended to a regular Markovian
holonomy field. It has to be noticed that we changed the definition of Markovian
holonomy fields (Axiom A4): this allows us to correct the arguments used in the
proof of Axiom A4 in Theorem 3.2.9 of [Le´v10] by using the one explained before
Theorem 3.11. This allows to conclude for the proof of Proposition 11.18.
The definition of discrete Markovian holonomy field follows closely the defini-
tion of a Markovian holonomy field except for the invariance by homeomorphisms
which becomes almost a combinatorial condition. It is the same difference between
the Axioms P1 and DP1 of Definitions 3.1 and 3.4 in Section 3.1.
Remark 11.19. The difference between the assumption A4 in Definition 3.1.2
in [Le´v10] and D4 in Definition 3.2.1 in [Le´v10] makes the proof of Lemma 3.2.2.
in the same book incomplete. Thus, it is not clear that any Markovian holonomy
field defines by restriction a discrete Markovian holonomy field.
This remark leads us to the following definition.
Definition 11.20. Let HF be a Markovian holonomy field. It is constructible
if the family of measures
((
HF(M,vol,C,C)
)
|Mult(P (G),G)
)
(M,vol,C,C,G)
is a discrete
Markovian holonomy field.
It is still an open question to know if any Markovian holonomy field is con-
structible.
11.6. Conjecture and main theorem
We can resume the results of Proposition 11.12 and Theorem 11.13 by the
following diagram.
Regular Markovian holonomy fields
Partition function
%%
Admissible Le´vy processes
Yang-Mills fields
ee
Besides, it was shown that the left arrow goes into the constructible regular
Markovian holonomy fields and the composition of the two arrows is equal to the
identity on the set of admissible Le´vy processes. It is natural to wonder if the two
arrows are each other inverse: this leads us to the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 11.21. Every regular Markovian holonomy field is a Yang-Mills
field.
From this conjecture, it would be true that every regular Markovian holonomy
field is constructible. In order to state the main result concerning this conjecture,
we need the notion of planar mark. Let M be an oriented smooth compact surface
with boundary.
Definition 11.22. A planar mark is a mark l on M such that l cuts M in two
parts, one of which is of genus 0.
Theorem 11.23. Let
(
HF(M,vol,C,C)
)
(M,vol,C,C)
be a regular Markovian holo-
nomy field and (Yt)t∈R+ its associated G-valued Le´vy process. Let us consider(
YM(M,vol,C,C)
)
M,vol,C,C
the Yang-Mills field associated with (Yt)t∈R+ .
Let (M, vol, ∅, C) be a measured marked surface with G-constraints, let l be a
planar mark on M , let M1 be a part of M of genius 0 defined by l and let m be a
point in M1. The following equality holds:(
HF(M,vol,∅,C)
)
|Mult(Lm(M1),G)
=
(
YM(M,vol,∅,C)
)
|Mult(Lm(M1),G)
.
Let C be a collection of marks on M which do not intersect the mark l. Let us choose
an orientation of C denoted by C+. Let C be a set of G-constraints on B(M). We
endow the set of G-constraints on C∪B(M) with the measure dλC|B(M) coming from:⊗
c∈C+
dgc ⊗
⊗
b∈B(M)+
δC(b).
By disintegration, for any set of constraints on B(M), dλC|B(M) almost surely:(
HF(M,vol,C,C)
)
|Mult(Lm(M1),G)
=
(
YM(M,vol,C,C)
)
|Mult(Lm(M1),G)
.
In order to prove Conjecture 11.21, one would have to generalize Theorem
11.23 in order to include all the remaining loops, including the generators of the
fundamental group of the surface.
CHAPTER 12
The Free Boundary Condition on The Plane
Let HF be a regular Markovian holonomy field which will be fixed until the end
of the chapter. The measure HF(M,vol,C,C) is not in general a probability measure.
One way to deal with probability measure would be to normalize it by their mass.
Yet, a better way to get a probability measure is to consider the free boundary
condition measure.
12.1. Free boundary condition on a surface
Let M be a surface homomorphic to a disk Σ+0,1 endowed with a measure of
area vol.
Definition 12.1. The free boundary condition expectation on M associated
with HF is the probability measure on
(Mult(P (M), G),B) such that for any pos-
itive integer n, any measurable function f : Gn → R+ and any finite family c1, ...
cn of elements of P (M):
EHFM,vol
(
f
(
h(c1), ..., h(cn)
))
=
∫
G
ĤF(M,vol,∅,∂M→[x])
(
f
(
h(c1), ..., h(cn)
))
dx,
where ĤFM,vol,∅,∂M→[x] is the extension of HFM,vol,∅,∂M→[x] to the Borel σ-field
given by Proposition 1.30.
Remark 12.2. In this definition we have extended the σ-field to the Borel σ-
field, in a way such that the new measure becomes invariant by the gauge group.
In order for the definition of EHFM,vol to be consistent with the way we named it, one
has to verify that it is indeed a probability measure. Since the constant function 1
is gauge-invariant, 1ˆJc1,...,cn = 1, thus E
HF
M,vol(1) =
∫
G
HF(M,vol,∅,∂M→[x])(1)dx = 1,
the last equality coming from the normalization Axiom A7 in Definition 11.6.
The free boundary condition expectation onM of a Yang-Mills field is computed
in the following lemma.
Lemma 12.3. Let YM be the Yang-Mills field associated with a G-valued ad-
missible Le´vy process (Yt)t∈R+ . For any positive real t, let Qt be the density of Yt.
Let G be a graph on M :(
EYMM,vol
)
|Mult(P (G),G)
=
∏
F∈F
Qvol(F ) (h(∂F ))U
G(dh),
where UG was defined in Notation 11.16 and where we used the notation Qvol(F ) (h(∂F ))
already used in Proposition 7.6.
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Proof. This follows from the fact that
∫
G
UGM,∅,∂M→xdx = U
G which is a
consequence of:
∫
G
[ ∫
Gn fδ[y](n)(dx1, ..., dxn)
]
dy =
∫
Gn fdx1...dxn, given by the
Equality (26) of Lemma 2.3.4 in [Le´v10]. 
12.2. Free boundary condition on the plane
Proposition 12.4. Let (M, vol) and (M ′, vol′) be two measured compact two-
dimensional sub-manifolds of R2 which are homeomorphic to the unit disk. Let
us suppose that M is included in the interior of M ′, denoted by Int(M ′). Let us
assume that vol′|M = vol. The free boundary condition expectations on M and M
′
are related by: EHFM,vol = E
HF
M ′,vol′ ◦ ρ−1M,M ′ , where we remind the reader that ρM,M ′
was defined in Notation 1.21. Thus, for any measure of area vol on R2, the family:{(
Mult (P (M) , G) ,B,EHFM,vol|M
)
M⊂R2
, (ρM,M ′)M⊂Int(M ′)
}
,
is a projective family of probability spaces.
Proof. Since EHFM,vol and E
HF
M ′,vol′ ◦ ρ−1M,M ′ are gauge-invariant, it is enough,
by Proposition 1.37, to show that, for any positive integer n, for any continuous
conjugation-invariant function f on Gn and any n-tuple of loops l1, ..., ln inM based
at a fixed pointm ofM : EHFM ′,vol′
[
f
(
h (l1) , ..., h (ln)
)]
=EHFM,vol
[
f
(
h (l1) , ..., h (ln)
)]
.
The l.h.s. is equal to:∫
G
∫
M(P (M ′),G)
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)
HF(M ′,vol′,∅,∂M ′→[x])(dh)dx
=
∫
G
∫
G
∫
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)
HF(M ′,vol′,∂M,{∂M ′→[x],∂M→[y]})(dh)dydx
=
∫
G
∫
G
∫
M(P ((M ′\Int(M))⊔M),G)
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)
HF(
(M ′\Int(M))⊔M,vol′
|(M′\Int(M))
⊔vol,∅,{∂M ′→[x],∂M→[y]}
)(dh)dydx
=
∫
G
∫
G
∫
M(P (M ′\Int(M)),G)
∫
M(P (M),G)
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)
HF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[y]})(dh)
HF(
M ′\Int(M),vol′
|M′\Int(M)
,∅,{∂M ′→[x],∂M→[y]}
)(dh′)dydx
=
∫
G
∫
G
∫
M(P (M),G)
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)
HF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[y]})(dh)
HF(
M ′\Int(M),vol′
|M′\Int(M)
,∅,{∂M ′→[x],∂M→[y]}
)(1)dydx
=
∫
G
∫
M(P (M),G)
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)
HF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[y]})(dh)(∫
G
HF(
M ′\Int(M),vol′
|M′\Int(M)
,∅,{∂M ′→[x],∂M→[y]}
)(1)dx
)
dy
=
∫
G
∫
M(P (M),G)
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)
HF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[y]})(dh)dy
= EHFM,vol
[
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)]
,
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where we applied successively the definition of EHFM ′,vol′ , the Axioms A3, A6 and
A5. Then after a change of notation and a Fubini exchange of integrals, the nor-
malization Axiom A7 with the definition of EHFM,vol lead us to the result. 
The free boundary expectation on the plane is the projective limit of this family
of measured spaces. Let vol be a measure of area on R2.
Definition 12.5. The free boundary condition expectation on R2 associated
with HF, denoted by EHFvol, and defined on
(Mult(P (R2), G),B) is the projective
limit of: {(
Mult (P (M) , G) ,B,EHFM,vol|M
)
M⊂R2
, (ρM,M ′)M⊂Int(M ′)
}
.
This random holonomy field is gauge-invariant.
Lemma 12.3 gives for any embedded planar graph G an explicit formula for
the restriction on Mult(P (G), G) of the free boundary condition expectation on
the plane associated with a Yang-Mills field. Proposition 2.7 asserts that any finite
planar graph G′ can be seen as a subgraph of an embedded planar graph. It is
thus possible to give an explicit formula for the restriction on Mult(P (G′), G) of
the free boundary condition expectation on the plane associated with a Yang-Mills
field.
Proposition 12.6. Suppose that R2 is endowed with a measure of area vol.
Let G = (V,E,F) be a finite planar graph. Let Y = (Yt)t≥0 be a G-valued admissible
Le´vy process with associated semigroup of densities (Qt)t≥0. Let YM be the Yang-
Mills field associated with Y . The free boundary condition expectation on R2 of YM
satisfies: (
EYMvol
)
|Mult(P (G),G)
(dh) =
∏
F∈Fb
Qvol(F )
(
h(∂F )
)
UG(dh),
where ∂F is the anti-clockwise oriented facial cycle associated with F and where we
used the same convention as before for Qvol(F )
(
h(∂F )
)
.
In order to simplify the proof, we will use the upcoming Theorem 12.8.
Proof. We have already seen in the proof of Proposition 7.6 that
 ∏
F∈Fb
Qvol(F )
(
h(∂F )
)
UG(dh)


G,vol
is a stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar Markovian holonomy
field. Using Theorem 12.8 and the constructibility result of Section 4, the family((
EYMvol
)
|Mult(P (G),G)
)
G,vol
is a stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar
Markovian holonomy field. Recall the definition of Li,j in Definition 5.9. Using
Theorem 9.6, we only have to check that for any positive real α,
(
h(Ln,0)
)
n∈N
has
the same law under EYMαdx as under
∏
F∈Fb
Qα
(
h(∂F )
)
UN
2
(dh), where Fb is the set
of bounded faces of the N2 graph. The value of α will not be important, so we
will suppose that α = 1. In fact, we will prove that for any positive integer n,(
EYMdx
)
|Mult(P (Gn),G)
(dh) =
∏
F∈Fbn
Q1(h(∂F ))U
Gn(dh), where Gn = (Vn,En,Fn) =
N2 ∩ ([0, n]× [0, 1]).
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Let ∂D(0, n + 1) be the loop based at (n + 1, 0) turning anti-clockwise, rep-
resenting the cycle bounding the disk of radius n + 1 centered at (0, 0). Let
G′n = (V
′
n,E
′
n,F
′
n) be the graph defined by:
• E′n = En ∪
{
∂D(0, n+ 1), ∂D(0, n+ 1)−1, ern,0, (e
r
n,0)
−1
}
,
• V′n = Vn ∪
{
(n+ 1, 0)
}
.
The finite planar graph G′n is an embedded graph and Gn is a subgraph of G
′
n.
Using Lemma 12.3:(
EYMdx
)
|Mult(P (G′n),G)
(dh) =
∏
F∈F′bn
Qdx(F )
(
h(∂F )
)
UG
′
n(dh).
Since
(∏
F∈Fb Qvol(F )
(
h(∂F )
)
UG(dh)
)
G,vol
is a weak discrete planar Markovian ho-
lonomy field, the restriction of
∏
F∈F′bn
Qdx(F )
(
h(∂F )
)
UG
′
n(dh) to Mult(P (Gn), G)
is
∏
F∈Fbn
Q1(h(∂F ))U
Gn(dh):
(
EYMdx
)
|Mult(P (Gn),G)
(dh) =
∏
F∈Fbn
Q1(h(∂F ))U
Gn(dh).

This last proposition and Proposition 7.6 show that the free boundary condition
expectation on R2 of a Yang-Mills field associated with an admissible Le´vy process
Y is the planar Yang-Mills field associated with Y . This implies the following result.
Proposition 12.7. Let YM be the Yang-Mills field associated with an admis-
sible Le´vy process Y = (Yt)t∈R+ . For any planar graph G = (V,E,F), any measure
of area vol, any family of facial loops (cF )F∈Fb oriented anti-clockwise and any
rooted spanning tree T of G, under the free boundary condition on the plane EYMvol ,
the random variables
(
h (lcF ,T )
)
F∈Fb
are independent and for any F ∈ Fb, h(lcF ,T )
has the same law as Yvol(F ).
12.3. Building a bridge between general and planar Markovian
holonomy fields
The free boundary condition expectation on R2 allows us to link the theory of
Markovian holonomy fields with the one of planar Markovian holonomy fields. Con-
sider HF a regular Markovian holonomy field and let
(
EHFvol
)
vol
be the free boundary
condition expectation on the plane associated with HF.
Theorem 12.8. The family
(
EHFvol
)
vol
is a stochastically continuous strong pla-
nar Markovian holonomy field.
Using the theory of planar Markovian holonomy fields, it is enough to show
that for any vol, EHFvol is stochastically continuous and that its restriction to Aff(R
2)
is a stochastically continuous weak planar Markovian holonomy field. As we have
already checked the weight condition and as we have noticed the gauge-invariance
of the free boundary condition expectation in Definition 12.5, it remains to show
that it is stochastically continuous and that the Axioms wP1, wP2 and wP3 in
Definition 3.2 hold. These are proved in the following Lemmas 12.9, 12.10, 12.11
and 12.12.
Lemma 12.9. For any measure of area vol, EHFvol is a stochastically continuous
random holonomy field.
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Proof. Let vol be a measure of area, let pn be a sequence of paths which
converges, as n goes to infinity, to a path p for the convergence with fixed endpoints.
Let D be a disk centered at (0, 0) such that for any integer n, pn ∈ D. We remind
the reader that ĤF(D,vol|D,∅,∂D→[x]) is the extension given by Proposition 1.30 of
HF(D,vol|D,∅,∂D→[x]) on the Borel σ-field. By definition,
EHFvol
[
dG(h(pn), h(p)
]
=
∫
G
ĤF(D,vol|D,∅,∂D→[x])
[
dG(h(pn), h(p))
]
dx
=
∫
G
HF(D,vol|D,∅,∂D→[x])
[
(̂dG)J{pn,p}
(h(pn), h(p))
]
dx.
Since pn and p have the same endpoints, J{pn,p} is equal to G
2 and its action on
G2 is given by: (k1, k2) • (g1, g2) = (k−12 g1k1, k−12 g2k1). The invariance of dG, by
right and left translations, implies that (̂dG)J{pn,p}
= dG. This leads to:
EHFvol
[
dG(h(pn), h(p)
]
=
∫
G
HF(D,vol|D,∅,∂D→[x])
[
dG(h(pn), h(p))
]
dx.
Since HF is regular, it is stochastically continuous, thus we have:
HF(D,vol|D,∅,∂D→[x])
[
dG(h(pn), h(p))
] −→
n→∞
0.
Thus, with an argument of dominated convergence, EHFvol
[
dG(h(pn), h(p))
]
converges
to zero as n goes to infinity. 
Lemma 12.10. The family of random holonomy fields
(
EHFvol
)
vol
satisfies the
area-preserving diffeomorphisms at infinity invariance property wP1.
Proof. Consider vol and vol′ two measures of area on R2. Let ψ be a diffeo-
morphism at infinity which preserves the orientation and let R be a positive real
such that:
(1) vol′ = vol ◦ ψ−1,
(2) ψ : D(0, R)c → ψ(D(0, R)c) is a diffeomorphism.
Using the gauge-invariance of EHFvol, it is enough to consider piecewise affine loops
based at the same point. Let l1, ..., ln be loops in Aff
(
R2
)
based at the same point
such that for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, l′i = ψ(li) is in Aff
(
R2
)
. Let R′ be a positive
real such that R′ is greater than R and such that for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}, li is in
MR′ = D(0, R′). The set M ′ = ψ (MR′) is a connected compact two-dimensional
sub-manifold of R2. Let us consider f : Gn → R, a continuous function invariant
by diagonal conjugation: EHFvol
[
f
(
(h(li)
n
i=1)
)]
is equal to:
EHFMR′ ,vol|MR′
[
f
(
(h(li)
n
i=1)
)]
=
∫
G
∫
Mult(P (MR),G)
f
((
h(li)
n
i=1
))
HF(
MR′ ,vol|MR′
,∅,∂MR→[x]
)(dh)dx
=
∫
G
∫
Mult(P (M ′),G)
f
((
h(l′i)
n
i=1
))
HF(
M ′,vol′
|M′
,∅,∂M ′→[x]
)(dh)dx
= EHFM ′,vol′
|M′
[
f
(
(h(l′i)
n
i=1)
)]
= EHFvol′
[
f
(
(h(l′i)
n
i=1)
)]
.
The Axiom wP1 is satisfied by
(
EHFvol
)
vol
. 
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Lemma 12.11. The family of random holonomy fields
(
EHFvol
)
vol
satisfies the
weak independence property wP2.
Proof. Let vol be a measure of area on R2. Let l and l′ be two loops in
Aff(R2) such that Int(l) ∩ Int(l′) = ∅. We can always consider l˜ and l˜′ two smooth
simple loops in R2 such that the closure of their interiors are also disjoint and such
that l ⊂ Int(l˜) and l′ ⊂ Int(l˜′). Using this remark, we can suppose that l and l′ are
smooth. Using the gauge-invariance of EHFvol, as we did in order to show the Axiom
wDP2 in the proof of Proposition 7.5, we can work with loops. Let us consider
l1, ..., ln some loops in Int(l) and l
′
1, ..., l
′
m some loops in Int(l
′). The aim is to prove
that for any continuous functions f and g, from Gn, respectively Gm, to R, we
have:
EHFvol
[
f
(
(h(li))
n
i=1
)
g
(
(h(l′i))
m
i=1
)]
= EHFvol
[
f
(
(h(li))
n
i=1
)]
EHFvol
[
g
(
(h(l′i))
m
i=1
)]
.
We will use the notations and results stated in Remark 1.32. Let L0 be a
smooth loop such that L0 surrounds l and l′. Depending on the context L0 we
either stand for Int(L0) or for the oriented cycle represented by L0. Besides, we
will suppose that the orientation of L0 was chosen such that L0 = ∂Int(L0). The
same notations will hold for l and l′. Using the different axioms in Definition 11.6,
we have:
EHFdx
[
f
(
(h(li))
n
i=1
)
g
(
(h(l′i))
m
i=1
)]
= EHFL0,dx
[
f
(
(h(li))
n
i=1
)
g((h(l′i))
m
i=1)
]
=
∫
G
∫
Mult(P (L0),G)
̂(f ⊗ g)J(li)ni=1,(l′i)mi=1
(
(h(li))
n
i=1, (h(l
′
i))
m
i=1
)
HF(L0,dx,∅,L0→[y])(dh)dy
=
∫
G
∫
Mult(P (L0),G)
f̂J(li)ni=1
(
(h(li)
)n
i=1
)
ĝJ(l′
i
)m
i=1
(
(h(l′i)
)m
i=1
)
HF(L0,dx,∅,L0→[y])(dh)dy
=
∫
G3
∫
Mult(P (L0),G)
f̂J(li)ni=1
(
(h(li)
)n
i=1
)
ĝJ(l′
i
)m
i=1
(
(h(l′i))
m
i=1
)
HF(L0,dx,∅,{L0→[y],l′→[z],l→[w]})(dh)dydzdw
=
∫
G3
∫
Mult(P (l),G)
f̂J(li)ni=1
(
(h(li))
n
i=1
)
HF(l,dx,∅,l→[w])(dh)∫
Mult(P (l′),G)
ĝJ(l′
i
)m
i=1
(
(h(l′i))
n
i=1
)
HF(l′,dx,∅,l′→[z])(dh)∫
Mult(P (L0\(l∪l′)),G)
HF(L0,dx,∅,{L0→[y],l′→[z],l→[w]})(dh)dydzdw.
Since
∫
G
∫
Mult(P (L0\(l∪l′)),G)
HF(L0,dx,∅,{L0→[y],l′→[z],l→[w]})(dh)dy is equal to 1,
EHFdx
[
f
(
(h(li))
n
i=1
)
g
(
(h(l′i))
m
i=1
)]
is equal to∫
G
∫
Mult(P (l),G)
fˆJ(li)ni=1
(
(h(li))
n
i=1
)
HF(l,dx,∅,l→[w])(dh)dw∫
G
∫
Mult(P (l′),G)
gˆJ(l′
i
)m
i=1
(
(h(l′i))
m
i=1
)
HF(l′,dx,∅,l′→[z])(dh)dz,
which is equal to EHFdx
[
f
(
(h(li))
n
i=1
)]
EHFdx
[
g
(
(h(l′i))
m
i=1
)]
. 
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Lemma 12.12. The family of random holonomy fields
(
EHFvol
)
vol
satisfies the
locality property wP3.
Proof. Let l be a simple loop, let vol and vol′ be two measures of area whose
restrictions to the closure of the interior of l are equal. The random holonomy fields
EHFvol and E
HF
vol′ being gauge invariant and stochastically continuous, by Proposition
1.37, we only have to prove, for any loops l1, ..., ln in Int(l) based at the same point
and for any continuous function f : Gn → R invariant under the diagonal action of
G, that:
EHFvol
[
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)]
= EHFvol′
[
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)]
.
Using Riemann’s uniformization theorem, we can find a smooth curve l˜ in the
interior of l such that l1, ..., ln are in the interior of l˜. Let M be the closure of the
interior of l˜:
EHFvol
[
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)]
= EHFM,vol|M
[
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)]
= EHFM,vol′
|M
[
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)]
= EHFvol′
[
f
(
h(l1), ..., h(ln)
)]
.
This allows us to conclude. 
Remark 12.13. Using the same kind of calculations as the one explained in
this subsection and using Theorem 11.10, it is easy to see that for any simple loop
l, the law of h(l) under EHFvol is the law of Yvol(Int(l)) where (Yt)t∈R+ is the Le´vy
process associated with HF.

CHAPTER 13
Characterization of the Spherical Part of Regular
Markovian Holonomy Fields
We have now all the tools in order to prove Theorem 11.23.
Proof of Theorem 11.23. Let us remark that the second part about marks
is a consequence of the first part by conditioning: we will prove the first assertion.
Let
(
HF(M,vol,C,C)
)
(M,vol,C,C)
be a regular Markovian holonomy field and (Yt)t∈R+
its associated G-valued Le´vy process. Let
(
YM(M,vol,C,C)
)
M,vol,C,C
be the Yang-
Mills field associated with (Yt)t∈R+ .
Let (M, vol, ∅, C) be a measured marked surface with G-constraints, let l be a
planar mark on M , let M1 be a part of M of genius 0 defined by l and let m be a
point in M1. We want to prove that:(
HF(M,vol,∅,C)
)
|Mult(Lm(M1),G)
=
(
YM(M,vol,∅,C)
)
|Mult(Lm(M1),G)
.
For any loops l1, ..., ln inM1 based atm and any continuous function f invariant
by diagonal conjugation,
∫
f(h(l1), ..., h(ln))HF(M,vol,∅,C)(dh) is equal to:∫ ∫
f(h(l1), ..., h(ln))HF(M1,vol|M1 ,∅,C|∂M1\{l,l−1}∪{l→[x]})
(dh)
HFM2,vol|M2 ,∅,C|∂M2\{l,l−1}∪{l→[x]}
(1)dx
where M2 is the second part of M defined by l. Using Theorem 11.10, HF and YM
have the same partition functions. Thus, since l is a planar mark, it is enough to
show that for any measure marked surface with G-constraints (M, vol, ∅, C) such
that M is homeomorphic to a sphere with a positive number p of holes,
HF(M,vol,∅,C) = YM(M,vol,∅,C).
The proof can be made by induction on the number of holes: we will only
prove the case where p = 1 since the arguments for the induction are similar.
Let
(
EHFvol
)
vol
be the free boundary condition expectation on the plane, defined
in Definition 12.5, associated with HF. It is a stochastically continuous strong
planar Markovian holonomy field as shown in Theorem 12.8. Hence, by Theorem
4.2, it induces a stochastically continuous in law weak discrete planar Markovian
holonomy field
(
EHF,Gvol
)
G,vol
. The Remark 12.13 ensures that the condition in order
to apply Theorem 10.3 is satisfied by
(
EHF,Gvol
)
G,vol
. It is equal to the pure discrete
planar Yang-Mills field, denoted by
(
EY,Gvol
)
G,vol
, associated with the Le´vy process
(Yt)t∈R+ . By stochastic continuity, for any measure of area vol, E
HF
vol = E
Y
vol, where
EYvol is the pure continuous planar Yang-Mills field associated with (Yt)t∈R+ .
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Let
(
EYMvol
)
vol
be the associated free boundary condition expectation on the
plane associated with YM. Using Proposition 12.7, for any measure of area vol,
EYMvol = E
Y
vol. Recall the notation for the free boundary condition on a surface and
let us consider a disk-shaped suface M endowed with a measure of area vol. The
last two equalities imply that EHFM,vol = E
YM
M,vol. Using Definition 12.1:
EHFM,vol =
∫
G
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]})dx,
and a similar equation holds for YM. Let t be equal to vol(M) and let us define
Zt(x) = HF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]})(1) which is also equal to YM(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]})(1) and
which is strictly positive. Then:
EHFM,vol =
∫
G
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]})
Zt(x)
Zt(x)dx.
Besides, the law of h(∂M) is Zt(g)dg: it implies that
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]})
Zt(x)
is a disin-
tegration of EHFM,vol with respect to h(∂M). The same discussion holds for YM. By
almost sure uniqueness of the disintegration we have:
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]})
Zt(x)
=
ŶM(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]})
Zt(x)
, a.s. in x,
thus:
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}) = ŶM(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}), a.s. in x.(13.1)
It remains to remove the a.s. part. Using Proposition 1.37 and Lemma 1.13, we
need to show that, for any continuous function f invariant by diagonal conjugation
from Gn to G and any piecewise affine loops, for any Riemannian metric, l1, ..., ln
in the interior of M , based at the same point:
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}) (f (h(l1), ..., h(ln)))=ŶM(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}) (f (h(l1), ..., h(ln))) .
Yet, given such n-tuple, we can always find a mark l such that l1, ..., ln is in the
interior of l. Thus, it is enough to show that for any mark l, for any x ∈ G, once
we restrain the measures on Mult(P (Int(l)), G), we have the equality:
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}) = ŶM(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}).
Let l be a mark on M and let us denote by M ′ the closure of the interior
of l. Let us suppose that the orientation of l is such that l = ∂M ′. Let us recall
that Z+2,0,s was the notation for the partition function of the regular Markovian
holonomy field HF associated to the planar annulus of total volume which is equal
to s. Applying the AxiomsA3, A6 andA5, we get that for any continuous function
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f invariant by diagonal conjugation from Gn to G and any loops l1, ..., ln in M
′:
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}) (f (h(l1), ..., h(ln)))
=
∫
f (h(l1), ..., h(ln))HF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]})(dh)
=
∫
G
∫
f (h(l1), ..., h(ln))HF(M,vol,l,{∂M→[x],l→[y]})(dh)dy
=
∫
G
∫
f (h(l1), ..., h(ln))
HF(M ′,vol|M′ ,∅,{∂M ′→[y]})
⊗ HF(M\Int(M ′),vol|M\Int(M′),∅,{∂M→[x],∂M ′→[y]})(dh)dy
=
∫
G
∫
f (h(l1), ..., h(ln))
HF(M ′,vol|M′ ,∅,{∂M ′→[y]})
(dh)Z+2,0,vol(M\Int(M ′))(x, y
−1)dy.
Thus, if we only consider the restriction on Mult (P (M ′), G):
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}) =
∫
G
ĤF(M ′,vol|M′ ,∅,{∂M ′→[y]})
Z+2,0,vol(M\Int(M ′))(x, y
−1)dy.
Recall that the partition functions of HF and YM are equal. Thus, again if we only
consider the restriction on Mult (P (M ′), G):
ŶM(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}) =
∫
G
ŶM(M ′,vol|M′ ,∅,{∂M ′→[y]})
Z+2,0,vol(M\Int(M ′))(x, y
−1)dy.
Once we restrain the measures on Mult (P (M ′), G)), using Equation (13.1), for
any x ∈ G:
ĤF(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}) =
∫
G
ĤF(M ′,vol|M′ ,∅,{∂M ′→[y]})
Z+2,0,vol(M\Int(M ′))(x, y
−1)dy
=
∫
G
ŶM(M ′,vol|M′ ,∅,{∂M ′→[y]})
Z+2,0,vol(M\Int(M ′))(x, y
−1)dy
= ŶM(M,vol,∅,{∂M→[x]}).
This proves that the Equality (13.1) now holds for any x in G. 
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